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Present Schedule
W as Guest at Banquet
For Ferry Continues 
Through December
W ill Run till Eleven O’clock Till End of Year—Made 
Thousand Dollar Profit in Year Ending Last March— 
Public Accounts Show Interesting Figures
O nly Ferry Showing Profit
Th e  M.S. Holdup will continue the service given during the month of November until the end of th«^  year, the department of public
'works announces in an advertisement in this issue. This informa­
tion was received in a wire from Victoria on Tuesday , by the local 
engineer, G. A. Stowe. Thus during December there will be an 
hourly service with the first trip from the Kelowna side at eight-ten 
in the mornihg and the last at eleven-ten at night. These trips will 
leave the west side approximately twenty minutes later.
P.O. LETTER BOX 
COLLECTIONS TO 
COMMENCE TODAY
Jim  Horn’s Successor
Fourteen Regulation Red Letter 
Boxes Being Posted at Strate­
gic Points Throughout City
OSCAR  M A R R  C O L LE C T O R
Next Step May Be Inauguration 
of Postal Delivery Service 
Within Limits of City
This afternoon, Thursday, Decem­
ber 1, marks the inauguration of a now 
service in Kclownii' city which will 
prove of great ^benefit to those who 
do not reside, wUWn'easy Walking dis­
tance of the, pew post office. A  letter 
cdilcction box service has been es­
tablished by the post office depart­
ment of the Dominion government 
and goes into pperption this afternoon 
at 1:15 o’clockt'
It is nearly a year ago that' the 
J. J. “BIG JIM” HORN junior board of trade commenced an
Who was the guest of honor at the agitation for this letter collection box 
Royal Anne Hotel on Tuesday evening, service. The first request was refusedThe announcement comes as wel- -  ;;; — ............................... .................. ......................... ------------ , ----- -----------------
come news to the people of the Okan- tions of The Kootenay Lake ferry wa^ jyjj.. Horn retired from his position as flatly but efforts were redoubled and 
agan. Communications during this ?dl,114.93, making a deficit of $4,632.07. superintendent of the mountain division the post office department consented 
fa ll have been considerably facilitated A t Shuswap the operating cost was Canadian Pacific on Wednesday, to the plah, with the result that four-
' b y  the additional ferry service and the making a deficit of $l,677.2o. November 30, after 47 years’ service teen collection boxes are being ppstpd
present announcement will be particu- The ^ cost of operating the ferries railway. He will be missed by in various parts of the city.
his many friends in Kelowna and Oscar Marr, well-known Kelowna
Combines Commission 
Hearing Evidence 
In Ke lowna District
Seeking to Determine if Combine Exists—Not Proving 
Case as in Court—Open in Penticton on Monday—If 
Combine Found Province Institutes Legislation or 
Dominion May Step in '
Enquiry To Last Several W eeks
E. s. McCr a c k e n
V H A T  the investigation now under way in this city is solely an 
A investigation and is in no sense a prosecution, was the point 
stressed by F, A . McGregor, commissioner of the combines act 
branch of the department of labor, who is now conducting the en­
quiry into the charges made by Godfrey Isaacs that a combine ex­
ists in the fruit industry of this valley, in an interview with The 
Courier on Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. McGregor and party arrived in Kelowna on Thursday after­
noon and on Friday commenced to interview witnesses. The counsel
The cost of
T ^ l 7  welcome" to the Kelowna met- throughout the province 
chants as it w ill enable Westbank 381.48.
people to shop in this city at a greater —--------------------------
. convenience to themselves. PENTICTON GAM BLING PREMISES
, Additional figures relative to RAIDED B Y  B.C. POLICE
■ operation of the Holdup have come to
hand with the publication of the pub- During the early hours of Sunday
throughout 
line.
the Okanagan and
STEAL $200 FROM GARAGE
Between the hours of three and five 
thirty on Saturday morning the prem-
_ , J ------------- —  J. lie  eu iisci
acting for the commission is H, I. Bird of Vancouver wwhile H. V. 
Former superintendent of the Nelson Craig is attending the hearing representing Sales Service Ltd. and 
division of the Canadian Pacific, who Western Grocers. Mr. Bird is being assisted bv Mailwell Cohen a
member ot the combines act staff at Ottawa ' ' 0»=n, a
main man, has obtained the contract to col- of fbe mountain division with head-  ^ .
lect the letters from these boxes daily quarters at Revelstoke, succeeding J. hearings for obvious reasons
____  except Sunday. He commences his J- Horn, who retired on Wednesday.
collection at 1.15 o’clock from the ------------ _^___________ __________________
obvious
are being held in camera but from the 
length of time being devoted to each
standard, red post boxes now erected. 
There are three sizes of boxes and 
these have been apportioned accord-lic  accounts for the fiscal year ending morning, provincial police made a raid . t. , t*  tt ■+ i ------ ------ ----- ----- ---------------
March 31st 1938. During the twelve on premises on Robertson Street, be- ises of the. Penticton Tire Hospital j^g to the size of the district served 
‘months period previous to that date hind Main street, and arrested sever- garage in Penticton were entered, and There are six large boxes, three me-
the revenue of the Holdup was $28,- al men on gambling charges. It is  ^ large sum of money taken. While dium sized ones and five small boxes
272.79. During the same period the alleged that at least two of the men arrests have been made in connec- various districts,
expenses were $27,254.22, giving a pro- arrested as being inmdtes have been fiou withdhe case, police are reported These boxes are being placed at the 
R t of something over a thousand dol- drawing municipal relief. Charged fo be working on the matter, although following locations:
' lars. Included in the later item were with being a keeper of a disorderly ^ 5® practically no dues to the Bernard avenue and Ferry street,
amounts of $1,615.63 to the C.N. Rail- house, to wit, a comrhon gam inghouse,............. . '
BUTCHERS’ NEW 
CLOSING HOURS
oral takes the necessary steps and the
witness it is evident that the hearing This V a °  followed,
is a .hosouah one. £ w e j ’ ‘‘5,'’ iTber'S
City butchers have agreed to adopt 
new closing hours ‘ starting Monday 
next, Dec. 5th., They w ill hereafter
is a thoro gh one.
Asked by The Courier to enlarge 
upon his statement that the present 
enquiry is in no way a prosecution, 
the commissioner said that the sole 
purpose was to determine whether or 
not a combine exists. However, it does
gor reported a combine existed and 
the' province last week instituted ac­
tion against thirty-four tobacco com­
panies.
Dominion Can Act
not mean that the case must be prov- does find that a
ed a.q it would be in a court of law. *ubine exists and reports to that ef-e  as it o l  e i  a co rt of la .
thief. It is reported that the money 
was cached in a storeroom of the gar­
age. ’I^ e  ■ sum taken approximates 
$200, it is stated.
•way and $505.39 to the C.P.R. These V. Solum appeared in court on Mon­
amounts, presumably, were incurred day morning. A  fine of $100 and costs 
during the period when the Holdup was imposed, the fine being paid.
■was being overhauled. ’Those charged with being inmates
* The only other ferries in the. pro- gave their names as John Duffy; W. J.
'Vince to produce any revenue for the White, who gave his address as Sum- 
urovince were the Kootenay Lake and merland; Tommy Eagle, Robert Burns,
’^ u s w a p  Lake ferries. The formey-^  ^ John Brodie, Oscar Ehgen,. R. Dagg, McGill, operating- -Kiddies’ Toggery 
l ia d  a revenue of $26,482.85 and the Fred Sorenson, Les Handlin, A lex and to G. Webster, building contractor, 
la tter, $1,035.40. It is interesting to Pastnsky, and H. Panchysin. succeeding Wardlaw & Webster.
:Ziote however that the cost of opera- = =  ■ ' --- ..- --------  ■ - .=1 - ^
GRANTS LICENCES
On Monday night the city 
granted trade licences' to
council 
Bessie K.
CORDON MAY 
STAND FOR 
MAYORALTY
Lack oL Cooperation is Char0ed 
A s Aldermen ask W h y  No M en  
A re  Available for Sewer
Abbott street and Vim y avenue.
Park avenue and Pendozi street.
Strathcona avenue and Pendozi St.
Patterson avenue and Pendozi street.
Gadder avenue and Richter street.
Harvey avenue and Richter-street.
Laurier avenue and Ethel street.
Bernard avenue and Ethel street.
Bernard avenue and Richter street.
Cawston avenue and Richter street.
Roanoke avenue and Ellis street.
Camp avenue and Roanoke street.
Cawston avenue and Ellis street.
Efforts are also being made in cer­
tain quarters to have a postal delivery 
service inaugurated in Kelowna. It is 
understood that now that Kelowna has 
it.<5 streets properly named, and the 
houses all numbered that other re­
close one-half hour earlier tHan other Ho penalties w ill be imposed i f  the . P''®vince coimerned
................ ... _______  ^ ______  c o m m is s io n  doe,.? c o n c lu d e  that a c o m -  not take action, tnen the'Domin-
concerned
retail stores and i f  Kelowna house- ®®fiifi i^ssion does conclude that a co
wixrAc i.ricv, + u fi, • + cxists as the function of the com- government has the righ t. to fetep
wives wish to purchase their meat mission is merely: to-make its report institute action itself. Thps, ilj
supplies they must do so before five and turn it over to the. attorney-gen- Province was reluctant tp pro-
on week days and nine on Saturday eral of the province. I f  ' there are 
evenings. grounds for action the attorney-gen-
Kelowna Friends- Fete Jim Horn
O n  Last Official V isit as
Head of Mountain Division
ceed' against persons which the com­
missions has found to be operating' a 
combine, the Dominion may take the 
matter out of the hands of the pro­
vince and proceed itself.
The commissioner apparently had 
heard much of the problems of the 
valley fruit industry as he made it 
very plain that the commission was in 
Turn to page 6, Story 1
urated.
i(5. G. Barber and James Emslie Sewer Project Delayed to Fall to Assist Relief Department
Mentioned as Aldermanic Can­
didates—.Sutherland Out
-Now No Men A vailable-C ost Greatly Exceeds 
Estimates—-Alderman Sutherland Target for Remarks
rw^rs^h^'^'seJS^^ Railroader Given Rod and Reel as he Leaves
Interior—Hints he will Reutrn to Kelowna to Live in 
Two or Three Years—Recalls Changes he has seen in 
Railroading
With nominations and city elections 
less than two weeks away there has 
been little interest in the vacancies to 
be filled in the city council. Alderman Th e  lack of relief men to employ upon the sewerage construction work now in progress precipitated the longest and most anima-
■Whillis, Sutherland and Gibb see their ted debate of Monday night’s city council session. The subject was 
•terms expire this year and must faefe broached by Alderman Whillis who, as chairman of the finance de- 
jpe-electibn. Alderman i^ i l l i s  an- partment, expressed concern that the men employed were not relief
O n  O f f  J l g a i n
Gas Operators Sign Three 
Petitions, To Council’s 
Disgust
H e  W o n  a n d  L o s t
Wenatchee Man’s Inherit- 
. ance Cbnficated In 
Entirety by Hitler 
Government
«  I T  is not a farewell but merely a birUiday part-to celebrate capt. Paul Stoffel, of Wenatchee is 
fi vour cominar aee.” D. Chapman told James Horn, retiring an unhappy man today, and his manyy ing g ,
divisional superintendent of the C.P.R. mountain division, who was Kelowna friends w ill sympathize with 
tendered a dinner at the Royal Anne on Tuesday night by over sixty faU he?r  ^ misfortune to
of his Kelowna friends. “W e here in Kelowna refuse to consider
nounced some weeks ago
“On again, off again, 
gone again, Finnigan.”
That was the song which it has been
to 150,000 German m arks^ 
and will never see one penny of it.
here again, this a parting. W e feel that you have been too closely linked with That is the latest sad story of the
Kelowna not to return here when the opportunity offers.” These•' per Feuhrer, Adolf Hitler, to you.
finitely was out of the race. labor and that for this reason every man was costing the city an suggested the city louncil should have the words used by Mr. Chapman in making an informal pre- Paul Stoffei is well known to many ih
— ---- ..--------1------- -tbove the cost w h ich  had been sung last Monday night when it con- sentation to the guest of honor on behalf of the company. The gift Kelowna, having been a frequentweek Alderman Sutherland told The additional thirty-two cents per hour ab ve 
Courier that he, too, would not allow anticipated 
his name to go before the electors. _________ ___
Alderman Gibb is out of the city and 
consequently there is no definite word 
eis to his intentions, although rumor 
credits him with the intent to stand 
Itor another term. The name of James 
XSmslie has been mentioned as a pros­
pective aldermanic candidate. G. G- 
Barber told The Courier Wednesday 
that he is seriously considering stand­
in g  for a council seat.
A. J. CAMERON 
PRESIDENT OF
This meant that the estimates' upon 
which the work had been based were 
going to be far too small and that 
either the work would cost the city 
this much more or that the work this 
year would have to be curtailed to 
keep within the estimates. He had 
inquired from the city engineer as to
sidered the bylaw to restrict the was a magnificent rod and reel, 
hours for selling of gasoline in this ' ,
city The meeting was entirely informal.
The bylaw had been prepared and It was sponsored by no society or or- 
was read3'^ to pass following the pre- ganization. It was a spontaneous ex- 
sentation at the previous meeting of a of goodwill towards a man
petition signed by seventy-five per ^ j.- •
cent of the businesses licenced to sell had won a deep affection from
gas in the city. This is the percentage the people of this city. Speeches wereCANADIAN CLUB why no relief men were -being used required before a bylaw restricting noticeable by their ■ absence.
the hundred, and thirty-five ton car; 
from the most primitive of snow plows 
to the mqdern rotary plows.
A  number of his interesting exper­
iences were recalled, among .them the 
Dave fact that last September, the Moun-
and had been told that none were 
available. He expressed the hope that
business visitor to the Orchard City 
dyer many years. He is northwest 
distributor for the Hardie sprayer and 
other implements and visits the Or­
chard City Motors whenever he is 
here.
A  great-uncle in Germany left Paul 
Stoffel 150,000 marks, but the German 
government has confiscated every last 
mark because Stoffel, ran away from 
Germany when he was 13 years Of
The mayor must be elected each A n tinal Meeting Re-Elects Prexy the relief department, as the work was
year and it is presumed that O. L. - T e rm __ R o v a l A n n e  being done partly to supply labor of
Jones w ill again allow his name to be becond lerm — Koyai Anne cooperate with the
placed on the nomination papers for Uining Koom is L-rowaea other depai^tments and make some ar-
this office. Ex-mayor D. K. Gordon — rangement to see that relief men were
•who has been mentioned as a pros- „ A. J. Cameron was the unanimous available.
imctive candidate for the mayorality selection of the Canadian Club of Ke- Alderman Sutherland, head of the
the hours of sale could be passed. Chapman said a .few words in making tain Division created a record by mov- 
On Monday the bylaw w^ as ready the presentatiim and was supported ing 497 cars west over the mountains. ^®®. esrape compulsory military
but the picture had changed. A  coun- briefly by Dr. L. Panton. Mr. Chap- A fter the dinner the party adjourn- and furthermore, not even
ter petition was presented to the coun- man emphasized the point that the ed to the Kelqwna Club where a^social from Ger-
r»n i^nri tViic lirna by scvcral gathering was one of just a few  of oi^onino utoc many. Further, he.has been a citizencil a d his was signed 
licence holders who had also signed 
the original petition
Mr. Horn’s Kelowna friends to cele-
stated on Wednesday evening that he lowna to again be president for the relief department said that no men seyenty-five. Even while the no way affect his affection for Kelow-
»   ^ m _   __»  _____________ _ _1  _*•     A  ’   A Al ^ A« M ^  * ______—J-l ______ _ .J amC M ^  . . .  n ' ■ J
ev^ in g  was ehj.oyed. the United Statese for many years.
This of course brate his coming of age. While com- ar^ ^^  d^b ™  K?lowL®ori T^sd^^^ 
reduced the original petition’s per- jng of age inevitably brings changes of the Vernon Rotary club on M ^day. Stoffel ^
centage of signatures to less than the hoped these changes would in “Now I know.”
had been approached by a number of current year at the annual meeting available and he was not going council was considering the matter, a which would be always ready to
voters but that as yet he had made no of that organization held in the Royal to give anyone relief until they were phone "call announced that those who gjye him a lyarn and sincere welcome.
decision. Anne on Monday evening. The main qualified to go upon the roll. had originally signed the petition re- Horn in making d graceful reply
On Tuesday next th? annual public dining room was crowded to capacity- may be perfectly fair,” Alder- questing the suggested hours o f sale the presentation stated that it was
meeting of ratepayers will be held an for the annual session and to hear 'Chillis returned, “but it is a fact and who had subsequently switched possible that when certain
the junior high school and it is prob- Mrs. McBeth speak o f “Bolivian High- ^^at this work has been delayed with their support to the petition opposing obligations had been fulfilled after a 
able that one of the most discussed lights.” the sole idea of taking care of relief the suggested hours of sale, had now gouple of years, that Kelowna might
labor. The council understo^od that^it g J ^ g ^ j t h S  McGuire Requests Drop
[an Fruit Industry Asks 
For Reduction of Freiglit Rates
subjects w ill be the bylawj, to raise G. A. McKay was the unanimous 
$27,000 for school purposes. choice as ■vice-president and J. F.
^Nominations w ill be held on Mon- Hampson was re-elected secretary- 
day, Dec. 12th from twelve to two p.m. Turn to Page 7, Stpry 4
could expect much more
fall as'the packing houses and canning they were, now supporting the first
Canadian Gub Audience Taken
O ne Hundred Feet from Heaven//i
t t
plants were closing earlier.
“ I  want to tell you,” retorted Aider- 
man Sutherland, “ that I w ill not co­
operate with any person by putting 
men on the relief roll if  they are not 
ready to be put there. I  have stated 
before that relief labor was valuable 
to this city but I  was laughed at. Now 
you complain because there is none 
available.”
“No one disputes the value of relief 
labor now that we are paying cash. It
Prairie Provinces
• -D i  i7> /-> J J undoubtedly facing one of its most
in Kates to liiastern Canada and serious years, because of the hugeness
of the crop to be moved, and the large 
proportion of big-sized, apples which 
cannot be sold on the main export
tirelv n e w  "^ tit io n  "must be signed years of railroading, Mr. Horn recalled try formal application has been made ™®^kets. The fruit on hand in many tireiy n®w petuion musi oe signeu  ^ o h/t ar ------------------- - instances has not the keeping quality
petition.
It was all very complicated and ridi­
culous and the council threw up its 
hands and took the stand that an en
anagan had been very kind to himself 
and his family and he knew of no bet­
ter place to live and no better people 
to live among.
Glancing back over forty-seven
/
On behalf of the entire fruit indus-
One of the council suggested that 
there must be a couple of good can-
that that period had seen a great many by Major M. V. McGuire, manager of. of other years because of climatic 
conditions existing* in the growingt-.v w* o_______  changes in methods and equipment, the Okanagan Federated Shippers’ as-va^ser^ a r  work oT^eTse^ thTrV'-were He had seen the mud track and fifty sociation to the general freight agents 
half a dozen ripe prospects for any fjx  PTOnd rails change^ to rock ballqst^ of tiie two national railw^^
Mrs. Madge MacBeth, Traveller°  . ’ age, clear modulation of voice and
and Author Gives Group Here her quick wit and vivaciousness add- ■ , . , ■ , ,  , t 4.1. •
colorful Talk on Bolivia
standing.
Bolivia, that land so little known to Country of Heights
most Canadians took on a new color, 
a  new romance, and became a little
fly-by-night scheme 
might suggest
any salesman
case by the relief department refusing 
to cooperate we are cutting off our 
nose to spite our face. It would seem 
to nie that i f  there is no labor avail­
able immediately that, i f  the men are
COMING EVENTS
Bolivia was spread before the Usten-
rfearer in the concention of some nine- ^   ^ country of great heights, a to go on relief in December or Janu 
&  p ™  at the yet ^  that t t e  department could » e ^
shoulder tie-plates and 130 pound questing decreases in rates to eastern 
rails; passenger equipment from coal Canada and to the prairies, in order 
stove, oil lamp and tallow candle to that the huge Valley crop may be 
modern air-conditioned cars with el- moved as expeditiously as possible, 
ectric light and steam heat; power This request is made for the B.C.F. 
from the old woodburners with 120 q  j^  the shippers association, and B.C. 
pounds pressure to mammoth oilbur- prutt Board. Dave McNair, sales man­
ners with 1,700 pounds pressure, each ager of the Associated Growers, whoAs Advertised in The Courier _ „  _  _
Thursday, Dec. 1—Lawson Avenue is ip Montreal, •wilL present the _VaL
MOnday evening when this gathering dinging to all the traditions of the easily, i f  it wished, make arrange-
- n r»rmnt:rv’ POmniGSF*d IflFET&lv Of mAn+G Hqxta Fhia TYiAn Yurnrlr •f'hAir
Baptist Ladies Aid, Bazaar, Women’s hopepower; from no protection to the jey’s case before R. W. Long and C. E. 
Institute hall. autofnatic block system o f signals Jefferson, general freight agents of the
Kelowna Club Social Evening. C.N. afiid C.P. railways respectively.
past, a cou try co pose  largely of e ts to have t e me  -vyork -t eir Monday, Dec. 5—Hockey Club-meeting, In his application. Major McGuire been granted.'
sented by Major McGuire to indicate 
some of the difficulties which may be­
set those endeavoring to sell the re­
mainder of the crop.
“The present rate of 75 cents per 
box will never move any volume of 
apples to eastern Canada,” he declares, 
“and we feel sti'ongly that a greater' 
earning can be made by the railways, 
with a reduced rate and higher mini­
mum. This has been amply proved in 
past years when emergent rates have
noSd^teavener*^ ^ d  ^ u l lo r ^  Indians and yet at the same time not time out now.
p le S n g  and humorous talk S i the wishing that fact known to^  the^ rest men jobs on the sewer the city is hav- Tuesday. D ^ . 6-Anriual 
wonders of that South American the world, but rnost o f _ a ^ ^  - —  -
As it is by giving these Sales Service office, 8 p.m. policy of detecting defective rails
country.
Mrs. MacBeth would rather change colors
at much
is remembered as a country of strik- greater cost and the men are getting
•D * . to modern eauitameht which can easily requests that existing rates op apples “in regard to our application for re-
Ratepayers within two^ner cent the condition standard boxes from  Okanagan duced rates to the. prairies, it is essen- 
meeting^ Junior High School Audit- points to destination_ in eastern Canada tial thpt a real reduction be granted
not a cent more out of it.’
orium, 8 p.m.
hAi- /pj^rh^nn^^'^h^tower- must enter from Peru or neighboring ho bookkeeper knows to what depart- and from her description 01 tne tower- .____ „„„„„ „  __ _
Bolivia has no coastline and one Sutherland: “ I  want to tell you that
Wednesday, Dec. 7-
i i i i
..T -4..V ry,,,- TT-..,.. ... " ___ .__pt A  >6.^ 1 rcd ction be granted
RuUand Amateur track; from’ ditching with pick and *1;. “ a" “  . T  =,J?.
Dramatic Society opening play, Rut­
land Community Hall, 8 p.m.
^*^ the^^on e^^os^ °l)v  toe^”canadfan 1®“ ^ at Mollendo, in Peru because of ideas but Kelowna has them aU bea- 
o??5ii2t?on ^oS j^ lan  S -  the roughness of the Pacific, and Mrs. ten. The sewer project is fine with
^  MacBeth caused hearty laughter with relief work but without i^  is not so 
^  wac a liffht-hearted talk which her description of the trials of climb- hot.”
entoraUed t h f  Canadton Club audi- ing d o i^  a rope ladder, being heaved M ayw  Jones, Aldermen and
«nce on Monday, as Mrs. MacBeth’s ^ r n  to Page 6, Story 2 Turn, to Page 12, Story 3
Shovel to the modern-caterpillars; from with a minimum of 37.500 pounds,, crop. .. We do not think that the em-
pile driving with sledges to steam with expiry date June 30, 1939. ergent reduction granted ih February,
piledrivers- from mud and wooden Another request asks that existing 1938, which provided a reduction only 
bridges to all steel bridges; from era- rates on standard apple boxes from on the rates . in excess of , $l w ill be 
nes of rope and tackle to modern mac- Okanagan points to destination in A l- sufficient to meet the present situa- 
hines which lift whole cars like a berta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and tion. Speed is an essential factor in 
passed its final reading on Monday match; communications from the Morse Ontario (Fort WiUiam, .Port Arthur the marketing of a l^rg® Proportion 
night an^ now comes into force. A ll Code to the modern carrier system and Armstrong wert) be reduced by of our present crop ,we 
members of the council excepting A l- where fifty or m ore: operators use the 20 cente per 100 pounds, with the same this can only be accomplished ^ byt^^^ 
derman Sutherland supported the by- same wire, and to teletype and radio; date of expiry. ^ _  provision of the reductions; requested
law. equipment from the fifteen ton car to In support of this view. Major Me- m this application.
ZONING NOW IN  FORCE
The much-discussed zoning bylaw
/'
i Uy
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THE KELOWNA COURIER
EstabUshcd 1904
A iicUM|in|n‘i ill viiii'd (<i tin- iiilvrcslii of Iho KcloWflA District 
of tlir ()k:imiu»o Valley in llritiitli Columbia, pubtUllcrl cvstrjr 
Tliur*«l«y imiriiiiiK liy the Kriownn Chniricr T.td. Tha Kalijwaa 
t'oiirier m a nn'iiilirr of ihr ( ‘amidiaii Weekly Newspapera Aaaocla* 
tioii and of the llritinli ('(diindiiu Weekly Newapajiera Aasociatlon.
Snh»i'ri|ilion K a le : S-.TiO in (Jaiiadu; |1I.00 In oth'-e
coiinfrics; »inj{le eoj)lc», live cent*.
G. C. Rose, President 
R- A. Fraser, Secretory
R. P. MacLcan, Editor and Manager
The Kelowna Courier has by tar the, ^cateat ;cir«(ilatloa c t  
any nowapapar drculatlnu in the Central Okanagdti Valley.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1st, 1030
Commission Sitting
An Investigation into the eharges that a combine 
exists In the fruit Industry of the Okanogan is now 
being conducted in this city. F. A. McGregor, com­
missioner of the combines act branch of the depart­
ment of labor, Ottawa, is conducting the investigation, 
Which, for obvious reasons is being held in camera. 
The invcstigotlon is the direct outcome of the charges 
made last August by Godfrey Isaacs and the prelim­
inary enquiry held here last October.
It is anticipated that many days w ill pass before 
all the witnesses w ill have been heard here and at 
that time the commission will sit in Penticton and 
Vernon for brief jjoriods. When all the evidence has 
been taken, the commissioner will make his report 
to the provincial attorney-general who will then de­
cide whether or not the matter is to be taken to the 
courts. This procedure is that which was, and is 
being, followed in Alberta where the federal officials 
found that a combine exists in the tobacco business 
and where the province Has instituted legal action.
Whether or not a combine exists in the fruit in­
dustry will be decided by the commissioner’s report; 
whether or notathe province takes action, should the 
commissioner report the existence of a combine, de­
pends to some extent, doubtless, upon the general 
tenor of the report.
The commissioner can only base his report upon 
. the information he receives during the course of this 
investigation. For this reason it is important that 
every piece of available information should be placed 
in his hands. Witnesses that are called should give 
their complete confidence to the commissioner. It is 
only by this me^hs that he can obtain the informa­
tion which he .seeks to base his report upon, and it 
is for this;:'reason that.'the investigation is held in 
camerj^. Witnesses, may therefore speak freely and 
fCOafiilentially. It is only through the cooperation of 
^^ery  .witness that the commission can obtain all the 
- a'\/ailkb^  there is e'vidence available
' " . that^all is not well in the fruit industry it should be 
produced before this commission. Such commissions 
are not held eveiry three weeks and it is now being 
held for the express purpose of receiving such in- 
lormation. I f  of course, such information is available, 
but yet is not placed at the disposal of the commis­
sioner, he has tio alternative but to report that suf­
ficient evidence is not available to prove that a com­
bine exists to the detriment of the growers. i "
nage ut prices greatly rt*duced. The hothouse tomato is 
grabbing moat of the prairie market for seml-ripcs 
and this once-flourishing Industry is grasping any 
straw which would appear to provide extra susten­
ance.
But if tlie tomato growers eonsidered the new 
treaty would be of benefit, tl»en it has turned out to 
be the proverbial straw which broke the camel’s 
hack, for there is less protection for the tomato 
grower now tluin heretofore. ^
Potato growers in the Interior will not be nitecled 
greatly by the drastic reductions in protection, a » 
only ut the start of the season docs the American 
producer compete. Before the season Is nearly ended 
the Canadian grower is generally shipping large quan­
tities of “spuds” into the States, especially from the 
Maritime provinces.
Cantaloupe growers in the Oliver district, famous 
for this fine-quality vegetable arc a bit down in the 
mouth os they face the prospect of more competition 
from melons of United States origin, the dump duty 
now having been reduced from two cents to 1 cents.
From this resume it can be observed that a big 
proportion of the major vegetables w ill suffer stiff 
dbmpetition, but at the same time there has hot been 
the drastic revision in protection on the home markets 
which was thought possible at one time. Thq Oka­
nagan growers must redouble their efforts to combat
Wreckage of T.C.A. ’Plane After Fatal Crash
iti 'rv,
//
If
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Above is pictured the wreckage of Trans-Canada Airlines’ Lockheed *T4” transport ship which 
crashed two miles west of Regina, killing Pilot Dave Imrie and Co-pilot Jack Herald. The airliner hndi 
just taken off, carrying mail, on its regular flight to Vancouver when it crashed in a heavy fog.
be prosperous, for it is upon the spending power of 
these th i^t the rest of our economic system depends. 
In th ls^ear in pairl^ Ucular when the farmers through- 
this decrease in protection, but it w ill not be ruinous out tho Country ‘ w ill probably show little if any pro­
fit from their year’s opiei'atipns, it is encouraging to 
learn that some elemeh’fsy:^ '^ l^sljness life arc at last 
realizing the state of afmirff-'4Wa'.are lending their 
attention and support to solvirig|_^ tb,e_. problems of the 
greatest body of consumers, the, producer.
Business and industry ha'l e^, ^ trifle lax in
they haven’t the chance to take advantage of 
other classes o f society that the other classes 
have to take advantage of them.”
to the industry.
9
Okanagan Hard H it
Last Thursday readers of The Kelowna Courier 
obtained for the first tiihe thC inside story of the 
Canada-United States agreement as it concerns entry 
of fresh fruit and vegetables into Canada from the 
States. On the face of the agreement, it would appear 
that Canadian soft fruits are not tampered with to 
any great extent bbt vegetables have been hit to a 
greater degree.
To the Okanagan soft fruit grower the. drop of 
- orie-third in the ad valorem duty on fresh fruit en­
tering Canada from her neighboring country to the 
south w ill not be much of a hardship. What the Oka­
nagan feared was a drastic cut in the dump duties 
and the method of applying these duties. There is 
still some reason, to feel that the application of dates 
by the Ottawa authorities w ill leave some room for 
improvempht;
I f  the dates set out by the agreement as maximum 
dates for application of dump duties had been fixed 
year in and year out they •would seem to amply cover 
the Okanagan needs for most commodities, but such 
is not the case. These dates are maximum ones, and 
the Canadian government can decrease them in any 
season unless continuous pressure is brought to bear 
through the tariff committee of the B.C. Fruit Grow­
ers’ Association and the Canadian Horticultural 
Council.
Apple growers feel a satisfaction that they have 
not been touched by the new agreement. Evidently, 
the Canadian government considered the apple grow­
ers were sufficiently hard hit by the revision in the 
Imperial preference reduction, which amounted to 
one-third, that further decrease in protection on the 
Canadian home markets would be decidedly unfair.
Apricot marketing has become increasingly dif­
ficult in the past few  years and the new duty does 
not tend to lessen the hardships in this respect, as 
the ad valoreih duty is cut and the dump duty is 
reduced from 1 3/5 cents to cents. Cherries are 
similarly hit, coming down from four to three cents 
in dump duty besides a third drop in ad valorem.
.Plums, peaches, pears and prunes have not been, 
touched by the new treaty arrangements and growers 
of these’wVEfrieties from Kelowna south to the Inter­
national boundary breathe a little more easily. , -
But in the Kelowna district, growers of *^ gpaipes 
w ill feel the revisions drastically, a§; this particular 
article has been singled out above all other fj^ lts  and 
vegetables. The ad valorem duty ^as. dropped from 
lj/4 cents to one cent and the, dump duty eliminated 
entirely, the year round. Formerly a dump duty pro­
tection of four-fifths cent was allowed from January, - 
to June. •
In the area surrounding Kelowna it is estimated 
that 1,000 'acres have been planted to grapes, and a 
large proportion of this tonnage is coming into bear­
ing on the strength of the Ottawa agreements of 1932. 
New outlets w ill have to be found for this new grape 
tonnage if sufficient protection is not' obtainable on. 
the fresh fruit market.
Tomato growers in the Interior of B.C. have had;’, 
trying times, Boor export sales of canned tomatoes- , 
have resulted in big carry-overs ih canijeries through- ‘ 
out Canada'.' ' Canneries ha v^e refused to take the en- 
tire tonnage 'of -the farmer and only part .of the ton-
Pedestrians
In another column of this paper appears a letter 
from a jay-walker who outlines his position in the 
■scheme of things. The writer brings to the fore a 
custom which is very prevalent in and around K e­
lowna. Pedestrians tramp the city streets and rural 
roads blissfully unconscious of the fact that the play 
of light and shadow makes them practically invisible 
to the driver of the approaching car; bicycle riders 
blithely pursue their course, not carrying a light and 
trusting their life  blindly to, the power of a little white 
paint on their rear fender.
No one denies that the pigdestrian or the bicycle
rider has equally as much right , on the highway as
the driver of a motor vehicle. They have; but that
equal right also gives them an equal responsibility.
Ope might almost say an added responsibility. An
added responsibility because they are smaller and
therefore more mobile and in addition dark clothes
tend to absorb rather than reflect the Jights of the
0approaching car.
No car driver' wittingly w ill strike a pedestrian or 
rider. But every person who drives at night has ex­
perienced the desperate feeling# which comes when 
a shadow a few  feet ahead materializes into a pedes­
trian or a bicycle travelling in the same direction.
Many pedestrians do jay walk but many more 
do also assume, their legal position on the roadway 
and trust blindly that the motorist w ill see them. I f  
pedestrians would walk on the left side of the road 
they then'would face the approaching traffic and be 
in a position, if the car should come too close to them, 
to step quickly aside. This is the accepted position 
;for walking on the highways in mo|re congested dis­
tricts. Possibly it is even more essential here where 
pedestrians are more unexpected and, for some rea­
son, more difficult to see.'
' I t  is fine to stand by your legal rights and refuse 
to budge an inch, but what good is legal rights if 
some driver innocently kills you? 'What avail legal 
rights then?
Aerial Ties OF Empire
The recent spectacular flight of three Royal A ir  
Force planes from Egypt to Australia gives Britain 
much more to cheer about than a new world’s non-
recognizlng that their prosp&itjr depends upon the stop distance record. To travel-minded subjects of 
buying power of the public,’Tl:(ey perhaps have deliber- the Empire on which the sun never sets, the thunder 
ately turned their backs upoh this phase of the ques- ing exhausts of those ----------
tion because if the primary producer receives a 
greater return, it may mean a lessehing of the profits 
of business and industry. However, there are evi­
dences that business and industry are changing their 
point of view. Recently in Vancouver Lon. W. Raley, 
president of Safeway Stores, delivering ,a speech at 
a banquet, urged tljat business, Industry and labor 
should t^iew their relationship with agriculture as a 
partnership. He said:
“Business, labor, and industry should view 
their relationship with agriculture more as a 
partnership. Those engaged in distribution 
of farm products have given too little thought 
to the interests of .producers. The motive in_ 
business has been too long one of possessing 
rather than sharing reward on a fair basis. It 
might even be called greed. ^
“Farmers are somewhat greedy too but
Vickers Wellesley bombers 
mark the dawning of that long-awaited day when the 
distances that divide its far-strewn fragments are 
measured in hours Instead of weeks and days.
Across the parched sands of Arabia, over the Per­
sian Gulf to; Karachi and the Bay of Bengal, above 
th&;0teAming jungles of the Malay Peninsula, through 
the islands of the Netherlands Indies and over the 
southern seas beyond, a handful of British airmen 
covered in less than three days the geographical con­
quests < of three centuries. Those Who reca ll' the sig- 
nificani part the Canadian railroads played, in holding 
together the rambling empire which is Canada may 
see in this British flight from Ismailia to Port Darwin 
the first hopeful stage of a .historic: l3arallel. For 
along the invisible'track these aerial argonauts have 
hammered out of time and space may lie surer im­
perial ties than any thus far forged between the 
mother country and her dominions half a world away.
Kelowna In Bygoi
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
Democracy at W ork
Before the totalitarians thought of it, the de­
mocracies developed one-party government. Over the 
long range every democratic country has been ruled 
by one party—the mugwump party. The mugwump 
is a bird which sits with its head on one side of the 
fence and its tail on the other and so the mugwump 
party is that body of independent voters who move 
back and forth from one of the major political parties 
to the other, swinging elections and in finaT analysis 
dominating national policy. It holds the balance Of 
power and iii this country, as in every other country, 
its numbers are steadily increasing.
Reports during the past few  months have indicat­
ed that the Liberals have been more conservative 
than the Conservatives and the Conservatives more 
liberal than the. Liberals themselves. They both, of 
course, ^ire after the independent, middle-of-the-road the city 
vote. The mugwumps’ common sense and independ­
ence are d^isive. They pull back from extremism The council went on record as_ believing^ that it
t- i,- mi- 1 •would not be in the best mterests of the city to .grant
the great mass of both parties. They prevent doc- licence to sell liquor’ to the Royal hotel as sought in
trinaires and logicians from dividing the nation into ^ netition signed by 79 ratepayers. A  plebiscite w ill
TH IRTY y e a r s  AGO 
Thursday, November 26, 1908
The Belgo-Canadian Land Go?"has been formed 
at Antwerp with a capitalization of 1,500,000 francs 
($300,000) to do business in British Columbia. This 
% company has purchased a large tract of land in this 
district.
* « •
A  notice in the Grand Forks Gazette inserted by 
the British American 'Trust Co. asking all persons 
having claims against the Okanagan Construction Go. 
. re Midway & Vernon railway to file them with the 
company', may token a re-commencement of this much 
mooted project.
Messrs. Burne, Weddell, H. Burtch, Maguire, F. 
Fraser, S. Elliott and J. Sinclair, returned Thursday 
from a trip up Mission creek to Elliott’s ranch. They 
were only able to shoot one deer and every deer track 
they saw had a cougar trail following. The boimty 
must be increased against the cougar, these hunters 
believe.
« « *
H. G. Russell has been appointed superintendent 
of the city electrical system at a salary of $125 per 
month.
D. Lloyd-Jones informed the council that s^iould 
he at any time have a sale of the park property he 
would give 'the city a preference of $1,000 on thfe price, 
and he would be willing to give the city control of 
the park until such sale, on consideration of a rebate 
of the taxes on it. On motion of Aldermen Buckland 
and Gaddes a rebate of one-sixth of the taxes due on 
the park was granted and the .council expressed its 
appreciation of his consideration of the interests of
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 28, 1918
Benvoulin is said to be quite interested in a set­
tlement of Seventh Day Adventists, many of them 
from the prairies.' They have rented the old Benvbu- 
lin hotel as well as .the building opposite, known as 
Grummett’s hall.
Churches will open Sunday and schools and places 
of amusement bn Monday following the abating of 
the influenza epidemic. One Japanese died of pneu­
monia in the emergency hospital this week.
a »' •
The first real public tesL by the Kelowna fire bri­
gade of its new chemical extinguisher was held on 
Monday and witnesses agreed that except in cases 
of large outbreaks the truck carrying the water hose 
would take a back seat. . The machipe can trairel be­
tween forty and fifty miles per hour.,
The C.P.R. steamer Okanagan has been laid up 
for the winter. The steamer Aberdeen the pioneer 
passenger boat of Okanagan lake, is being dismantled 
as is also the smaller steamer, Kaleden.
two irreconcilable groups. This dominant mugwump 
minority provides the body which enables the two 
wings to live together. It permits the whole to turn 
right or left as necessity demands. It enables the 
Outs to get in and the Ins to get out without revolu 
tion. It is the safety valve enabling the nation to b'e 
ruled by . talk instead o f tanks, persuasion instead of 
powder. -
It . is the despair of logical minds. It blurs issues 
and prevents clear-cut decisions. It spoils divisions 
on class or economic lines. It permits I progress only 
on a zigzag course, never letting a zig or a zag go 
very far. It’s method is muddling through. It is not 
logical. But it is political—it is democracy’s tested 
instrument for reconciling divergent views'and in­
terests. This kind of one-party rule makes the two- 
party system succeed. This decisive minority makes 
majority rule tolerant and tolerable.
The secret of course is that every real democrat 
belongs in some measure to this mugwump party. 
Every man who believes in self-government practices • 
to some extent the moderation and self-restraint 
whibh permits majorities to rule without,arrogance or 
•tyranny and minorities to wait without subservience 
or desperation. Every genuine lover of liberty is 
willing to grant liberty to those with whom he d is -. 
agrees. Every real democrat is in some degree in­
dependent and tolerant. Those are the qualities which 
make deniocracy Work, happily ;they are dominant 
in Canada today.
a p ,
be necessary. ,
TEN YEARS AGO .
Thursday, November 29, 1928
Renewal of efforts to have LaAvrence and Leon 
avenues extended to Richter street has been decided 
upon by the city council. City Engineer Blakebor- 
ough spoke of the heed to purchase next year a Cedar 
Rapids rock crusher.
Dr. W. H. Gaddes has been appointed a special 
commissioner under the public enquiries act, to con­
duct an exhaustive survey into settlement and im­
migration problems in B.C.
"* •
Kelowna was awarded first prize for the district 
exhibit at the Vancouver -winter fair. Kelowna ex­
hibitors were D. Stewart, E. Gregory, A. Clarke and c. Tucker-
Changing .Viewpoint
It has become trite lo say that the primary pro­
ducer is not receiving an adequate return for his e f­
forts.' For some years now economists have pointed 
out that if  this country is to be prosperous, the farmer, 
the lumberman, the fisherman and the miner must
A  year ago, when an Anglo-American trade agree­
ment was “contemplated,” there was some apprehen­
sion in Washington that in Britain the conclusion of 
such an agreement would be endOAyed with more po­
litical than economic significance. How times have 
changed! As it happens, the political significance of 
the agreement is stressed more in the United States 
than in Great Britain. The reason is that since the 
Munich Settlement the United States has thrust itself 
into a centre position on the world stage. For several 
years the United States has been the leader of the 
liberal economic movement; now it is the crusading 
leader.
This movement isn’t a free trade movement by 
any means. It began as a free trade movement, but 
no longer is it even that, primarily. What one now 
insensibly calls the Hull movement would band the 
world together under a common commercial law. 
Think of it in those terms, and you get the clearest 
notion of its historical significance. The movement 
has become more portentous as the world has. sunk 
deeper into lawlessness, politically as well as com-
njerdal^^ find that nowadays the Hull policy has just 
as much to do with the conditions of international 
trade as with trade itself. The house of law having 
fallen down. Secretary Hull i^ engaged in building 
the foundations of a new house, at the same time that 
he is trying to develop world trade.
The house has a very ugly name which somehow 
obscures the magnitude of the concept. It is called the 
mostrfavored-nation clause. When this is written into 
commercial agreements, two parties automatically join 
a world pact; for they pledge themselves that in re^ 
spect to all the provisions of the agreement, there 
shall be no discrimination, no favoritism, no ptefer- 
ences. A ll the tariff cuts exchanged, accordingly, are 
passed on automatically to other nations.
Most-1.avored-nation treatment is thus the prin­
ciple of equal treatment. On no other basis can a 
new world arise of law and order—a world that is at 
. the same time a System. In any race you must start 
off with certain simple rules, otherwise the race be­
comes a free-for-all, in which the contestants get in­
volved in fighting long before anybody has a chance 
of reaching the finishing line.
Such,a philosophy, such a campaign, constitutes 
the political significance of the Hull program. But 
there is another political significance which has come 
to the fore of late months. Secretary Hull does not 
throw open the benefits of his trade agreements to all 
comers. Otherwise nations could keep inside his sys- . 
tern while themselves practising discrimination. Sec­
retary Hull doesn’t allow that sort of thing. . He is, 
no Don Quixote. He refuses to let nations enjoy the 
best of both the world and the jungle. .
Hence there is a so-called ‘black list’. A ll it means 
is that only those nations are excluded from the bene­
fits of the Hull agreements which discriminate against 
America. This puts an edge on the Hull program. It 
consists of two. tariff schedules, a lower one for the 
inon discriminators, a higher one Jpr the discrimin­
ators. Only Germany is on The American “black list’’ 
so far.
This “blacklisting” of Germany is merely a recog­
nition of the act that CJermany is not playing fair. 
O f itself the situation needn’t provoke any rivalry. 
But it so happens that Germany, with its Four Year 
Plan in the balance, is all out to de-velop German 
trade by this very . meth of discrimination which 
is .anatheiha .to Secretary Hull. That has put Secre­
tary Huff as w ell as Germany oh the offensive.'
/ Germany goes in fOir t'wO'^arty swaps without re- 
gatd for anybody butjthe two parties involved. Such 
swapping must be at the expense of third parties, and .. 
.■dimply perpetuates a lio-systdtn in world affairs, ’
LAST WEEK TORONTO paid a belated tribute 
to one of Uio world’s benefactors when a bronze tablet 
was erected to the memory of Sir Sanford Fleming, 
the creator of standard time, the man who laid out 
the routes of the Intercolonial and Canadian Pacific 
railways and wiiose persistent energy secured the a ll- 
red telegraph system which girdles tho globe and 
makes Canada the nerve centre of the British Empire. 
Tho tablet erected in his memory was placed on tho 
building in Toronto whore ho first proposed a unified 
system of time reckoning for tho world and so trans­
formed the life  of all civilization . . . .
r  p m
FLEMING W AS A  ^COT who camo to Canada 
in 1845 and after four years in Montreal, moved U» 
Toronto. It was before the Canadian Institute of that 
city whore Fleming first proposed his scheme for a  
standard system of time. At that period every local­
ity had its sun time; travellers had to niter their 
watches every so often ond there was tho added com­
plication of the sun and railway time. A  traveUer 
boarding a train at Montreal with Toronto for his 
destination, reached Kingston twelve minutes late and 
Belleville fourteen and a quarter minutes lotc and 
when he reached Toronto his watch would have lost 
twenty-three minutes. One day while waiting for a  
train in Ireland, Fleming conceived the idea of meri- 
dinial tinic and while he was engaged upon the sur­
veys of tho routes through the Rockies for the pro­
posed C.P.R. he gave much thought to the idea. Th© 
idea was first broached at the C!anadian Institute on 
January 25th, 1879 und again on February 5th It was 
considered . . . .  * ’ '
r p m
FLEMING PROPOSED a system of twenty-four 
time beltis around the world, with a width of fifteen 
degrees each. Tho-Marquis of Lome, always interest­
ed in scientific progress, sent a copy of Fleming’s  
paper to the British Government and to eighteen 
other governments. The idea caught on and in 18IB4 
Fleming read a paper at Cologne, Germany and a t 
Vienna, both before international conventions. The 
final conference vvas to be held in Washington the 
next year but i£"was delayed until 1884. In the mean­
time the railway authorities of North America decided 
to adopt the idea and so on September l8th, 1883^  
without any appreciable jar and without a single 
accident, the new time -went into effect . . . .
• r  p m
THE WASHINGTON conference was held in 1884 
and a resolution was supported by twenty-two na­
tions; San Domingo voted against and -France and 
Brazil abstained from voting.. On January 1st, 1885^  
the universal time •was adopted at Greenwich. Na­
tional jealousies prevented its immediate acceptance 
but gradually all the world fell into line . . . .  And 
on November 23rd Canada and Toronto paid a long- 
due debt . . . .  I
r p m
;tHE M AN  OR WOMAN who brings into adult­
hood igood reading habits acquired in childhood is  
indeed well off. W e busy grownups, many of us in  
business or professions, the balance of us active home- 
managers, have fieither the time nor opportunity to  
explore many of the “new worlds’* we should like tb  
enter; what better substitute, therefore than readinff 
about them! “A ll very well, but I  cannot find time 
to read,” is the wail which ine'vitably w ill go up. 
But I  am convinced of this: When the love of. feadinijs 
is gained, the time to read somehow w ill be foimd. 
People do not realize it but bits o f time are here and 
there used inconsequentially by everyone and thes^ 
i f  laid end to end, or eveh if collected into groups; / 
would make possible an appreciable amount of read­
ing. Definite time, too, is chosen for reading by one 
who puts it ahead of various other forms of recreation.
. r p m
ONE C)F THE FIRST essentials is an atmosphere 
conducive to reading. Each person should have a  
comfortable inviting place in the living-room into 
which he may drop naturally and unresistingly for a  
five or fifty minute period, with everything handy 
for a good read. This does not mean merely good 
lighting. It means a really inviting chair or couchi 
with a good light over the shoulder, probably a foot­
stool, maybe some cushions, and a certain softness 
or dimness of light elsewhere in the room by way 
of giving the reader a sense of privacy and quiet . . : 
But a light, a chair, a foot stool; and. Oh yes; a table 
or smoking stand at one’s elbow equipped with pipe, 
tobacco, or maybe cigarettes, matches and ashtrays 
and, with that privacy which comes from a pool 
of light encircling one’s book; the stage is set . . .  .
r p m
TH AT  USEFUL AND thrilling addition to our 
exploration of new worlds, the radio, is due for stem 
disciplining in building up good reading habits, fo r  i f  
one is going to read intelligently there must be quiet 
and the radio must do its share. In addition to the 
radio there is the matter of talking . . .  . not always, 
done entirely by the children! Sometimes the home­
maker, having been alone all day, is full of talk. Men 
ha’i^ e told me that they cannot read at home because 
there is scarcely a ntioment during the evening when 
they are not required as listeners. This, too, may take 
control. A fter all a lot of talk is inconsequential. I t  
is important though, not to think of making quiet 
through “ depriving” ourselves Of talking but through ' 
doing quieting things ourselves. The deep hanrionies 
of life  hold •within, them a sense of quiet. Our homes 
are usually impro-ved through expressing more of it . .
■ r p.in
A L L  THIS M A Y  SEEM elementary, but I  am con­
vinced Of its importance. In homes inhabited by hab­
itual readers, these inviting places in which to read 
•with everything available for using, even for a five 
minutes here and there, come about naturally. The 
moments of quiet are achieved by habit and common 
consent, as are the longer periods set apart for read­
ing. Books and magazines are left around because 
they are in use. The whole atmosphere is one that 
comes about of its own accord, because it expresses 
those that are in the home. But in the home where 
the parents are not readers, this atmosphere conduc­
tive to reading does not exist. But it is, I  am c6ri- 
vinced, essential, i f  we are to acquire reading habits. 
And in building it, we are taking important first steps 
upon the thresholds o f “new wdrlds.”
breeding jealousy and reprisal^
The example has been contagious. For, like Gresh­
am’s law in respect to currencies, the bad way has 
had a habit of driving out the good now that the times 
are-out of joint, especially among nations within the 
German political orbit: After the Munich Settlement 
many /^ericans even thought that Britain itself 
would catch the disease. It was feared that Britain 
might act on the theoi^ that the only way in which 
to meet German competition ivas tO u s e  German 
weapons. The Anglo-American a^eement, at any 
rate went , into a crisis. ’ ;
Hence the United States after Munich became a 
crusading leader of the liberal ecpnoniic movement. 
There is reason'to believe that at the eleventh h ow  
in the Anglo-American trade negotiations, the Presi­
dent himself intervened to save an agreement H e 
sent a personal letter to the British Prime Minister.
Mr. Chamberlain, caught in an American-German 
dilemma, eventually decided to, buttress the Presi­
dential effort to preserve the blueprint of this world 
organization. T h e  dilemma remains with Britain; the 
leadership with Am ^ica, as a New York paper im­
plied when it Headed its editorial on the agreement: 
“Hull wins, Hitler loses,”  Such leadership has, indeed, 
registered a sp^tacular victory.—-Christian Science 
Monitor. '
1
''' ' ! 
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L O N D O N
T fR Y CIN
Sunday School of St, Andrew’s 
Parish Holds Enjoyable Satur­
day Event RAEW AY SERVICE AFTER 47 YEARS
P E R  B O T T L E
W
. 8 0
*2.65
A moat enjoyable party wa.a {'iven 
last Saturday afternoon for the Sun- ——
day aeliool pupils of St. Andrew’s par- . i > r lur . • tx* • * c j *
ish. 11 was arranged by the superin- Bclovcd Superintendent of Mountain Division of Canadian
tendent, Mrs. E. Murdoclj, asHlsted by 
Miss Dorothy Apsey and Mis.s Gladys 
Hunt, and was held at the Bellevue 
hotel. l\venty children were present 
to spend the afternoon in lively games 
followed by refi'cslhments with bal­
loons and crackers. Rev. C. E.. Davis 
came from Kelowna to present the 
prizes won by pupils and gave a short 
address.
Pacific Stepped Down from Active Post on November 
30—Known Throughout West as Keen Fisherman 
Will Now Reside in Vancouver
Ke l o w n a  friends of big, genial, J. J, “Big Jim” Horn, will read with mixed feelings that the chief of the mountain division of 
the Canadian Pacific Railway retired on Wednesday, November 30, 
Ucv. S. N. Dixon and a number of 1Q38, at the age of 65, after as active a career on the Canadian Paci- 
parents also attended the prize-giving, gg could ever live. His friends in Kelowna will be glad that
r^d progr^ cS. S^^^rlddSmas. he can now spend a l^ his Jeisure^^^^
P RODUCT GILBE' C A N A D I A N  D I S T I LL E RY
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
Baldwin, Michael Painter; progress, the sports he loves most, but at the same time they will be saddened 
Olga Horn, Jane Angle, Jill Angle; at- because he will not be with them so often.
tendance, Winifred Luckett, Fraser -  . j  -^------ ■-----------------------------
Morison, Rosemary Dunlop. Friends Arc iLcglon
For the success of an enjoyable af- “Jim" Horn is one of the best loved 
fair many thanks are diie to Mrs. Mur- visitors who comes to Kelowna, and 
doch as also to Mrs. E. Farris and to his friends arc .legion. He was 65 
those- parents and friends who supplied years of age on November 26, and he 
refreshments or contributed , to the entered the pension ranks four days 
prizes. later. He has been superintendent of
* • * the mountpln division for the past
About 120 people attended ^tht^dance ^ years.
There is nothing Jim Horn likes bet­
ter than a fishing trip, than perhaps a
at the community hall last Friday, 
which was one of the most successful 
so far given during the winter season
E. S. McCRACKEN 
SUCCEEDS HORN 
IN C.P. DIVISION
Okanagan Investments
C O M P A N Y , LIM ITED
raid up Capital, $403,600.00
Bonds and Stocks
Trading un j^oiidoii, England, New York, Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver Excliangcs.
29 years Investment experience at your service.
W E  IN V IT E  Y O U R  E N Q U IR IE S
i F f l R  Q A I  p  Three quarters of an acre with 
I  3 Q bearing fruit trees, just
outside City Limits, corner of Glenmore and Bank- 
head. Unfinished four roomed house.
Price $750.00
PHONE 98 PHONE 332
 f r i  ri  tn  im i c bu.. ^g^ing trip with Dick Jennens of Ke- 
The crowd thoroughly appreciated the thought for a time that
tousic of the Mission Aces, who were might come to Kelowna to reside
in excellent form.* *
W
IN DEEP SNO W ...IN  MUD...IN TOUGHEST GOING
"NEW
GOOIl^YEAR
STUDDED 
SURE-GRIP
P u l l s  y o u  t h r o u g h !
The most powerful Big Traction 
Tire ever built for Light Trucks I
•  W ith  these sm ooth ' tread; new  compression­
tolling GoodyearlStudded p ro o f S u p e rtw is t  co rd  
Sure-Grips on your truck body provide for many
but latest advices from the C.P.R. head 
The ice on Fraser lake was reported office indicate that he has decided to 
to be in good shape for skating over move from Revelstoke to Vancouver, 
the week-end, thought only a few  have to their two j.
taken advantage of it so far.
Former Nelson Superintendent 
Receives Appointment on Re­
tirement of J. J. ‘Big Jim’ Horn
Coincident with the retirement of 
J. Horn as superintendent of the 
daughters Marion and Patricia, who mountain division of the Canadian Pa- 
, • • .  .  moved there several months ago. Two
Mr. Victor Wilson spent three days sons. Jack and Don are liviqg in On- c Railway, comes the announce-
of last week here as guest ' of L. tario. that E. S. McCracken, superin-
Browne-Clajdon. He returned on Sun- jjj^  Horn has a soft spot in his big tendent at Nelson for the past two 
day to Paradise Ranch, near Naramata. j^eart for Kelowna, and there is every years, is replacing Mr. Horn as super-
— --------------- ----- ^  in. indication that he would like to come intendent of this important division of1QT DTTTI AND iRliOP here to live, as the country abounds the C.P.R. service. A  series of changes 
X O I  IV U  I  a ^ith the best hunting and fishing. has resulted from the prime move.
—  Carleton Place, Ont., in the Ottawa
Valley, is Mr. Horn’s birthplace and P^®t four years, W  J. McLean, w ill 
he enured the service of the C.P.R. in kelson and replace Mr. Mc-
1892 at the age of 19, as an operator ^
Orders for the week ending Dec. 3: 
The troop w ill parade in the com­
munity hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m. 
sharp. Points for uniform worn.
Duty Patrol: Seals.
A  meeting of the court-of-honor was
you can laugh at winter 
stormsy and spring thaws.
Merchants»fiirmers>any- 
one who must keep light 
trucks going all through 
the bad-road-season need 
thiese husky tires.
Heavy, long-wearing, 
tractor-type, self-cleaning
extra miles o f dependable 
service.
Get the facts from your 
Goodyear dealer today!
Available in Sizes
6.00- 16 6.50-16
7.00- 15 7.00-16
7.00- 17 7.50-16
7.50-17
N28
at Callendar, Ont., made famous four division engineer,
and a half years ago by the Dionne the past ten years is pro-
auintuplets. He is one of the charter moted to superintendent at Penticton.
---------  ^ -1 «  members of the Qttawa oid-Timers _  G- B. Alexander, division engineer,
held at the home of P  L  Basil Bond - Sicamous a few Revelstoke w ill become division en- 
on Friday evening, with 100 per cent November, 1892, he came
attendance. Details of the program of ^ to Manitoba on the Portage divi- „  G- W- Miller, roadmaster, Grand 
the recent Patrol Leaders conference . , .winnipeg-and in 1895 he Forks, is promoted to division engin-
at Salmon Arm were discussed, with loaned to the Manitoba & North- ^ + rr
a view  to plans for the next year s western Railway which the C.P.R. T -  W. Creighton, roadmaster. Ken- 
conference which is to be held at Rut- . over and returned to the Ont., w ill be roadmaster, Grand-
Canadian Pacific in 1900. It was in Forks.
tatively as chairman and P.L. uennis 1999 that he became superin- .
Reid as secretary of the conference, S e n t  S ’ the tou gLst SJ?siorof%h^ RECORD B.C. HONEY CROP 
and many suggestions and ideas were Canadian Pacific service, the The Provincial Apiarist of British
recorded for future use. . mountain division. Columbia estimates the total honey
'••r?^nH^^ff^” "were^*Jnade the court^f- 'Typical Railroader crop for the province during the 1938
h?nor iSdTrtakfnJ to with the col- There are few persons who do not season at 791 tons, with an p erage  of 
S „  !Sd  ‘repaid o t toys. . remember whem the Gaumont-British r e S S d
Hockey came up for discussion and film company shot Silent Barriers at recorded
it was decided to try and form a scout Revelstoke. But not many persons oeing lao tons in lUiSO.
hockey club. knew that Big Jim was coaxed to take CANAD A M AIN  SUPPLY
. * * * a big part in this film as the typical jviaijn ajurj-tiX
The regular scout meeting was held He does not know what -phe trade in barrelled or . pickled
in the hall on Saturday night, Nov. that term means exactly but he would pork, which is the main meat product 
26th, the hall being in use for a dance have not part in it. . He volunteered imported by the West Indies (Eastern 
on the regular Friday , nigjit. The at- much valuable technical advice to the Group) and by British Guiana from 
tendance was’' small and ■ most of the fjijn directors, but flatly refused to be- Canada, has progressed steadily within
Ovrhaul
Reconditions Motor While You D rive!
SAVES OIL SAVES GAS
For motors with worn rings and cylinders. '
Easily and quickly installed without taking down motor. 
Price $3.50— Send now and save costs on your winter driving. 
For information write
O vrliau l Distributors
LUMBY, B. C.
G O O D /YEAR
T H E  G R E A T E S T  ^ A M E  I N  R U B B E R
evening was devoted to work. Mr.
Hawkey was again on han^ to instruct 
the boys in knot-tying and splicing..
Patrol Competition Standing
Kangaroos; ........702
Seals .... .................
Foxes ........  - ........-........
i
I t
I
S A V E  N O W -  on
all
Buy bakery goods that are better-—for less! 
You’ll find the rich goodness of Sutherland’s 
products . . .  the large variety to choose 
from . . . the perfect answer to your menu 
planning.
SAVE ON FINE 
FRUITCAKES
50c lb.
A  delicious cake the whole 
family will enjoy.
A ll the extra delicacies for the Christmas 
Table— ^^ Mince iPies— Mince Tarts— Short 
Bread— Plum Pudding.
SUTH ERLAND
BAKERY, LTD.
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
M
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come a moyie star. He preferred his recent years, until Canada is now the 
life as “sup.” principal source of supply to these
Mr. Horn is more at home on the countries, in competition with the 
working end of a camera than posing United States and Argentina.
in front. Some months ago he thrilled —  ■ ___________
members of the junior board with his ,
home movies of scenes in the Rockies,
of action fishing shots and many other fellows, Gold Hill Lodge No. 261. 
scenes in British Columbia and down 
the Pacific Coast. He has about the 
most coniplete set of pictures of his 
division, especially in the Rockies, 
that are in existence today, and he is 
proud of that fact.
There is another feature of Mr.
Horn’s m^ke-up which would bear 
mentioning, and that is his ethics in 
regard to fishing. There are no short-- 
cuts in Mr. Horn’s fishing, and he 
boasts of the fact that he never uses 
a net to land his trout. He gets a big 
thrill out of landing his fish and he 
works them all the way and prefers 
'to land them the hard way rather than 
submit to softer practices.
In his Kenora days he was known 
as the “Fishing Ambassador” of the 
Lake of the Woods and he conducted 
many notable visitors to the^est fish­
ing spots; royalty members •' of the 
British nobilityj leading statesmen of 
Canada and the United States, top- 
ranking officers of the Cianadian Pa­
cific.
Kelowna friends w ill be sorry to 
see Jim Horn move to Vancouver, but 
they can rest assured that he w ill be 
a frequent visitor to the Okanagan, 
where his friends are innumerable.
His Railroad Career
After joining the C.P.R.. at Callen­
dar there followed a brief period as 
operator at Mattawa, and then, in No­
vember, 1892, he moved to w;estern 
lines, following his parents when they 
decided to locate in the new golden 
land of Manitoba.
He was one of the Canadian Pacific 
men transferred to the old Manitoba 
Northwestern road when the bigger 
company took it over, and he was 
with that subsidiary line as operator 
from September 1st, 1895, to May 15,
1900. Later, in 1901, he was agent at 
Shoal lake;, dispatcher as Fort W il­
liam and Kenora, 1901-1905; chief dis­
patcher at Kenora, 1905-1909; assistant 
superintendent, Kenora, 1909, and* act­
ing inspector of transportation, W in­
nipeg, in 1910. In 1912 and 1913, after 
another period as chief dispatcher at 
Kenora, he gained further valuable 
experience as inspector of transporta­
tion at Winnipeg, but returned to op­
erating ranks to become trainmaster 
at Ignace in 1915. A fter a term as 
acting superintendent in 1917-1919, he 
became superintendent at Kenora, and 
in May, 1929, was made superintendent 
o f the mountain division at Revelstoke . 
where complex problems of motive 
power, grade,. weather and curvatures 
failed to diminish his ardor for the 
job in hand.
A t Kenora J. J. Horn was a charter 
member and one time president of the 
Rotary club, and also was a member 
and president of the Rotary club at 
Revelstoke. He is also a member of 
Pequonga Lodge No. 414, A.F. & AJM.,
Is this a B.C. Product
For most of our, domestic nee|is, the answer can be “ YES.”
There are few staple food-stuffs that are not produced or processed 
in British Columbia; few  of our everyday requirements that cannot 
be supplied by our own factories. '
Every purchase of a B. C. PRODUCT helps; the local producer to 
increase and improve his output.
More B.C. PRODUCTS w ill be stocked and sold, more of our own 
people w ill find employment, if  we all form the habit of asking—
“ IS THIS A B.C. PRODUCT?”
T H E  D E P A R T M E N T
E. G. Rowebottom,
Deputy Minister.
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Tho junior board ol trade approach- The city council on Monday night 
c(l the city council on Monday oyeMiing purchased u City of Kelowna deben- 
iisking that a small cornniittee be ap- , . i i,ui
pointed to confer with the civic ulluirs oent, due Maich 10th,
committee ol the board on the matter 1030. The price i>uid was $1,005.00 and 
of naming the varioirs public buildings accrued intere.st. The purchase was 
ami parks. The council sidestupped a mutter of routine being tlie usual 
the contentious point by referring the practice for the sinking fund Invest- 
motler to the incoming council. ment.
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGHUGHTS
FOUR MEMBERS OF YOUTH CHRISTIAN 
STUDY CLUB DELVE INTO HISTORY 
OF CANADA AND PROBLEMS TODAY
Northland, Population Problems, Early Fur Trading and 
Present Day French-Canadian Crisis Discussed at 
Length by Kelowna Group
Me e t i n g  at the home of Mrs. G. D. Herbert, on Saturday eve­ning, the youth Christian study club continued its study of
U
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If they’re pipe smokers they’re sure to like Picobac 
. . .  the pick of the mellow Burley tobacco grown in 
sunny, southern Ontario.
So put them down on your Christmas list for a half- 
pound tin of Canada’s most popular smoke. How 
they’ll like Picobac. It’s a mild . . .  cool . . . sweet 
smoke •— a Christmas gift fit for a prince.
The Vz /!>• tin comes in a 
Yuietide W rapper . . . .
"It DOES taste qood in a pipeJ"
What with exams approaching, 
clubs winding up their first term ac­
tivities, winter sports in full swing 
and reporters peeping through key- 
" holes, the high school i.s beginning to 
resemble a bee-hive.
The science club has revised its 
system of working. Formerly the club 
was divided into groups which car­
ried on experiment.s. Now this is only 
done every other week. Tlie rest of 
the time two members demonstrate 
experiments to the rest of the club.
Last week Berard and Middleton were
the demonstrators. The club hopes to Canada Today under the able guidance of four of the club’ members.
display some of its work to the whole , , , • j  j
school in the near future. Canada s awakening north was considered first and many were the
The curent events club is at present interesting things disclosed about this relatively undiscovered tcr- 
dlsciissing the trade treaties signed by ritory. By means of an airplane trip the geography of the northland
Great Britain, U.S.A. and Cariada. Last traced from Edmonton to the mouth of the Mackenzie river. It
week they decided that Canada should , ,   ^ , r ., .. ,, . , , ,
not join the U.S.A. (It looks as if  wc ^as made known that most of the north country has been surveyed
will bo able to slick with tho British within the last five years and that rail goes no farther than Fort 
Empire after all). Next week they w ill McMurray.
discuss the Jewish problem in Europe. .  «.i . _____________ —— ______________________
Last week the boys’ inter-class bas- Chief Highway decided drift of nonnlnUon
ketball tournament commenced. On The air is the chief highway of tra-  ^ districts to \h?cStiSs^
Monday the junior matrics edged out vel and through this means distances ^  noliceahl. in Onfnrio no!i 
tho mlehly ntidgots o( C a d e  l lA  by have boon eroally los.,enod. Buoibooa "^ h rm o w m o n t  o S  w oS
the luiir-raising score of 18-17. Then deals which formerly took seven years , .. , «
on Friday the senior matrics easily to complete, may now be transacted ijee?  revers^d^ due L h Iv to unfa^^ 
defeated Grade lOB by a score of in short order either by wireless or a t
22 to 6. In the second game the Grade quick trip by plane. Where dinosaurs l i „ r a t^ n  in Ganadn *iY w
llBs, led by “ fighting Ed Yosheoka" once roamed, ages ago, along the Y '^r^Y
overpowered the Grade lOA by a mouth of tlic Peace River. Canadian Mleablo^mod.!*^hieh
count of 10 to 7. farmers now grow prize wheat. It is ^ would de-
In the girls’ badminton tournament in the north \ ls o .  in Wood-Buffalo ™°rahze 
last week the star players were part- park, that one finds the last surviving , addibnn^
nered with the weak players, and the herd of buffaloes in the wild state. nn^erthat few  new
medium players with other medium Here the Chipewyan and Slave In- “ ?^?neh
players. J. Gather and D. Smith were dians wore guaranteed their hunting ra rr ia te  is s loT n .
tho winners. (It is rumored that a rights by the Indian Treaty of 1898 and ,, . coloniL^rYse^Jfne tlfr^^Y-Tontne
mixed tournament will be held soon.) this right has been maintained under * , customs ’ Exam nle/i^e 
The photography club is now having reasonable regulations. There are four ‘SSenteK T n d  nn„?^nhnr;
weekly lectures. Lantern slides are preserves as well in which hunting. S S i o n  In 
shown by a member of the club who under regulations, is permitted to na- .. . ”  "
has studied the lecture. This week it tives only. The Thelon game sanctu- «  Y L ?a va tS  bJ the Y a e f  tha^
was given by W More. ary, northeast of Great Slave lake is aggravated by the fact that
T b I publi^afion, club ic busy pre- a rejuge for tbe few remaining musk ™  " 7 t?om''c,^rt Z ^ 'c a S t”"^
paring the second issue of the “Nai- oxen, where hunting is forbidden. The read from c^ s t to coast, 
taka.” I f  some one comes up and Reindeer reserve, east of the Macken- Hudsons Bay Company
asks you what you want for Christ- zle delta is the home of the reindeer Returning to the advancement of 
mas, don’t take it wrong. These re- brought from Alaska after four years the Hudson’s Bay Company fur trade 
porters of the “Naitaka” w ill do any- ° f  patient, wise driving. On the shores in Canada, one sees the definite and 
thing for hews. of Cameron Bay is the Eldorado mine bitter rivalry between the French arid
The students’ council announces which gives forth the pitchblende English wlio struggled for ninety years 
that school caps, pennants and crests fi^oui which radium is extracted. for supremacy. The forest skirmishes
have arrived and are ready for sale. The population of Canada was then of those small parties of men, who had 
EXTRA! The Grade lOA class won traced from the time of the first known to fight the winter, the wilderness, the 
the courtesy poster campaign contest settlers from Europe, the French. The spirit-breaking distances as well, are 
which was judged last Friday. John first English came to Acadia, Nova highly significant in the history of 
Panton alone handed in three pos- Scotia, which became British in 1713. Canada. In the early years of the
ters, and was partly responsible for Ontario and New Brunswick were Company’s activity the fur trade was
the Grade lOA’s victory.' They receiv- fprnied by the influx of United Empire profitable and several forts sprang up 
ed “A  portrait of a gentleman” by Loyalists. The first census after Con- but the grip on the territory was none 
Franz, Hals. Alec Watt did one ex- federation showed a population of t09 firm. In 1686 the French attacks 
cellent poster with the result that neaWy 3,500,000, the majority being began and the forts fe ll quickly to
senior, matrics took second place., Ray British, followed by the French. The their vigorous onslaughts. One of the
.Pettigrew handed in three posters reasons for increased population, were outstanding achievements of these 
which put Grade IIB  in third place, building of the C.P.R., opening of years was the retention of the Com- 
I  wouldn’t dare mention where the fri® Canadian west and an indiscrimin- pany s foothold^ in the darkest days 
junior matrics placed. Besides, they imfnigration policy. This increase at least one post kept the flag flying, 
are very courteous to start with. The continued until 1929 when it slackened. .The servants of the Company, sea- 
whole school is plastered with cour- Declining British Element men and traders, did not adapt them-
tesy^ posters and a marked improve- 1871 the British element has
ment has been shown already m tbe declined, with 1931 figures showing
manners of the students. C. B. B. __ _______ nr,; it was not unUl twenty years
11^
GROWN IN SUNNY, SOUTHERN ONTARIO
_______________________  the French most numerous if the Company
Rubber bands, high-speed motion and Sish T h l Bri^  ^ inland journey was under­
pictures have revealed, snap back to nolitical economic and social taken. _Then Henry Kelsey came into
normal length,, after being stretched, °ost£ns £ven ^  Hudson ^ay m.l684 as an appren-
with a speed as great as 204 miles, an n French:Canad^an distfets are in I l ' t ' e n t e r p r i s i n g ,  he
hour.
(CSS
Cat Uliiatrated . . .  Nash LaFayetta 
4-Dooc Sedan . . . White Sidewall 
Tirea and rear wheel-shields are 
optional at extra coat. m
Yo u ’v e  heard so many exciting stories about the 1939 Nash 
—but wait ’til you see this great 
car and drive it! You’ll find a new 
engine development to give you 
terrific getaway. . .  the ''Weather
ever handled . . .  an automatic 
Fourth Speed Forwm-d* to save 
up to 20% on gas . . . a ride so 
smooth you’ll scarcely notice mo­
tion . . . more room, real luxury! 
Here are cars completely new.
Eye”* to make winter driving that sparkle with the spirit of a
comfortable as sitting home.
And still more features—the 
fastest Steering Po«t Shift* you
new age. You have never seen or 
driven anything like them. Tiy 
them at Nash dealers’ today!
From—
up, Taxea
delivered Kelowna
FOUR SERIES OP 
GREAT CARS. 22
modela.. • New low 
prioea . .  . the price 
quoted here is the 
price of the car deli, 
vered to you . . <
THE ItfEATHEIt EYE
IS , N »  eNE NASH MIB«CU
, Tune itt the comfort you \ 
' 'want ih winter. ^Wealher j 
: Bye”''automatt«aHy controls i 
; ,Na^h "CoudiHooed Air” . ..  ^ 
foreondortthatnev^varieiu
'Optional Equipment... Slisht Extra Cost
1- -..I. oo 4. • +1- n/r learned the Cree language and adapt-
Quebec with 22 per cent in the IV^ri- ed himself to Indian life  He encoGr- 
tim ^, On^rio and the prairies. TOis peace among the Indian tribes
weakens The movement for separation ^hey could brin f their pelts to York 
from English Canada. A  larg6 ^^^n- factory without fear of attack. This 
ber of French Canadians live in New understanding of. and intimacy with 
England. Up to 1931 emigration was natives |vas to prove the most 
nearly equal to immigration The an- powerful f a i C  in the developriienf of
the fur trade. The Treaty of Utrecht op© ii3S Id6sd 12,000* Pr©i©rGDC© is for • crc»xr*-«
Britishers but 80 per cent come from veayc of i +t- ^  k
other than British countries There o f peaceful trading during whichotner man tsrmsn countries, m e r e  French were not idle. They
■ . . -...  ,-...... ........... ....... — turned to the fur trade wealth west
of the Great Lakes, crossing the prai­
ries to the foot of the Rockies. They 
established posts as far west as cen­
tral’ Saskatchewan, the very hunting 
grounds of the Indian, thus saving him 
the long and hazardous trip to the 
Bay posts and thereby cutting into the 
Company’s trade, forcing it to expand 
inland. S ix ty  inland voyages were 
made within twenty years to stimulate 
trade. •
French Problem
The study group then turned to tho 
French problem. A  brief review o f 
early struggles between English and 
French Canadians and their attain­
ment of responsible government was 
given. There followed a determined 
effort on the part of the British to de­
nationalize the French. When one 
considers that the French in Canada 
were quite distinct from those of the 
mother country, with their own cus­
toms, manner of livelihood and religi­
ous ideal, it was only natural that 
their rapidly increasing numbers 
should have aspiration for the future 
of their nationality. There are British 
who still regard Britain as their home­
land, Americans who are in favor of 
annexation and so on, and while the 
French acknowledge their British con­
nection they cannot accede to any im­
perial federation or American annexa­
tion which would submerge their na- 
tionabty. French Canadians, because 
of their intense patriotism are na­
tionalists. This nationalism is not ne­
cessarily anti-British, it is most cer­
tainly pro-French Canadian. In French- 
Canadian Catholic schools an anti- 
British sentinient is rapidly growing. 
The party in power now under M. 
Duplessis is one of the outcomes of 
this youthful separatist movement. 
The Catholic French Canada bitterly 
hates Communism and although there 
is no organized Fascist group of any 
importance it is an ever increasirig 
menace, in this province of an Uned­
ucated people, held in the'grip of the 
church with the big industries in the 
hands of a few.
The meeting closed with a brief 
social period when a delightful lunch 
was served.
f/
PENDOZISTREET KELOW NA
S  E R V I C  E A V A I L  A  R L E  A C R O S S  C A N  A  P A
•••• ..•..v.x
G o o d i- ic li
■SMC fooivim
A patented and exclusive fea­
ture of Goodrich fur trim­
med overshoes—a superior 
methp4 o f attaching fiir. It 
' helps to prevent that peren­
nial bug -bear—-stained 
stockings from winter-time 
overshoes! See them today. 
Compare our prices too!
& CO.
SOLE AGENTS for 
KELOW NA
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE ON 
SCOTLAND' ’
T H E  CORPORATION O F T H E  C ITY  
OF KELO W NA
Public Meeting
A Public Meeting will be held in the
Auditorium
of the
JU N IO R  HIGH SCH O O L
on
TUESDAY, DEC. 6th
at 8.00 p.m.
TO DISCUSS MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS
November 28tli, 1938.
G. H. D U N N ,
City Clerk.
18-lc
PRO V IN CE O F BR ITISH  CO LUM BIA
will continue to operate during the month of 
December on the same schedule in force in
November:-—
F IR S T  F E R R Y  LE A V E S K ELO W N A  A T
8.10 am-
L A S T  T R IP  FROM  KELO W N A A T
11.10 P “ -
A. D IX O N  j Chief Engineer.
Department of Public Works, 
Victoria, B. C.
18-lc
OVEBWIfiHT Sf RVIRF to and from VANCOUVEB
V IA  PENTICTON — Daily Service
Greyhoimd 8:00 pan. Iv.
B u s ........10:10 p.m. ar.
No. 11........10:15 pari. Iv.
No. 11 12:15 p.m. ar.
KELOW NA 
PENTICTON 
PENTICTON 
VANCOUVER
ar. 2:45 .a.m. Greyhound
Iv. 12:30 p .m ........... Bus
ar. 9:45 a.m, ......  No. 12
Iv. 7:45 p.m. ......No. 12
Dine leisurely 
on ’Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 p.m. Iv. 
8:05 p.m. ar. 
8:25 pan. Iv. 
8:45 a.m, ar.
V IA  SICAMOUS 
Daily Except Sunday
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
and Sicamous 
2:25 p.m.
10:25 a.m.
6:50 a.m.
7:15 pan.
Travel EaStbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
KELOW NA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
C. SHAYLER—(City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—IPhone 10—Kelowna, B.C. '
C A N  A D I A N  P A C IF IC WmI
" y o u  c o u l d
MAKE A  POINT 
OF STICKINC  
TO ECHOGRAM 
CIN. THERE'S 
NONE BETTER,, 
FOR COLLINS.
/.
M G 1l2 .e
MONOCRAH
IXoz. 9 0 ^  •  ’ 4'box;3L^^' •
This advertisement is not published or displayed by tKe Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
lecture is under the auspices of the 
“The Scottish Borders and the Land A.O.T.S. Men’s cliib, and a small 
of Sir Walter Scott” w ill be the topic charge w ill be made for admission.
of an illustrated lecture to be given '•____________ _
by* Harry Mitchell in the United
church hall on Wednesday evening, Since the destruction of Solomon’s 
December 7th at 8 o’clock. There Will Temple in Jerusalem in 70 A.D., the 
be over 100 beautifully colored slides dew that condenses on the Wailing 
of this historical pnd„.literary >countb?.. ^®?^ been, considered; by super-, ,, . 
while songs and riausic asseeiatfed'wiUi stitious people, to ,be tears shed in C J o c i n S  D i f f v Y  tlC BE lO i®
this Scenery w ill bW rendered. Ih e  with the Jewish mbiuners.
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S p o r t
G o s s i p
By J. R. A.
Did y^u ever know it t6 faij. Just 
whferi one has a column nicely filled 
out, some bloke happens along and 
kills the whole idea. On Monday I  
was ^Jbeglhn^ng to become enthused 
over the, idea o£ Kelowna entering the 
north Okanagan hockey league. In 
fact, 'tHb ’hiore I  wrote the more en­
thusiastic I became and by the time 
I  had flnii^hcd this column, I  was sold 
on the Idea. And what happens! Tues­
day morning Bill Cross arrives to in­
form  me that the whole deal is olT. 
A  council of war on Monday had de­
cided that the scheme would not be 
feasible, that the Vernon arena com­
mission, although ready to talk turkey, 
-was pot anxious that Kelowna make 
, fu ll use of Vernon ice for homo games,
KELOWNA HOCKEY ENTHUSIASTS 
ABANDON PLAN TO ENTER NORTH 
OKANAGAN LOOP THIS WINTER
New Rink to be Erected at Bankhead Next to Curling 
Rink—May Forni Histrict League and Enter Team 
for Provincial Play-offs
PHEASANTS FADE 
AS SUMMERLAND 
GOES TO TOWN
MAY HAVE 14 BIG ENROLLMENT 
TRY OUT FOR OF PRO-RECS FOR 
SENIOR SQUAD KELOWNA CENTRE
SENIOR HOOPSTERS 
TURN IN VICTORY
Revelstokc Defeated 37-20 Before 
Handful of Customers Last 
Week
Kelowna Cage Squad Had Lead Harold Pettman to Coach Pheas- Two Hundred and Fifty Partici
at Three-Quarter Mark but 
Fades Badly in Final Stanza
For three-quarters of the game K e­
lowna looked just as good as the op-
ants with Pi Campbell on Line­
up Instead of Directing Welfare
’Although basketball troubles had 
appearedi to be ironed out to the satis-
pononts last Thursday evening down faction of everyone last week, furtlicr liundrcd atid fifty members turn 
at Summerland, but .in the last ten 
minutes the Orcliurd Oily Pheasants
-4 Taking an early 9-4 lead in the first
JL** Classes at^  quarter of an exhibition contest before
tarn Park and Junior High Gym a half-dozen fans at the Scout hall on
-------  Wednesday evening, November 23,
Six classes are now held weekly by Kelowna Golden Pheasants wore 
the Kelowna "Pro-Rcc" centre. Two never licadcd by the touring Revel-
upsets have occurred which change weekly to take advantage of the ( l. 
the picture a great deal. It was at ses which are sponsored by tlic Gyms 
faded completely and with Beech run- first figured that Ri Campbell would and the Kelowna school board. ITie
be the ch'ief mentor for the Golden women’s “KeciJ P it” class has proven 
Pheasants this season, but the situa- very popular and before long shouldOV E R  the past week-end Kelowna hockey fans buzzed with excitement, as it was thought that for the first time in history this "^ ^^ 8 wild the southern hoopmen gar-
I ^  i' 1 * Vi * 1 xr A' ^   ^ It was a fast and furious contest — ----------------— -<•— — —  ... nuv^ a i,uwi v/^ i, «x nxxj wuic
north Ukanagan hockey loop, which includes Vernon, Armstrong, from start to finish and at times had has been appointed as coach of the boxing and Wrestling club which got 17-0.
stoke basket hangers and went on to 
register tlic first victory of the season, 
37-20.
Only four Held goals were registered 
by the visiting railroaders in the first 
lialf of the contest while the Pheasants
i tion has changed and Harold Pettman ha e turn out of fifty strong. The ore rolling up an impressive lead of
Lumby, Salmon Arm and Enderby.
Had Been Accepted,
Three delegates to the Ifeague annual 
meeting at Vernon last Thursday eve- 
and other factors had arisen, such' as ning, Larry Carscadden, Bill Cross and 
transportation troubles, financial back- H. B. Simpson, presented Kelowna’s 
ing and so far, far in|o the hight. plea for entry into the league. This
stated, and plenty of opposition can bo 
found. Beaverdell w ill appear here on 
several occasions it is expected.
In most winters sufficient ice can 
be obtained in the Bankhead district 
to provide ice for the teams. Already
some touches of championship calibre senior B hoopsters for the season. under way a week ago last Wednesday 
ball. It was an uneven contest at, This change was eflected on Friday had a turn out of nearly thirty huskies, 
times for Summerland garnered a evening at a consultation between The junior boys class which is held 
straight 10 to nil lead in the first ten players involved, coaches and Bert every Friday has 32 boys registered, 
minutes. It was Doug Herbert who Johnston, club president. It was ag- Last Monday evening at the junior 
started the ball rolling and aided and reed that the entire Scout team would 
abetted by Sonny Handlcn and Harold move up in a body and try for places 
Johnston with a basket apiece, the on the senior roster. A lfie Owen and
re-
the
Prom^a^ballyhoo standpoint the idea couw'obtain'^suitable^playi^ sloughs and ponds in the Bankhead behind 13-10 at the Sonny Handlen from the Bankers’ in-
lookqd like a honey. That Kelowna ments with the V6rnon arena commis- ond Glenmore district have frozen
should enter against such stolid oppo- gion and comply with other regula- over, and last week-end numerous
sition as the northern loop teams and tions as set down. skating parties enjoyed their favorite
aga.inst such overwhelming odds as However, on Monday evening this sport.
were facing the team, looked like a plan was discarded as being imprac- Hopeful for Rink
swell build-up. Then them vms the tical at the present time. Travelling A t the meeting in Vernon Mr. Cars-
intermission.
Led by Two Points 
Handlen sank a couple more In the 
third quarter and Johnston and Owen 
added a score apiece to give Kelowna 
its first lead of the contest, 19-1,7, at
termediate A  group w ill also try for 
a berth on the senior squad.
Thus the Pheasants w ill have George 
McKay, Harold Johnston, and P i 
Campbell from last year’s provincial 
champions, Eugene Ryan, Bill Ward,
high school election of officers for 
men’s activities resulted in the elec­
tion of Ralph Sanger as president. 
Ralph w ill be assisted by Albert Day- 
nard, vice-president; L. Ashley, sec­
retary; and an executive of Rudy Bur­
ch er, Ian McEwan and Lyle Sanger.
Captains of the four-team basket 
loop w ill be Art Reed, Albert Day- 
nard, Lyle Sanger and Ian McEwan.
Handlcn, Owen and Johnston 
were mainly responsible for this 
suit with Doug Herbert adding 
extra two points.
George McKay came to the fore in 
the third quarter to snap in six points 
while Handlen and Owen downed a 
couple more baskets. The pace eased 
up dn the final ten minutes, but the 
Pheasants still oulscored the visitors.
Sonny Handlen and Alfie Owen, 
playing their first game in senior com­
pany were the standouts on the offen­
sive, scoring eleven and ten points 
respectively. McKay and Johnstoh of 
last year’s senior quintette were next
added idea of the long-standing sports distances and opposition on the part cadden ^told ^ the^dTleeates° that^ if Ke- three-quarter mark. I f  the game Doug Herbert, Dave Chapman, Tom- In thte opening game IV ^w an ’s Hus- in ^der,
feiid  between Kelowna and Vernon, of one or two of the northern elnhf?. _____________ f___ x?___ xi__________xi." had ended there it would have been Brydon, Charlie Jackson, Alfie kies bowed to Sanger s Wildcats by a The, teanris lined up as follows:
resembling that between Lumby and 
Vernon. Vernon, in this instance, 
seems to be hated twice as much as 
anybody else. But here you are, the 
deal is off, and Kelowna is planning 
to form a central Okanagan loop of 
its own, besides, perhaps, a south pka- 
nagan loop embracing Summerland 
and Penticton. • . • o
Larry Carscadden, Bill Cross, Tom 
"Watson and a few  more were respon­
sible for the activity in the northern 
direction. ■ Larry and Bill wpnt to 
Vernon last Thursday evening along 
•with H. B. Simpson, arid presented 
Kelowna’s case before the league anr 
nual session. The league approved in 
part Kelowna’s en t^ , provided suit-
of one or two of the northern clubs, lowna could enter a team in the north- 
cau.sed this reversal in plans. ern league an arena would be con-
A t present, the plan is to operate a structed here , within two years. The 
minor league probably between Oya- support given Vernon by Kelowna 
ma, Winfield, Rutland and Kelowna; puck enthusiasts for the play-offs was 
to have built imipediately a rink at evidence that the fastest game in the 
Bankhead next to the present curling world would ' “ take” here in no un-
*^y 
all right, but in the next ten minutes Owen, Sonny Handlen and Doug Dis- 
there was a repetition of the first «ey. Don Horton may come back to
rink; and to register Kelowna’s best 
players i lyith the B.C.A.H.A. so that 
Kelowna many enter the hockey play­
offs i for- intermediate honors next 
spring.' y 'v
New Rink to be Built
Already work has commenced to 
build a rink at Bankhead, measuring 
175 feet by 75 feet and providing roMpni" 
for between 200 and 300. spectators. 
It w ill not be a pretentious affair, but 
w ill serve the purpose until Kelown^
able arrangements coiild be made for becomes sufficiently hockey-conscious
playing facilities. The next step was 
the Vernon arena commission, but be­
fore  a co'nflab was ever held there a 
pow-wbw in Kelowna, with some of 
the more responsible' business men 
heing called into the conference, de­
cided that the plan was not feasible.
to erect a civic arena along the lines 
of the 'Vernon edifice.
In the meantime, Vernon has pro­
mised to play Kelowna on the Vernon 
ice in some exhibition contests prior 
to the start of the north Okanagan 
league about December 15.
■r „  XV, xxu.y..„ I f  arrangements can be completed,
.  ^ Larry^Carscadden believes that there another loop embracing Penticton and 
IS plenty of material ^ m Kelowna to summerland w ill be started to pro- 
provide a first-class hockey club A  Kelowna with further opposition,
number o f newcomers and Armstrong owe Kelowna
^ o w  thear hockey upside d return games from contests staged in 
9nd _backwmds and are ^ expected ^ t^o northern to^vns lastseason.Prince- 
proyide stiff o^osffion^for^^^ club t„n is said to have consented to play 
in the Hmth Okanagan lo p. home and home games with the Or-
rumored that Armstrong will not be r ,tv  cjpY+p+tA
the walkover of la^^ye^  as good Most of the available talent for Ke- 
citizens of that^siMU fam ing ^com jowna’s hockey squad is composed of 
mumty have dug down and p rov id ^  ex-prairie stars who have m o^ d  into 
•ways and means to imporLsome hig^^ Kelowna in the past couple of years, 
class talent, includmg some of ; the ^here is a wealth of material avail-
certain manner, many persons believe.
General opinion of the delegates at 
last Thursday’s meeting was that no­
thing could be accomplished until it 
was known definitely yhether Kelow ­
na could obtain usp of the' arena. It 
was pointed out that Vernon would 
have double the number o f games of 
any other ceiftre imder this arrange­
ment. "Would this adversely affect the 
Vernon gates, delegates pondered.
It  ds a, question whether Eriderby 
w ill be able to operate this season, but 
T. H. Middleton of Salmon Arm  in­
formed the meeting that the Enderby 
club is selling “booster” tickets.
Unless there is Coast competition, 
the intermediate, hockey play-offs w ill 
be held in Vernon again, Len Wood of 
Armstrong reported from the annual. 
B.C.A.H.A. meeting in Grand Forks 
recently. Otherwise, the intermediate 
finals w ill be in New Westminster’s 
new ice arena.
The B.CA..H.A. received from the
quarter and Kelowna \vas agaiin blank­
ed 10-0 in a style reminiscent of some 
o f their own victories ' in the past 
couple of years.
The “kids” on the senior outfit are 
showing up to great advantage .and 
when the entire outfit is in working 
order w ill present as colorful a squad 
as has ever been turned out.
Beech was high scorer for the Sum­
merland outfit, being responsible for 
three baskets in the final ten rhinutes 
and sending , Kelowna’s hopes down 
out of sight. Herbert and Handlen 
each scored six points apiece for the 
Orchard City Cagers.
A t times the game became heated 
and near the end MacDougall is said 
to have given a particularly flagrant 
foul to Sonny Handlen. This so en­
raged one Kelowna spectator that he 
rushed-ori to the floor, but was quickly 
hustled off to the dressing room by 
Don Poole who was helping handle 
the whistling.
Preliminary Game
bolster the squad and Ken Griffiths is 
toying with the idea. Coach Harold 
Pettman has until the first week in 
January to round this team, into shape
score of 16-8. It is hoped to have Revelstoke: Thompson 6, Mennie 4, 
baskets up in the Knox Mountain McCulloch 8, Webster, Hammond 2, 
centre this week. A  high bar is being MacQuari;ie—20.
built and w ill be up for classes this 
evening.
The Gyros will be on hand to-night
and send back to the intermediate to view the work that is being, carried
on at the Knox Mountain centre.
This Friday, Ralph Sanger and 
Frank Barton “Pro-Rec” enthusiasts 
journey to Summerland to seek laur­
els in the tussle and mit game. An in­
vitation has been recei-yed from Kam­
loops for home and home bouts, which 
w ill be lined up in the near future.
ranks those who are not yet ready for 
senior company.
In the intermediate A  group, there 
w ill be Bill ’Treadgold, Irvine Noble,
Len Roth, Barnett, Roy James and the 
two Tostenson brothers, Carl and Jim.
It has not been decided whether Carl 
Tostenson wiill stay with the seniors 
or drop back to the intermediate 
ranks.
With this set-up, two strong teams 
w ill be fielded by Kelowna for the 
play-offo when they commence early 
in February. The final date for re­
gistration of players is set for .January 
15 by the Interior association this 
year.
Every effort is being made to have ----- ----------------- -^----- -- ----- --------- -----
Penticton seniors and intermediate As place it once occupied in the basket- 
come to Kelowna for the next game ball world, and other tovms, with the
Kelowna Pheasants— Johnston 5, 
Herbert 2, Ryan, Handlen 11, Owen 10, 
Brydon 1, Jackson 2, Disney, McKay 
6—37.
Referee: Don Poole.
M ILK  PRODUCTS
In the summer period, June to A^iS- 
ust, 1938, 41,200,000 pounds of whole- 
milk products were manufactured in 
Canada, and 14,400,000 pounds o f con­
centrated milk by-products, registering 
advances of approximately 14 per cent 
arid 35 per cent respectively over the 
corresponding period of 1937. In the 
whole^niilk group, the most important
TO ATTEND VERNON MEETING
A  number of the members of the 
executive of the board of trade w ill 
go to Vernon on Friday, December product was evaporated milk, the out- 
2nd, where they w ill be the guests of put of which amounted to 36,700,000 
the Vernon board at a meeting at pounds, or 89 per cent of the total, 
which it is hoped ■ to formulate a de- T h e  production of skim-milk powder, 
finite policy of the valley as to roads, which ranks first among the milk by-
——  - ^^-----——  products, amounted to 9*709,000 pounds,
representing, 67 per cerit of the total.
on Saturday night. Penticton ' has 
,  . . X taken a new lease on life where bas­
in the preliminary contest Kelowna ketball is concerned and expects to go
lilaces this season. Better crowds thanschool played a much better game ag­
ainst Summerland’s Interriiediate B
able here, Mr. Carscadden states, arid 
Kelowna should be able to turn out 
a high-class hockey team. Harold
Canmore players. "When the northern 
league is completed and 'the inter-
®  During a ixxauussiuu un reieieea,
aS te  n la yS w iIs  fOT the  ^ provincial Johnson and Bruce Paige are among Larry Carscadden urged strongly that €tlaX6 play* GOWnS I X B  ^ th6 local plavors o’l-t'llob'
championship U n less^^Y  West^^^^^ here for s5me time, 
ster grabs the interfci^iate finaK obtained their hockey training
Vernon seems certain to get them prairies.
o K  Spurred on by the great success at- 
wlgr Imed the B.C. body s purs^ a ter Gained by Vernon in its hockey last 
the play-pRs last season. V er^n  et yegj., enthusiasts here are determined 
a record last season, by allowing .the this sport back to^Kelowna.
Canadian Hockey association $500 for team than on the previous occasion 
promotion of minor hockey leagues in they met, but the Suminerland boys 
this province, one delegate reported, were still out in front 28-16 when the 
Decision .was that the association full time whistle was sounded. Mayne 
should , foster minor leagues in this was again high scorer for the winners, 
valley, especially midget under 16 with an even dozen points while Mac- 
years and juvenile under 18. Welling- Cutcheon was next in line. Herbert 
ton Smith of Armstrong has been was top scorer for-the school squad 
placed in charge of arrangements for from Kelowna, 
such competition ■ among the young- The teams were as follows: 
sters. Kelowna school: Sanger 3 ,'McLen-
Turn Down Suggestion nan 3, Herbert 6, 'Whillis 1, Kawahara
discussion o f r s Summerland Int. B—^Mayne 12, Dav­
idson 6, Scriver 2, MacCutcheon 7, 
Rumball, Davidson, Fisher 1, Ndagioni, 
Dodwell, Verrier—28.
Kelowna Pheasants—Pettman, John­
ston 4, Tostenson, Ryan 1, Herbert 6,
for many years have attended the 
games there and the game seems to 
be coming back into its own. Kam­
loops is gradually building back to the along.
exception of Vernon, are looking for­
ward to a bumper year.
Only in girls’ basketball w ill there 
be an apathy. For the past five years 
there have been no outstanding girls’ 
teams in the Interipr and little effort*: 
being made to bring the lassiesIS RpmovcL
B.C. a substantial profit ^ r  a facilities, there
Mitermediate hockey final,, something pvaiinHixI it
which has never happened before. I f  
Kelowna is in the running the profit 
should be bigger than ever, because 
Kelowna w ill just roU into 'Vernon by 
the carload and swamp the place. A  
provincial hockey final between Ver­
non and Kelowna at the big Vernon 
arena would be something the fans 
would travel miles and miles to see. 
The arena would not be half ' big 
enough.
Last Friday night marked a battle 
royal between Henery Armstrong and
is plenty of material available, it is
of the available talent, according to 
the agreeinent worked out. Even old 
war-horse p i Campbell is going to don 
strip again and help Pettman over the 
difficult journey. Some say that Don
other league executive. He could not obtain 
a seconder and finally withdrew the 
motion.
League play-offs w ill be refereed by 
neutral officials at the discretion of 
the executive on this question and any 
expenses w ill come from the home 
team’s gate, it was decided.
•R. S. Gullivan. of Armstrong was the 
unanimous choice of the meeting for 
the presidency of the hockey loop and 
the secretary-treasurer w ill be 'Well­
ington Smith from the same centre. 
Vice-president is H. C- Catt, Lumby, 
and the executive comprises Charles 
Christien, Lumby; E. G. Sherwood,
Handlen 6, Oweri 2, Disney, Bidden 
—19.
Summerland Merchants—Bennest 6, 
Beech 10, J, Clark 2, MacDougall,, 7, 
G. Clark 2, ’Thomson 2, Mourttford—29.
Ceferino Garcia. T h o se  who heard ac- come next February, but there are
Horton "will be back in uniform before 
long and that Ken Griffiths may move Vernon; Audrey File, Armstrong; T. 
his more portly form onto the hard- H. Middleton, Salmon Arm; B ill Cross, 
wood court. Harold Pettman w ill have Kelowna, 
a difficult job in weeding out the sen­
ior players who w ill have a chance 
to represent their city in the play-offs
counts o f the fight knew that it had 
been a great fight. And those who 
attended the meeting of players and
some who w ill just have to fall back 
to the intermediate ranks. My, guess 
is that Tommy Brydon, Charlie Jack-
J. SNOWSELL HEADS 
NEW GLENMORE CLUB
coaches ■with a couple of the club ex- son and Dave Chapman would be bet-
ecutives on the same night at the 
Scout hall knew they had been 
through a fight nearly as strenuous 
although of a different nature. There
ter for another year of seasoning with 
the under twenty-oners. It is a heart- 
breaker for them to have to leave 
their teammates after so many years
Many Games for Members 
New Organization
of
were many angles to the basketball but it is a situation which most young- 
set-up as far as the Scouts, Bankers sters have to face as they travel the 
and Pheasants were concerned and rough paths of the sports world. It
Glenmore social club got away to 
a splendid start on Tuesday of last 
week. Forty enthusiasts turned out
CITY TO CLAIM
TRADING BOND
The transient trader’s bond deposit­
ed with the city by Mr, Myers who 
operated Snowwhite Cafe will be 
claimed from the Canadian Surety 
company, the council decided on Mon­
day night.
Alderman Stuherland asked if this 
money would be used for the benefit 
of the creditors but it was explained 
that the city had no power to protect 
the interests of a private' individual 
in his business transactions.
The reason for demanding a trans­
ient trader’s bond of $500,000 is to pro­
tect the local merchants from fly-by- 
night firms coming into the city for 
bankrupt stock sales and similar en­
terprises. The creditors have the us-
W m -.
a •from  
STOCKWELL*S
ts
9 ^
to try their hands at ping-pong, protection and it was impossible
some petty jealousies and bickering even makes me reflect on some alleged shuffle-board and quoits. A  table of for the city to protect the individual
outcropped throughout the discussion, “ injustices” in my basketball years bridge filled in the very few  spare 
However, due to some judicial jug- wheft I  thought I  should have been moments for those waiting their turn 
gling and smoothing oyer of frayed g iven ,more o f a show, but the coach at the more energetic games. It is the
tempers the affairs worked themselves 
out and the players now seein reason­
ably satisfied. It is not the best set-up 
which might have been provided but 
from  a compromising standpoint it 
would appear to be the only logical 
conclusdon.
. ■ m m m
Harold Pettman is to be the coach
thought otherwise. A fter all, who am intention of the executive to add more 
I to argue with a coach. His word games as the membership and enthus- 
should be law. So, along about next iasm of the club grows. Darts is the 
January 7, •when the Harlem Globe next game being considered, at pre- 
Trotters are due to show their wares sent the plans are to play once a week.
in his business transactions.
A ll members of the council voted, in 
support of claim of the bond money. It  
was explained that a ne'w firm . t^artr. 
ing in the city is .required to post a 
$500.00 bond for a period of six months. 
A t the end of that time the bond is 
released by the city and a trading
We won’t have sufficient Toys to go round—-CAN W E G E T  M ORE ? 
Come Early ! A sm ^l deposit will reserve yours until Christmas.
sw- SEE THE STREAMLINE TRAIN IN MOTION -w  
SEE PETER DO HIS TRICKS!
? ?
to^an eye-bulging public for the fifth The executive^elected at the first licence issued. In the present instance
......   ^ ~~ * ~ "* — X-- X jjygjjjegg jjad becn conducted since
about the .first of August. .
o f  the senior club and he has, the pick seasons to come.
consecutive year, these younger play- organization meeting are: president;
ers w ill know their fate for the sea- Jack Snowsell; vice-president, Ceo. 
son. And after all, there are other Reed Jr.; secretary-treasurer, Chas.
SL E IG H S
Henderson; members of committee.
N M VW e V O ^
0 i,J E A f£ > £ O
iMiWished,or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the ‘Government of British Columbia.
Frances Hume and K. Williams.
'The bpx social held at the school on 
Friday last, drew a good crowd. The 
program and community singing was 
enjoyed by all, and the boxes brought 
a fair sum.
A  number in the district have been 
ill with flu, Nadine Moubray being the 
latest victim.
A  fine modern abattoir has just
been completed on the Ben-Carr ranch. 
• •' •
Mrs. H. J. Harden is slowly improv­
ing in health and at present is staying 
with her neice Mrs. A. P. Bennett in 
Kelow ia.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Short returned' 
a few days ago after spending a vaca­
tion at Vancouver and Hammond.
From $1.60
T A B L E S  AND 
CH AIRS
Kelowna made
$3.95 a set
T R IK E S T E L E P H O N E S
From $2.95*. From 25c
Phone 324
,’ s ' u i i i i W i i
TOY TOWN Bernard Avenue
1
^AGE SIX THE KELOWNA COURIER THUIISDAY, DECEMBER I, 1938
Soutb OftanasHn Monument W ork» 
IIEADBTONE8 AND  
MONUMKNT8 . 
Imported and native granite or 
marble—Satisfaction guaranteed 
at right piiccB.
Box SOU. PcnUcton, B. O.
-More About-
COMBINES
COMMISSIONER
JOSEPH ROSSI
C O N T R A C T O R
Plastering and Masonry 
Ollicc: - - D. Chapman Barn
Plioiio 208
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no way concerned ,with new schemcn 
for marketing the crop, and there la no 
idea of BUggcaling any new acheme 
when he makea his report.
■ BURDEN OF SELUNC BIG 1938 FRUIT 
CROP IS ENUGHTENED SOMEWHAT AS 
EASTERN MARKET SHOWS PROMISE Gifts for Less
. . -----------------------------------------------»
“ Is it necessary to find that the com- Lack of Competition from States on Montreal and Tor- ^
onto Markets Brings Okanagan Into Line to Sell at IF 
Regular Prices— Largest Crop in History May Yet be ^  
Sold at Reasonable Level
A T
U.GUIDI&ORSI
Contractors for 
rLA S TE IlIN G , STUCCO snd 
MASONRY WORK 
Phone 494-L OR 634-L
AS the fruit deal goes intp the month of December a happier out­
look faces those in charge of the marketing of th<v crop from
KELOW NA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTO R S!
[Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 70 
KELOW NA, D.C.
MONUMENTS
i  Sand Blast Lettering 
A  VERNON GRANITE A  
MARBLE CO.
Established 1010
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
bine, if you find that one does exist, 
has operated to the detriment of the 
grower or consumer, before a court 
action can be instituted?” The Courier 
asked.
‘"I’he act is fairly broad," the com­
missioner nplled. " I f  a combine Is 
found to exist and has been, or in the
future may, operate to the detriment , . . , , , . -
of any section of the public, it is, o f the Okanagan, it is revealed today, than prevailed a month ago or 
course, illegal.” at the same time in the 1937 apple situation. A  number of factors
Pmtioton Monday combine to make the possibility of selling this year’s crop without
“Is it your intention to hold hearings too much difficulty and at better prices well within the bounds of 
*"“Ycs we^^wlf/*opeiT”smTng  ^ reason, those closest in contact with the situation have informed
ticton on Monday next and will go to The Courier.
Vernon u little later," Firm Prices Oh Export '*• ' ---------- ------ ----- -------- -----------------
"How long do you anticipate you In the first place, the export deal 
w ill be in the Valley?" has taken equally as many apples as
“Shortly before Christmas the com- year and at firm sale prices rather 
mission w ill recess. I  have hearings than the consigned agreement last 
in another enquiry In Ottawa towards y<?ar. which was made on a much 
the end of the year. I  w ill return to weaker market. The apples which 
the Okanagan as soon after the first have been consigned have brought 
o f the year as it Is possible to do so." bettor returns than last season as the
Seeks Information American importations have not been . ______
as heavy. ■
In H  A t the first of December in 1937 City to Consult Valley Councils
anxious to obtain every bit of infor- control of price chisel- About Payment of Accounts
If L  Ung. the shippers were slicing the so- ______
hands We woSd be* ve^r pleased left and the Payment of the government’s Tran-
______ _______ __________________________domestic market was in an uproar, quillc accounts was debated at the city
F U M E R T O N ’S
I Gifts fo r the Nome
TRANQDILLE 
SITUATION TO 
B E R E O Pm O
b l a n k e t
TH R O W S
A  gift to give vlarmUi, 
woven. of pore wool 
yarns And flnlsked .srtth 
whipped ends. Novidty 
pastel colors;
Slae 0x99. ’ $4.9£|
WABABSO SREETS — 
with pllloV/ to
match Itvw h l^  and col­
ors. Cellophane wrapped. An ideal Christinas gilt. 
One sheet and pair of pUlbw cases; t&Q Q (K
Lace Banquet Tablecloths
A  low price for such beautiful cloths as Q R  
these; size 72 x  00; each ..... .................... w v o v  v
Sets of Turkish Face Cloths. Each set includes 
five cloths in delicate self pastel shades. Wrapped 
in cellophane all ready for giving. K ft ir *
Per set ......................................................... O v L
in
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—^Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
-More About-
CANADIAN
CLUB
Then enme the one-desk plan, ehoved conncll on Mondny night and it waa 
tlalTl rnavannelr h a v fw X  through the aeason and ddelded to ask the Okanagan muni-
on this subiect \ve would be pleased which helped to alleviate the situa- cipal union to review  the whole situa- i f f  A ll wool Reversible Bed Throws. A  perfect gift
if  they would get in touch with the some degree although growers tion. Kelowna has lead the flght to ^  beautiful colors, rose on blue, green on
com m issiorcouSel H r  b K  disagree as to the extent of the induce the province to adhere to its ^  gold. Each ....................... .......................
is an opportunity’ to get this thing assistance. original agreement of relieving the
cleared up but there must be evidence This year’s crop has had the bene- municipalities of the cost of all tuber-
upon which to base the report. It is ht of a control under a one-desk cular patients but 'the fight had not ^
for this reason that every bit of in- scheme almost from the outset of the been conspicuously successful. W
formation we can obtain w ill be care- marketing of the ma'n crop of Me- The practice of the council had been 
fully considered”  Intosh. To date the ■'achinery has to merely file the accounts rendered ^
Tnhiorn rmtihini- been functioning fa.rly smoothly and by the government in this connection w
. the shippers have been holding with but on Monday night Alderman Whil- jfm
As a result, of Mr. McGregors in- agreement satisfactorily. It must Us suggested that the othermunicipali- fflS
^ c o n c e r n s  remembered at the same time that Uos should be consulted with a view  of ^
— ® Province of Alberta, the pro- J933 gj.Qp of apples is the largest having the matter cleaned up by the
^  vincial government of that prwince j^^ g history of the Okanagan, ex- of the year. “ It is a 'w ise man ^  
announced on November 23rd, that it ceeding. even last year’s bumper five who knows when he is licked,” the
was instituting legal action against the miUjon box crop. alderman said, “and in this case ,we Wtf
named ^  concerns. 'The McGregor in- present the domestic market has mi^ht as well admit we are licked. I f  ^
yestigation \vas for the purpose of de- taken 200,000. less apples than it had we do not pay the accounts now, the 
terrniTiing whether or not a combine consumed at the same time last year amounts will be simply deducted from ft® 
existed among the tobacco firms and Vancouver was down 70,000 boxes grants. As it is we are now mere- ^  
issued last Septenmer, gf ^his number. This situation at the ly carrying on a kid’s game.” ^
^  Mr. McGregor said that a combine coast was mainly caused by the large Other aldermen did not agree with ft® 
within the meaning of the combines m- crop of apples in the Fraser valley and this stand. Alderman Pettigrew main- ^  
yestigation act exists in the distribu- Cariboo country, which was unloaded taining it was a pity to drop the fight
l la n d k e r c b ie fs
•— muoli less thaun jroa’d ttnjUnlSrlljr £iay—
Opal cloth with embroidered
19c’ I
M l " :■ ^  i  I ‘H  y
‘V ti lx . ’ *
'•‘Lai' >• I r ' '
.comers; 
per box
Dainty hand ^b ro ld ercd  with 
rdlled hems and drawn AQtg^ 
work. Per bo* ............
' Sheer linens with fine 25 clace borders;'each......
taovely sheers In assorted now 
designs; 1  I ts *
each .........................  A v L
See our Children’s Special Hand­
kerchief Display.
Each ..................................
WOOL FILLED COMFORTERS —  Packed with 
warmth. In assorted fancy sateen (DA f t K  
coverings; each ... .................................
FANC Y LINENS in an endless variety here to 
choose from. Daintily embroidered work. Make 
your selection now while the assortment is at its
best.
Girls’ Gath Robes
Exquisite fine lawn with colored emhmidery'dnd 
hemstitched corners. Packed 3 and O d ­
in a box. Priced at ................  A iD G  u D C
Pure Linen Initial Handkerchiefs for men, 
in fine quality; each ................................. 25c
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across the open sea into a boat and p^dacts and that ^ e  gn to the Vancouver markets at dirt- there was the slightest chance of
,.kea being h^olaied b .  an ancten. L K  ' " “ O ,  , ,  ,  , Z S l L  felt tbe bgbt sbontd be
Winch to land from the launch. pany of Canada. Ltd., and the Nor- Hoperui of Vancouver Alderman McKay suggested that the
These apples are out of the way question be reopened with the other
Yama Cloth Pyjamas, 
Sweaters. Velvasuede 
Pyjama
Sets ......... ,...
Rayon G ift 
Sets, each ....
Continuing Our 
Sale Of 
Ladies’ Coats 
And Dresses
$1.75 
98c
Special purchase sale 
of Women’s Afternoon 
Dresses; 
each $2.95
GIFTS for In- 
fants & Children
"Bolivia is a land of sudden and them Alberta Tobacco and Confec-  ^ , -a__________ wwxcr
unexpected colors It is gloriously tionary Jobbers’ association have been now, Va^ouver retailers are ^ special- municipalities and that the decision as 
. , ^ j  j  parties and privy to and have know- izmg on Okanagan aples and the one- to future action rest with the Okana-
picturesque and unspoiled and extends ingly assisted in the forjnation and desk agency is hopeful that the Coast gan union.' The resolutiwi to this 
from one to three miles above sea operation of this combine.” Action outlet w ill show a distinct trend up- fget was carried with McKav Petti-
Madeira gifts for the 
baby. Dresses and mat­
ching slips, 49c 
Wool Sets $1.35 & $1.75
Clever styles for the 
miss and youthful styles 
for the matron. Utility 
and fur trim- H P  
tned Coats
to $14.95. FuU linings 
and interlinings. Sizes 
14 to 44.
Scout Commissioner's 
Corner
level. It is remote and time is no has been started against 31 firms, 
object in Bolivia.”
Bolivia was described as a country 
containing half a million square miles 
and being inhabiited by a large-lunged 
people. La Pas, the official capital, is 
13,000 feet above sea level and many
travellers cannot stand the swift as- _____
cent to these thin airs and must leave . i j  , 
hurriedlv as a nausea attacks them the recent patrol leaders’ con
S h v ia  contains all types of climates Terence at Salmon Arm the first topic last year. There w ill be no sacrifices 
from tronipal to qiih amtir on the agenda for discussion was in- made by the Okanagan producers this
1, r> n> r> troduced by Troop Leader Stewart year to unload onto the eastern Can-
Highesl) Golf Course Fleming of the 1st Vernons and was ada markets and fair prices w ill be
This startling little country con- “That it would be in the best interest maintained, it is believed, 
taiiis 'a great many of the “ests” , such of Scouting to have an investiture Only on the prairies does the out- 
as the highest 18-hole golf course in ceremony for troop leaders, patrol look appear little better than a year
the world, the highest inland lake, the leaders. K ing’s scouts, 1st class and ago. True, some of the poorer con-
greatest borax lake, etc., and is proud 2nd class scouts. This topic provoked ditiqned apples from the Valley have 
o f its deposits of tin, bismuth and a great deal of discussion, in fact so been going to the prairies and causing 
mostly silver.
wards in the next two months and w ill grew and Gather supporting and Whil- 
regain the lost advantage. , lis and Sutherland opposing. Suther- ^
_ In the east, the markets are npe for land opposed it becaiise as mover of 
Okanagan apples, it is stated. The On- the original motion some months ago, 
tario and Quebec crops were away he was against any change in the pol- ft® 
down in production. Eastern United icy of the council on the matter. ^  
States yields failed to materialize in ^
many areas and there has not been 
the dumping on the Ontario and Que­
bec markets which was experienced GROWERS EXCHANGE |  
PLAN IS AIRED I
Committee of Growers Meeting ^  
Penticton Discuss New  ^
w
much ^ that the c h ^  a laci^ of "interest part S i  t S T h ^ n  h l i f  ^
I
pre-Inca days.' The architecture to be get on with the next topic, but the merest for a time. The prairies are mittee
io Tr.no Qr.or.ieV. iTiaioritv of oDinion seeiTied to h& Quite holding' thpir own a n d  if  thpv nnntiniip ..  ^ ® oi growers, aitnougn Known
TOYLAND W i l l  ® p e n
S A N T A  will be here with FREE OlfTS 
for all the Children Customers!
Come and bring the children to meet Santa
in
Scheme
“The shippers are our employees; if
Mrs. MacBeth 'described the history Dick Sladen of the 1st Salmon Arms, consumer, but there is little likelihood ’ r  oHfrlv
o f the country which dates back to had to call a halt so that we might that there w ill be much increase in L  W
-___ r ____ j ______  mi______ ________ j.___j. _ — crot /-»r. iiritV* r.ov+  f/^r.in V\ii+ +V.ia •ii-»nT»c»c«4- { v»i  ^ n 0  SOUXnCm grO W G rS. J/illS COHl*
FUMERTON’S Ltd. I
‘Where Cash Beats Credit”
found is pre-Inca, Inca, Spanish Col- majority of opinion seemed to be quite holding their o n and i f  they continue +ho ^nnthern ^
onial and modern. A t La Pas, for in favor of the suggestion. Certainly to do so, then the Okanagan will have O s ^ ?  tn
instance, practically a ll houses are it appeared evident that when badges to be satisfied with that situation, it ^ -. '-'soyoos 10 vemon.
abode, but in the centre of the dty hnd been earned their presentation in is anticipated. Discussion of the field warehousing
are huge blocks of stone, and no one public to the winners was much ap- On the whole, the Okanagan apple < ,^iticisms of the B.C.F.G.A. and l l / p i  U A D I ?  R n n Y  V
knows how or where they came from, preciated. crop was of better quality in 1938 than fruit shippers and a review Of a new f l  EJLjr 1 l l x n X
They are reminiscent of the pyramids P.L. Lawrence^ Collier of the 1st Sal- last year, when the fruit was placed Pmu of marketing put forward by a 'Lf/\nr / \D 1 7 D  A T *U  U U D I 7  
in Egypt. At one time it v/as a mag- mon Arms then started something m cold storage at the proper time. Un- small committe of prominent fruit 1 vh I t T i H H IiIW ji
nificent city and dates back'before the with the suggestion “That the confer- fortunately, quantities of McIntosh of the distrirt, including Godfrey ______
Inca period. But the Spanish destroy- ence discuss representation for the were allowed to become tOo ripe be- Isaacs, occupied the major portion of . . .
ed rnost of the ancient architecture provincial patrol leaders’ conference fore entry into storage and qons®- J.® which was held in Pen- VVill D ec id e  in  M o n th s  X im e  it
and substituted their colonial styles, at Victoria.” Everyone seemed to be Quently considerable breakdown has P Thursday afternoon, Novem- - A.ssociation w il l  Fu n ction  th is
instead. agreed that we should be represented occurred. But on the whole better *
O f those early days there is no there if  ways and means  ^could he pades and better color have been ob- form® — ___
V found of sendinff our rcordsentatives. tamed. form before the  ^ meeting, and on a
motion of C. J, Huddleston, Summer- * Feeling that there has been tooAdvertising W ill Help
writing to give a clue to the history, found of sending our representatives, 
and it can only be determined through but it was not so clear as to just how 
the textiles and pottery, and the latter that could be accomplished. There 
are becoming exceedingly rare.
Mrs. MacBeth’s^  despip ion  of her ^ s ^ a T T w a ^ ^ L w  assistance o f the Dominion gov- cussion prior to the annual conven- the annual meeting of the Kelowna 
railroad trp  up p e  A n dp  from sea tWelve L o n  it seemed to be ^  in, January. This plan consists .Welfare association last week in the
level was fascinating, as this is on an lo oe a  ^ the next two monftis and bring mainly in setting up of grower-con- Masonic hall decided to leave the de-
upprade ascent which is quite steep P we snouia adjourn beneficial returns.  ^ trolled exchanges under the full con- cision as to continuation of its work
and distance IS measured in altitudp reasspmhlprf aftPr Innrh .  There_ is one cloud p n  the horizon, trol of a manager. Salesmen from the for another month
rather than feet. There are no switch
land, it was agreed the plan should be much overlapping of charitable and
was also not much information as to the I r u i t T o I r d T n T T h P r a  relief donations in Kelowna and th p
when the Victoria conference was to “ 11“  p d  the brokers v/ith through the B.C.F.G.A. locals for dis- the system has at times been abused,wxxcxi uie v.iLLuiia cunierence was 10 fUp assistance of the Dominion eov- +1—  _____ i _______ v,.. ” ___ _______ x.,.. tx-_i   
ax.x.,, xx-,.. xxxw xxv. x„x reass€mbled o ftp  lu n p  however, which is bothering those in various packing and shipnine houses a++u x x- -x -n i, j -j j t,
backs on this railroad and the climb we. first had our photpraph taken by of selling the big Ok'anagan would oLrate1h?^ugh S  A t that time, it w ill be pc ided  whe-
is a steady one up. GarUc is about 1 crop, and that is the free entry of which S ^ t  L S e s  i t  t L  S  psoci^ion  w ill dis-
t>ip oniv bnown rPrrtPxiv fn,- fho =!p1t. Arms, Alan Bocch. who IS HOW in that pitnic fruit into rattrtrixx nnmmnnnina -xT-“ i;. contmuc its activities forthe only known remedy for the sick- ^ “ Vn’ xx citrus fruit in to . Cahada. commencing mum price'of” each v a r te tv V flru it "  p “ V“ ies lor a year or
ness caused by the sudden changes in ^^ x? w®® January ,1. The citrus fruit crop in the Albert Millar of Oliver in a lengthv w h etp r it should carry on. Officers
altitude. quite crpiteble, seeing the material united States is enormous this year brief s ta ™ ^ ^  for the new year were also adjourned
« r  . T J X -  upon which Alan had to work, and ariH ,-f ponoria ic ncpri ac Q riiimninxx . 1-ue meeting mat me g month.
Women Are Industrious can be nurchased for PSr nnmonntpd ^ “  if Canada is used as a dumping field warehousing plan resembles the o x x x . i
r XI. a i j  J 1- XV- X • purenasea lor zac unmounted ground in order that prices mav be wrowers’ ovohancro rtian K.if ie v,r,+ Secretary Len Richards presented a
f e - i s k e l own a  s ea
climb into, and all of a different color. P.L. Len wide of the 1st Kelownas “ '® sponsors o f m n n t S  co..n^
Modern Stucco House
FOK SALE*■ - . . ■ I
Situated in good location on two nice lots. Large 
living room with fireplace; dining room, modern 
kitchen, den, two bedrooms and bathroom; upstairs 
unfinished; basement with hot air heating system.
Absentee owner offers this hohie for
*5,000.00
McTAVBH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
Real Estate Insurance
in as many petticoats as they can before leaping,
, '"W^ aoc j. m is jv i ri ■ •».■+* ■ ■ i i ■ - - - — ^
These women knit. sew. dye and spin then introduced a dlSssTon e r " T ^ I  warehousing plan.and proved a stiff hurdle.
But as business men of the Okana-all by hand and the work in the fields care of the uniform.” Some leaders
is all hand labor. The native men are thought it might be a good idea to gg^ prepare for their Christmas trade 
a strange mixture of arrogance and abolish shorts altogether for breeches, fhev a re^^   ^ Christmas trade
servility, which dates back to the so that we could have one uniform for .„ixu thg. moro nhxvfvrfnr.QrvonicVi K11+ 4 - . , 4 .......j _i* j  1  ^ wixn xHe mor© cneeriui outlooK pre-
some extent
welfare associations, mimicipal coun­
cils and provincial governments but 
should be concentrated under the one 
head, the Dominion government.
A m  ,  c . , . .  It was revealed that the welfare
A R Y  only cleaned up about
UNIQUE DISPLAY
$550 worth of outstanding debts fromcruel Spanish treatment, but the na- the entire year instead of two but -  »uuietive women have lost most of their they were very much in the minority ^ ^ m a r k e t i n g  set-
seryility. More and m orl people” are® fouTwing “ P- whichTooked gloomy a month ago.
The natives in Bolivia are terribly us in the wearing of shorts anyway,
poor and if they can afford to own a even the Canadian militia. . - - . ----  x- .......  ..... .....  .....—x -------- . ox,v,.e, i„e.x
pair of shoes, then they cannot afford P L. Harry Na.sh of the 2nd Vernons j  screen that she had na Library for one month, part of the last winter.
line of duties follows.
Those in charge o f the duty watch
r * A r i l t T  O A D U C  parade on Friday and
L A £ ,/ C i£  C L I l A r i J  Tuesday nights not later than 7 p.m.
Until an officer arrives they are re- 
rille > Company 1358 sponsible for the conduct o f all c l d ^
“Keen Watch" “ “  ^©  armoury. Undue noise and anyM,eep watch skylarking is to be stopped. The petty
Orders for Parade: officer or leading cadet in charge o f
the previous year, but has a bank bal- There w ill be the regular voluntary is responsible for seeing
_  ance of $184 now. A  large quantity parade at Headquarters on Friday, yuarmrroaster and Sideboy
The only person who ever played ha7v'ery ’kindlyloanertaTheKelov^^^^ of-clothing was handled from the wel- Dec. 2, at 7.30 p.m. The ship’s com- dutie-T
„ „  xi,„ --------xu_x V--J _ X ------  X . . . .  fnrp Rtnrxv lact pany w ill parade in fuU uniform with- "®  is also responsible in win-
out gaiters at Headquarters on ’Tues- a 5 the lighting of fires.
Mrs. G. P. Sharpe of Salmon Arm on Friday, are on L S  a n d ^ a f t L y ”know^^^^
i  l  i l  i  i
to wear them and carry ^ e  shoes in then commenced an argument when Pi^y®^ iu real in a temous histori- original manuscript of “Ezekiel” by —^—----- ---- — --------- ------ ----------- ^ a t  Headquarters on ’Tues- 21. times he i^  rest^^siWe
their hand wherever they go. he lead off with "That the patrol lead- ®al ®vent was Madarne Bodart. In 1915 Elvira Garner. With this manuscript x^onhip. tn wnrrv him hn'f tK . . xvH 6. at 7.30 p.m. cleanlines of officeiS’ Q^^ ^^ ^^
“ The oeoDle of Bolivia have heard ®’'®’ conference be changed from fa l l i^ ®  underwent much questioning by are tiny figures, also made by Miss Quartermaster: Cadet Snowsell. room and wash room ** ’ ®
of Canada because of the quintuplets to spring,7 but he found the majority S ieS®N urseTd ith^S® vil P a n n f M little son^ S o S t t f f  book Sideboy: Cadet A. Blackwood. Leading hands w ill do well to re-
and so knows Canada as the land of x A n  1 i-x nlaved the navf nf herceif +!lf " has no regular pictures but is illus- I>uty Watch for this week: Port “ “ oo^ber these points and to see they
many babieis. Twins are unknown in A t this stage we all left to be the S„jx; fiirri^'Dawn baby, Assafet^a. trated all through the text with bright Watch. are carried out with seamanlike smart-
Bolivia, so we in Canada are wonder- guests of _the moving picture theatre Kelowna colored littirsketches.^^^^ ^ - A t the last parade Cadet R. Black- o®ss. Remember too, the efficiency of
ful. Bolivians look .upon Canada as 1^^® ”^®*^ "®® P®’^^ °’^ u'ence which was story of this English nurse who was childrens shelf for nearly a year now, ® a luue SKexenes. wood qualified in compass with 96 ner your squad On duty counts' on^the
an u n e S y  D^adise^ w^^^ enjoyed. executed for having helped Allied sol- so most of the children must be fam- Miss Garner must know her South ^X gl^® cad^^^ Watch competition”  ■
wealth a c c e i i E  More next week, unless I have al- d^ers escape from Belgium. iliar with him and his adventures. He and her negro types very w eU -th e
human brotherhood, lacking in graft ^®?dy taken up too much space for 
and cheating. So let us concentrate “ b*® week. E.C.W.
and do something to make Riis .ideal . “  -^--- --------
come true,”  concluded Mrs. M a c ^ &  
amidst a burst o f hearty applause.
Yellowstone Lake
. and his family live'away down in San- little figures are so perfect, and her evening instruction in first aid
 ^ In Burma the journey of a teak tree ford, Florida, and they are very poor, stories seem so true. We do not know was given bv Dr Anderson to 
from forest to mill requires an in- But Ezekiel finds a job for his Pappy, whether she made the figures or wrote gau g^  ^ ' «  s n to threeCredibl'V Inno* fimia TJlir'cf r»l7 •,,rvn I’nu,-,*,- _-_x.^ fVua cfnrv firef V\iff -ixTck
RENEWING OLD STAMP PADS
When a stamp pad dries up and
credibly long ti e. First the tree has so all is well. There are six separate the story first, but we are sure that tho dntv watx.u ,.,ni suitable ink is not irnmediately avaal-
Naa x,--_ ,.-xx,- _x.__. • „  , . . . ^ ^hoy both must have been done from to L  a Virile m or? d iW n t  t w  able for renewing it. pour about half
rMi HfA “  luxie more ouigent than they a teasDoon o f fflu
real life. ^  b^ve been, in the last few  weeks. So, and -^ rk  in w it
.Tb^ manusen^ and these figures to remind the petty officers and lead-! S e  TOis S
will be m the;Kelowna Branch until ing hands o f their responsibility, in the usefulness?f a nad w h a w ^ r 
and December 24th.. +NiB hTOxirh .-1__^_x__4. 01 a pad, wtiatever its
to be girdled and dried, and then little stories in the book, and they are uiey uum musu nave peen none irom ^e a litUe more diligent than they TteaspoolT oFgtycerinAon tne surface
o f thanks before conclusion o f the and is the largest Vakg'fn“ NorfH tu ^aueuun, a joo inai are loia in a negro dialect Which is The* script  t  fi r  t  r !e in ta? t?e? tt  ?  spatula or knife
inCetiDg. n+ e*t\ crrtOQf _iu - has been known to take as long as easy to follow, and the effect is charm- w ill be in the;Kelowna Branch until lnf» hands nf thxaiv ya<J®- ™ s  wall temporarly restore
John R  Raekla moved a t e a r ^ W  N ^ fo n T p l^ k , covim m  ama^^^ S u f f ” - n>“ ‘ l or reading aloud. They veal life
or river to Rangoon, a job that are told in a negro dialect hich is 
. . - . - ----- .jeen known '
c r^ica 3t so an altitude—7,731 "ft., twenty-five years. ing. Ezekiel has many trials this branch of- their work, a short out- color happens to be.
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PAGE SEVEN
Classified Advertisements THE CHURCHES
BATES
MPiret twcnty-nve wordo, fifty cents;
additional words one cent each, 
i l f  Copy Is nccomipnnled by cash or ac­
count is paid wiU»in twoi wcclto from 
date of issue, o discount of twenty- 
five cents w ill bo made. -Thus' a 
twenty-five word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid within 
■ two weeks costs twenty-five cepts.
Minimum charfio, 25 cents. ; ■ 
When it is desired that replies be adr 
dreissed to a bojf ,nt The Courier 
Office, an additional charge of ten 
. cents ls <made.
'iEoch initial and group of not more 
than five  figures counts us one word.
THE UNITED CHURCH OF 
CANADA
Vinrt Uailcd, comer RJekUr St. sad Oenwrd 
A»tno«
Minister: Rev. W. W. McPherson, 
M A., D.Th.
Orgonist dtid Choir Leader:
Cyril S. Mosfiop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
DR. W. F. AN D ER M  CHRISTIIIAS 
IS SPEAKER ON REUEF GRANT 
MODERN PLAGUES CHALLENGED
11 a.m. Rev. J. Ncavc, Vancouver. 
7.30 p.m. “The Great Expectation."
Women's Institute Hears Inter- Alderman Sutherland Objects to 
csting Address at Final Meet- Province Forcing City to Give 
ing of Year— Clinic \yell At- Christmas Grant to Reliefers 
tended A  letter from the relief department hocolates
The regular monthly meeting o f the Victoria advising that the provin- 
Women’s Institute was held on Tues- government would in _ future as-
«-DECEM»EIV1488 CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY jay, November 22, with the president, PcrceiR of the cost ofCor. DcmBir4 A»e. ond fiortnim St. in the rhnlr. municipal cases and a hundred perMiss Reekie, in the chair.
A magnificent range of artistic boxes ranging in
price from 25c to $10.00
SnrSuEECIlElCH
lA^vcrtiscmcntB for this column should
0 in The Courier Office not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
FOR SALE
*wf7" •
1 . 3
4 s '%T 8 s. K )
12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
,  It was voted to send a contribution <>f the cost of provhiclal and tnm-
to the Peace Garden, since Mrs. H. sient cases, was greeted with a smile 
lurch of Tvr,.rrrr..mr nrn«ld..nf nt tho Federal by the City council on Monday night.
This Society is a branch
Mother Church, The .First Ch , r •«/r,. ' ec eui e t e - -
Christ, Scieritist, in Boston; Massachu- ^omeiVs institutes of Canada brought Alderman Sutherland pointed out that 
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 n.m.; Sun- StenUon of the Institutes in meant little to the city as there are
her^^'addreMTo t L  Conf^^^ i ^ o  cases which come under
I w
I
Big 4-lb. Family 
Boxes ................ 95c
Wednesday's, Testimony Meeting, ' 0 the hundred percent ruling. A  reduc-
p ^ .  Reading Room open Wednesday There were 22 babies in attendance u 1
afternoon, 3 to 5 p.m.  ^ j  ^ ^^^^^al being entirely subsequently found that H _ w «s  not
a i ! i = = = = = ^ ^  new ones. Mothers were informed *’ctroactive but applied >  only those
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY'they can get much useful information in ^ he fubfre^^DuriJjg ^ th T^ "S t
0jji K X X O W N A  **' +rt lhr» nniv> t\t r>hlldrr>n iiimn *>* *'•1'- lu iuii-. i H
rrpR  SALE —Camp riSige, large Iron
A  stove, in good condition. For par­
ticulars phone 031. lO-lp
NO M INATIO NS
CARD OF THANKS FOR MAYOR, ALDERMEN AND SCHOOL TRUSTEES
of P>PBLIC NOTICE IS
r  X  “ V ep —  ^ - c  been o „ f ,  . „ o  such
health at Victoria.  ^ i n
Dr. Anderson then gave an interest- The matter o f additional food allow­
ing address, his subject being "Some ance which has been g ran t^  by the 
Modern Plagues.” Dr. Anderson spoke provincial government for the month 
at some length on the causes, symp- December brought a broadside from 
toms and treatment of cancer, infan- Alderman Sutherland, chairman o f 
tile paralysis and tuberculosis and at U^f. The alderman contended that 
PfEREBY the close of his address gave his lis- whole principle was wrong. In theMr s . F. D. WhUehead and Mrs. D. B. ^ ------ ----------- ......................................... .............. ................—  ^  ^ „ „ „Leckie wish to thank all their kind GIVEN to the electors of the Munici- teners an opportunity to ask any ques- first Place the city had not been wri-FOR s a l e —L ot at the comerGlenmorc just outside city limits. « « .1,..,... .^.., .... _______ wr*— _____ ___ _ ____
Frame house, 30 fruit trees bearing for thg messages of sympathy pality of The Corporation of the City tion they would like answered. His suited and the city must bear twenty
.fruit. Good roothouse and pump. Ajp- floral tributes and Dr. J, S. Hen- o f Kelowna, that I require the presence address was much appreciated. per cent of the cost. . Immediaeiy it
ply Box 247, The Courier. 24-3p derson and Nurse Prescott for the sym- of the said electors at the Council Mrs. Mitchell convener of the ways was annouheed thtat local re lir f de-
RANGE U .o d ,.r » ... over “i K ;  r 'h  aTa”^ p r p : S o ) : s ‘' fh5;
K  Bocd ran«e Including 1,000 acres------- ---------------------------------------------- TWELFTH DAY OF DECEMBER, S n a p  D c c ^ . '"
'There w ill be no meeting in Decern- His Worship the Mayor expressed
I
I
I
Get your 
Baking 
Materials 
H E R E  
and be 
satisfied !
I
I
I
I
I
0
1
early and 2,000 acres late range. Ample I^ R S . L. M. Needham and sons wish
water. Will sell as whole or part. For I f i  to thank their many friends for . i l- .cv-.c ..... ..... .... ......f ... *-------  •— —-t- — rf — . —jc----------
particulars apply Thos. Bulman Estate, their kind expressions of sympathy and twelve o clock noon, for tne pu^ose annual meeting w ill be himself as in agreement with the al-
Kelowna. 15-4p floral offerings in the loss of their hus- of electing persons to r e ^ ^ e n t held at the home of Mrs. A. Gordon derman when he stated that the city
--------- ^ ------ --------- band and father. Special thanks to as Mayor, Aldermen and ocnooi xxus- second Tuesday in January.. should have been consulted but he felt
O LD PAPERS—Useful for many pur- jjuj-ses and staff of the Kelowna hos- tees. . . .  ,  .. The treasurer reported a balance of that a good thought had prompted the
poses besides lighting fires. Courier pital and Doctors Knox, Hendeason and The mode of nomination of candi- S^8.42 on hand. grant and that i f  granted to real relief
Office, Water Street. 16-tf jieid. 18-lp da^es shall be as follows: _ One of the members made an appeal cases only it was a good thing.
D " r  T H E  fan..,, .he .a.c P. H. ward c i '.hi S . ? f i L ' c % M v T . c d  Ih l
I f  their ‘**spIay_o£ Skates and 1 Glenmore wish to thank their scribed by two electors of the munici- factory in Vancouver and felt the In- of the grant would not receive it as
sizes 3 to 9, $4.75. Ski Bots for men friends fbr their kind solicita- pality as proposer and seconder, gtitute would be supporting a worth fhey were not on relief. He referred
tions and many beautiful floraUr^utes shall be delivered to the Returning Of- ,^hile industry by doing so. to fho^e Jersonrwho are close to the
The executive was empowered to borderline but who fight to keep, off
I
I
I
We have the choic­
est of everything you 
can desire in pure 
Cooking Foods at ex­
ceptionally low prices.
I
F R E E !
and women. A ll sizes, $4.75;
«OR S A L E -L ^  61 X 180 feet east end
r  Lawson Ave. Good .land, one pear 
tree. $80.00 cash. Apply No. 47, Mar­
tin Ave, or Box 1047 City. 25-lp
ment,
WANTED
in 1,. i. A _ __ -------------- . ----- . uuruenuit: out iiu iigiiL lu
the notice and two p.m. o f  the day of transact any business arising during relief. The local relief department 
= =  nomination; the said writing may .be in December. strongly objiects to the government
r r i M I M r *  I 7I / I 7IU T Q  J^reeting was adjourned and tea was taking this action, the alderman stat-
B*a V  C iInI I J  th e ‘Municipal Elections Act and shall served by Mrs. Burrell and Mrs. ed
state the names, residence and occupa- Brown. ‘ _________________________
TANTED—25 head feeder beef cattle,
state cash price, weights', age, to 
be delivered at Kelowna. Apply Box 
251, Courier. . 18-lc
W NOTICE
•XPEBIENCED woman wants house-
M work, sewing, or store help for
Christmas rush. Room 6, Mayfair Ap- drawing, painting. iwith
18-2p plesse leave name and phone witn
- secretary at - Courier Office. Date andartments.
W
120 head livestock.
fU NIO R Boarders — Keep Thursday, tion or description of each person pro
I  TA w Q +v ,__+V.Q VijfY poscd, iH such manner as sufficiently to •
^  caM’ ^  ^  *^ 25-2c i^Jentify such candidate; and in the *
smoker. Nuff said. 5 2c g being necessary, such 4*
' poll shall be opened on the
FIFTEENTH D AY OF DECEMBER,
1938 •
at the I.O.O.F. Temple, Ellis Street, 
Kelowna, B. C., of v/hich every person 
is hereby required to take notice and 
govern himself accordingly.
Given under my ;• hand at Kelowna,
B. C., thiis 29th day of November, 1938.
G. H. DUNN,
18-2c Returning Officer.
NOTICE—Art Club to be formed in
LETTERS TO THE •
EDITOR
4,4.4, .g,«  4,4. 4.4 i«  4 . *  *  «  *  *  4
Kelowna to sponsor sketching.
A ll those interested
•CHURCHES MUST |  
ADHHtE TO TAX I  
A G R E E H T g
Buy 2 large Lux for 
50c and get a beaiftiful 
56-page
Knitting Boook
FREE!
i/a’S-ZSc
I  S -  4Sc
FRY'S COCOA
iS
ELECTRIC FLOOR POLISHER FOR RENT
ANTED—$600 for three months at place of next meeting w ill be given, 
eight per cent interest. Security, 18-lc
Apply Box 251,
FOB B.C.F.G.A. LOCALS --------
Summeriand, B.C., Nov. 28, 1938. Tax Free Halls Can only be Used ^  
To the Editor, for Church Affairs— St. Jos- ^
The Courier. 18-lc FECIAL NOTICE—Annual Bazaar of' Lawson Ave. Baptists Ladies’ Aid, 
Cheap — Young December 1st, at Women’s Institute
The Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
Now that harvesting operations are 
over growers w ill soon be holding
G o r i l i H i ’ s  © r o c e r y
PHONES-  3 0 - 31
eph’s Given Exemption
r e g u l a r
DELIVERIES
PROM PT
SERVICE
TSTANTED to Buy ------* -----------
W  Puppy of small species. Wanted Hall. Cafeteria Lunch served at 5.00
by Decf 24. Apply Box 236, Courier, p.m. and on. Fancy work and food sale.
17-3c Winning number of quilted spread w ill 
be drawn for at 8.00 p.m. sharp. Come
25-lpj  W ILL  pay spot cash for a typewriter, gjjjj bring the family.
portable or standard machine. Give __ „  .
full particulars, age and best cash price REMEM BER—A ll parcels going over- 
first letter. W fito ■Rn-v >i4n Kelowna.r e Box 5 0,  seas are specially wrapped for
24-2p shipment at Spurrier’s free of charge.
__________  — -^-------— 25-lc
<OBEIGNER wants to take English
Conversation‘ lessons from English- DID you know our up-to-date shoerepairing shop is at your service.man. Apply Box 249 Courier, stating . _ _ . ,
terms. 17-2p We use only the best material and
_____  ^——-----:---------- expert workmanship; May We Serve
WATER NOTICE
You. Jackson’s Kelowna Shoe Hospital, 
next to' Royal Bank. 17-lp
WINTER time is Laundry time. Oneof our five services w ill suit YOU.
DIVERSION AND USE
TAKE NOTICE TH AT Kelowna 
'Growers’ Exchange, whose address is 
P.O. Box 1493, Kelowna, B.C., w ill ap-
Kelowna Steam Laundry, Phone 123.
11-tfc
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand
ply for a licence to take and use up ' ’ 
to 40,000 gallons of water per day out ‘ 
of Mill Creek, which flows South-west 
and drains into Okanagan Lake about 
tbe South-west corner of the Kelowna 
City Park,
The water w ill be diverted at a 
point about one foot from the south­
east corner' of Lot 1, Map 2022 and re­
turned to the same point, and w ill be 
used for cooling ammonia on conden­
sers and compressors in Cold Storage
O. L. Jones Furniture 
25-tfc
WH Y Suffer with eye strain when
you can buy reading glasses from
$1.00 to $2.50 at Spurrier’s. 25-lc
The Corporation of the 
City of Kelowna
BU ILD IN G  
FO R SA LE
Applications will be received 
by the undersigned up to 5.00 
p.m. on Monday, December 5th, 
1938, to purchase the building on­
ly on Lot 21, Map 578, situate on 
thd north-east corner of Borden 
Avenue and Bowes Street, the 
purchaser to remove the building 
from. the said Lot and to give a 
written undertaking that same 
w ill not be used for residential 
purposes within the Municipal 
limits. ' .
The highest or any offer not 
necessarily accepted.
G. H. DUNN, City Clerk. 
Kelowna, B. C.,
November 29th, 1938. 18-lc
LOWER PRICES 
INTIMATED 
AT GLENMORE
BIRTHS
WAGNER—A t the Kelowna general 
hospital on Wednesday, November 23, 
1938, to Mr. and Mrs. Matt. Wagner, 
Kelowna, a son.
On Monday night the request made 
meetings under the auspices of their to the city council by Rev. W. B. Mac- 
B.C.F.G.A. Locals to review and give Kenzie to have the newly erected St. 
consideration to the problems that Joseph’s Catholic hall placed on the 
have assailed them during the season, list of tax exempt ^  properties caused 
The thought naturally uppermost in a debate which at times threatened to 
the minds of the growers is the price end in the council making a drastic 
obtained for their products. Supply checkup to see that the religious bo- 
and demand govern all markets, but dies lived up to the stipulations o f the 
there are other factors which have tax exemption bylaw.
quite a bearing on conditions with time during the discussion _____ _
which all selling organizations have was there any doubt but that the Ro-  ^ - ,, . t
to coptend. man Catholic body would be treated E. H ask ins States that Lower
One of the factors I  have in mind in exactly the same way as other re- Prices N ecessa ry  to Move Crop
can be removed by a united effort of ngious bodies but the request brought --- ---- t ATNG— At thp. Kelowna ffeneral hoc-
all • grower^ through the BC .F.G A to to mind the fact that tax exempt re- Notwithstanding the fact that the t iS l i^ M o n d a v .  November 28 IM  
have the Fruit Marks Act amended hgious halls had been used for pur- united States growers arc receiving a 
to prohibit the importation of fruit poses other than the accommodation higher price for their fruit, there is a 
loose in unlidded boxes from across of church organizations. great possibility that the British Co-
the line, pur export regulations eeH considerable discussion ensued' lumbia growers may have to see the
for all fruit to be P^oP^’ l^y with the members expressing the op- price of their crop reduced consider-
iidded containers. What is sauce for that tax-exempt buildings, should ably, i f  it is to be disposed of W. E.
the goose should be sauce for the gan- not be nermitted to be used for Haskins, chairman of the marketing
SPENCER—A t the Kelowna general 
hospital on Thursday, November 24, 
1938, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Spencer, 
Kelowna, a daughter.
pital on Monday, November 28, 193^ 
to Mr. and Mrs. John Laing, Kelow­
na, a daughter.
MARRIAGES
n n ia o lu ui edix p . ____ ________
der, therefore I  would ^ggest for the nioney-earning enterprises, not con- board, told the members of the Glen- -»/r_p./-vTjivrArK T eFF R V R F__ A t
consUeraUon of^all B.G.F G A  locals with the chuTch. Thera was more local ot the B .C .F.GA, at the M c C O ^ A C K t t e
a demand that the. Fruit Act he am- cu rtST lSe actWties 'o f  an n ia f meeting o f that body held on k S
ended to prohibit the importation of various church organizations but Monday night ’ ’Rose Anne Lefebvre to Hugh Elmer 
McCormack, W. J. Harrison officiat­
ing.
Dr . m a t h is o n ,Block, telephone 89.dentist, Willits’49-tfc
RIBELIN p h o t o  studio for your Ko­dak finishing. Prompt and efficient
Dlant upon the land, described as Lot service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 pjn. 
1 Map 2022. for our FREE enlargement card.
This notice was posted on the ground 33-tlc.
on the 12th day of November, 1938. —-----^----- ------------  ^ -
A  copy of this notice and an applica- p O R  A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing,
tion pursuant thereto and to the f  Heating and Sheet Metal Work— 
‘Water Act’’ w ill be filed in the office phone 164 or 559L. 
of the. Water Recorder at Vernon, B.C. sCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
Objections to the application may
be filed with the said Water Recorder . =
or with the Comptroller of Water DlT'lkT’T*
Eights. Parliament Buildings, Victoria, t * U K .  K Iu lM  1 *
B.C., within thirty days after the first , _______ ______________ , ' ’___ ___
appearance of this notice in a local RENT—Two-roomed suite,
newspaper. £*
WOLF
CUB
NOTES
fruit unless properly packed and m council did feel that tax-free halls Mr. Haskins expressed the opinion 
lidded containers.  ^ x.- i should not be allowed to compete with that the Okanagan was back agam
Vancouver should be our potential ^ licence. to where it was five years ago when
market, particularly for .soft *^«its A  bylaw wiU be prepared granting “a cent a pound or on the^ground” g(.jjj,jj,jj35 ;jj_Y0CH IM —A t the Im-
Frorn a price point 9” ® exemption of St. Joseph’s hall but at was the popular saymg. , There are manulate Conception church, Kelow-
of our poorest markets largely due exenipuon oi oi. ^  apples on hand than a year ago, ^ -
to the above mentioned conditions, the sa^e tune tne terms pi me ^ Brydon spoke on the conditions
Beginning with cherries, followed by S i VelfeihuT boVes " of the f L e  and fill and face and jumble
apricots, peaches and Bartlett pears, tention of all religious bodies, ------
a steady stream of trucks from across
the line supply the Vancouver market. ^  
This kind of competition particularly 
affects, the cannery market, at least to 
the extent, that the cannery does not 
have to pay for containers. Trucks 
deliver and wait for empty boxes 
which go back and forth all season. 
Elimination of such competition
The pack w ill rally at the scout hall would add FWe Dollars per ton to 
. , 1 1 1 . cannery prices,
on November 30, at four o clock sharp. control of Codling Moth
-More About-
There are
na, Wednesday, Nov. 23, 1938, Mag- 
daline Yochim to vJohn Schneider,
-- --------  . . . .  •.•x-i.i Rev. Father McKenzie officiating.
packs. In his opinion there was little
wonder that these did not find a ready CROSS-WRIGHT—A t St. Mary’s An-
4 CAMERONPRESIDENT
*  market as they were badly bruised. If 
the growers sent such apples t o , the 
packing house they would all find their 
/Way into the cull box. He felt that 
' some sort of open container should be 
used and this- idea was supported by 
the meeting which passed a resolution 
as being strongly in favor of some 
fifty pound crate and an absolute
glican church, Kerrisdale, Vancouver, 
Saturday, November 19, 1938, 2 p.m., 
Constance Edith, only daughter of 
Mr^ and Mrs. Herbert T. Wright, 
Saanichton, V.I., to William Henry, 
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs,. E. L. 
Cross, Kelowna, Rev. J. H. Craig of­
ficiating.
DEATHS
From Page 1, Column 2 _
........................ ... - - -  through treasurer. The executive ,^ 1  ■=->“ “ *
The Browns w ill meet at Akela s gome'system of orchard and packing of Ben Hoy„ W. H. H. McDougaii, d. housing scheme and after some dis- 
house on Friday afternoon after school house sanitation. Orchard sanitation Logie, Dr. J. N. Shepher^W . E. Ad- ^he matter was tabled. "" _
a.rr^ Yir An tiipir tov«; The Whites by scraping bark, gathering of fallen ams and E. C, Weddell. This slate of ^  Snowsell was elected chairman WHITEHEAD—On Saturday evemng,to work on meir toys, xne wmies ^ ^  . . . .  ..........  . .  ,
w ill meet there on Saturday afternoon material that acords protection ing committee headed by O. St. P/ - -—  iii it: uix n a a o kj. o sr.- George Read, senior, and E. Snowsell
*37 at 2 o’clock. We-had a splendid inter to the worm. Packing house sanita- Aitkens. The meeting selected the ^gre elected delegates*to attend the
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE, 
Walter J. McDowall,
Secretary-’Treasurer. 
The date of the first publication of 
this notice is Thursday, November, 
17 th. 1938.
Sutherland Ave. Telephone 189-L. pack competition at our last meeting, tion by the fumigation of all apple slate unanimously.
25-lp Congratulations to the 1st Kelowna boxes. A ll shipping houses, co-opera- in presenting his report for the past
annual convention of the B.C.F.G.A.
FOUND
„  , . xi,„ ivp,-..mU tive or otherwise, have a moral ob- „gg - j/ir. Cameron stated that the high
Pack on winning the pennant. We w  1 jjgation to. their growers in this re- standard of speakers had been main-
16-4C
certainly try hard to win it back next gpect. This proposal may be opposed tained, although there had not been 
month. It was great fun and I think owing to the expense incurred, ’^ e  many meetings as in some previo
^BefttunitVA
as
u us
------- ----- " both nacks enjoyed it benefit accruing would far outweigh yggrs. There were five general meet-
»OUND—The best place to have your x ^^ 6 cubs who had cost and would save the growers g„jj eight executive sessions. He
Jack- —^  f  t eek and^^^^ most dangerous means of in- the executive, secretary. ]
W eek’s Weather
November 26, 1938, at 10.10 o’clock, 
Frederick Taylor T^itehead, Kelow­
na, 75. Funeral service from Day’s 
Undertaking Parlor, Kelowna, Tues­
day, November 29, 2 pjn.. Rev. C. E. 
Davis officiating.
skates sharpened and honed. 
Shoe Hospital, next to
thanked Miss
Royal Bank.
won’t he so fection. Let anyone who doubts this q  cbapin, pianist, Robert Cheyne, 
WUXI ue bu gtg^gment visit any of the packing auditor and the press for the reports 
. . houses in the Valley and. examine of Ujg meetings.
We are very proud of the new six, ^oxes which ' have been used ifi or- f^banee of the fiscal vear of the 
the Browns, winning the Kirus game chards. 'The proof w ill undoubtedly i^bange of th^ _
of tho Inst moetinff. 'The Jl. cow,o / i one x i s t s  in club was arranged, the new date to De
stupid again.
► Mon< biaiol, Aii Conditioning ond RoliigofMion- 
. the World's groatoit, (astoit-growing Induslitos { 
 ^ollor, right now. roal possibililioi lot 
\ doformined m*r» botwoeo ‘‘1’*?“’ ,**qualily lor bettor pay lor lilo Writs today for , 
intatetling. Iroo mlotmation. Stato ago
TIMBER SALE X24143
Ceoiext fenrters w ill he received bv competition at the last meeting. 'The be found. The same danger exists in 
t h f  S S r iS  K a m S I  three aixea that won 10 poin t^s tor jp , poxes retained by the grower, January 1.
In his annual financial statement.
Nov.
24
25 ..
26 ..
27 ..
28 ..
29 ..
30 ..
Max. 
... 37 
.. 37 
... 34 
... 35 
... 39 
... 36 
... 39
Min.
25 
20 
27
26 
25 
30 
30
f 1 fiaon nnnn ’ nn fhf> ifith da-v perfect attendance were the Greens, ug^e a look and see for yourself. ,  ^ .i-x s. inot later than noon on the 16th day -----------^ The tag work is The erection of incinerators at all Mr. Hampson revealed a credit bal-
CANAD IAN  TURNIPS 'irO U.S.
In so far as the better quality o f tur­
nips is concerned, the UnitM States 
'draws its supplies almost entirely from 
Prince Edward Island and Ontario. The 
cities of New York, Boston, and Chi- 
cage are the three principal markets 
for Canadian turnips. Considerable 
quantities of Canadian turnips are also 
taken by Detroit, ,-Philadelphia, Cleve­
land,. Cincinnati, and Pittsbhrgh.
of ^ m b e r ig s r fo ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  of Grays and Brovms
36.7 26.1
"l^e Greens Shipping centres for the destruction of ance of $71-53.
WRITE — ' KELOWNA COURIER 
BOX No. 252
nm ''hSrf a r e f f / S  c u i r r '? o m S 'w i t h ' '  Col. Logan v ja  announcod the
P ta e ! 'IS o e 1 S 5  S c h  £ w lo ™ ™ d  for full attendanee at this ' plaui, would he of great assistanee,It next guest J .“ f j ;
For real entertainment, for the kind 
of music that sends thrills tickling up
Piling. Before conclusion of the business
SM ALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN  
THE ADVERTISER 
BRING BIG  RESULTS
KEEPS ONE BUSY
“A  fellow  has to be a contortionist your spine,, time in each Tuesday at 
-to get on these days,” says a phdloso- 12.30 for the Band Parade-broadcast by 
pher. “First he ■ has to keep his back Watkin Motors L im its ,’ Ford and Lin- 
to the wall, and his ear to the ground, coin Zephyr dealers -in , andRoxby for the toys she so kindly sent ing sites and a subsidy from  the Gov-
Two (2) years w ill be allowed for us. ’The boys have m end^ and paint- s eS io fi"M r ‘ 'Artkens”move^ a“ hearty Thra^he must put his shoulder to the Chimwack hnd the oldest Ford dealers
removal of timber. ed them and they look like new. _  dump is costing thousands se^ ssmn, Camerom wheel, his nose to the grindstone, in British Gqlumbia. Between Tues-
Further particulars of the Chief For- T l’ ® rP<;nPf>tfiillv submitted and the last year’s executive for their keep a level head, and have both feet days of course, as the closing words on
ester, Victoria, B.C., or the District For- lows: Browns 47. Grans 46. Greys 39, A ll o f which is respectful^ work on the ground.” -L ab or. the programme announcements adyise
ester, Kamloops, B.C. 18-2c Blues 29, Reds 26, Whites 26. w . M. DKVDJi.jm. worK.
....
;,;V ivV
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HOPE KEYNOTE 
OF SOCIAL DRAMA 
“ DAMAGED GOODS”
IIopc is tlio keynoto of "Damaged 
Goods."
Hope for humanity in positive state- 
presentation in grajjiiic, realistic form 
o f n subject once unmentionable.
Hope humanity in the po.slUve state­
ments that medical science can con­
trol this dread disease if  humanity has 
♦ho courage to force it Into the opoii 
where science can combat it.
“Damaged Goods," which appears at 
the Empress Theatre, Monday and 
Tuesday, December 5th and (Ith.
It is bused on the well-known play 
by the famous French \yi’ltor Eugene 
Brlcux, adapted for the modern screen
by Upton Sinclair.
It is sheer, stark drama, in which 
the director has skillfully modiOed the 
acting to bring out the force of the 
spoken word in such manner that 
truth transcends throughout and leaves 
its im{)ress on its auditors. In this 
way i.s education on a vital, menacing 
problem being spread througliout the 
land.
'J'he picture inspires its auditors 
with courage—courage to face facts 
and to support medical science in the 
light to control ope of mankind's most 
terrible scourges—a disease which 
can be controlled only with public 
cooperation.
"Damaged Goods" must be seen to 
bo appreciated—and it w ill be appre­
ciated, when seen, as a powerful In­
strument in the light to save humanity 
from n dread disease and make the 
world cleaner and healthier for future 
generations.
Cliristmas A  
COOKING •
use
ROBIN HOOD AND 
PURITY FLOUR
For your Mince Pies and 
Pastry be sure and use
WILD ROSE PASTRY FLOUR
We have a full line of cat and dog foods including
HUSKY DOG FOOD
You can still be comfortable in cold weather with a 
FUNDY STOVE or A IR  TIGHT HEATER 
Full lino of Pruning Tools 
Agents for Sherwin-Williams Paints
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE AND  Q U ALITY 
Free City Delivery ^
The Butchers of the City pf Kelowna, comrnenc- 
MONDAY, December 5th,
W IL L  C LO SE  AT 5 p:m. W E E K  DAYS and 
9 p.m. SA TU RD A YS.
Customers, to avoid disappointment, are asked to 
remember that the butcher shops close one half- 
hour earlier than other stores.
BUTCHERS’ SECTION, RETAIL MERCHANTS BUREAU, 
KELOW NA BOARD OF TRADE
Careful
considemlu TAKEOUR ADVICE!
A  time w ill come when 
rnoney w ill mean more to 
you than it does now. 
Our years of experience 
prompt us to urge you to 
save and safeguard what 
you have, by investing it 
wisely!
W e know of no bettter 
way than to buy YO RK­
SHIRE SAVINGS & LOAN
S~-i. 7^ ^  IX---■
SAVING CERTIFICATES at 4 per cent compounded twice a year.
Consult—
E. M. CARRUTHERS &  SON LTD.
HAS STARTED
But there is still time before the extreme cold 
weather comes to make those much needed 
repairs, and protect your home with—  *
STORM WINDOWS AND DOORS AND 
J-M ROCK WOOL INSULATION
OUR LUMBER AND MILLWORK
is of the highest quality at v^ ery reasonable prices.
OUR BUSINESS
is 'to serve you efficiently and economically.
Bring in your problems and get pur prices 
without ■^ny obligation.
. QUALITY . LYJMBER AND BUILDEBSV SUPPLIES '
Phones: Geri. Office, 312 - Mill Office. 313.
Phone 29
T H E  CORPORATION O F T H E  C IT Y  O F
KELO W N A
B y-Law  No. 742,
A  By-Law to authorize the erection and furnishing of additions to 
tlic Junior High Scliool building and alterations to the Elementary and 
High School buildings.
WHEREAS tliu Kelowna Board of Scliool Trustees have rtniucstcd 
the Council of The Corporation of the City of Kelowna to submit a By-Law 
to the rutepayer.s of the Municipality for the purpose of raising, by way of 
debentures, tlu; sum of Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000.00) for 
the erection and furnishing of additions to the Junior High School building 
and for making alterations to the Elementary and High School buildings: 
AND WHEREAS the total cost of the said work has been estimated 
to be the sum of Forty-live Thousand Dollars ($45,000.00) of which the Pi'o- 
vinclal Government has agi’ceil to contribute tlie sum of Fifteen Thou.sund 
Dollars ($15,000.00) and the Treasurer of the said Corporation has on hand 
approximately the sum of JThrcc Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) raised by a 
special levy of one mill on the dollar levied during the current year under 
Section 00 of tlic “Public Schools Act” , being Chapter 253 of the Revised 
Statutes of British Columbia, 1030, leaving the sum of Twenty-seven Thous­
and Dollars ($27,000.00) to be raised by way of loan for the purpose afore­
said: ' *
And WHEREAS the sum of Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,- 
000.00) is the amount of the debt which this By-Law Is intended to create: 
AND WHEREAS it is necessary for the said purpose to raise by 
way of loan upon the credit of the Corporation of the City of Kelowna 
Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000.00) payable—
One Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($1,400.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1030.
One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1940.
One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
E)ecember, 1941.
One Thousand Six Hundred Dollars ($1,600.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1942.
Two Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($2,700.00)) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1943.
Two Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($2,800.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1944.
Two Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars ($2,900.00) pn the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1945.
Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) on the Thirtieth day of December, 1940. 
Three Thousand One Hundred Dollars ($3,100.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1947.
Three Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($3,200.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1948.
Three Thousand Three Hundred Dollars ($3,300.00) on the Thirtieth day of 
December, 1949,
bearing interest in the meantime, payable half-yearly, at the rate o f four 
and one half per centum per annum, the principal of such loan
to be applied for the purpose aforesaid.
AND WHEREAS for the payment of the said principal sum of 
. Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000.00) it is necessary to raise— 
One. Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($1,400.00) in the year 1939; One 
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) in the year 1940; One Thous­
and Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) in the year 1941; One Thousand Six 
Hundred Dollars ($1,600.00) in the year 1942; T w o  Thousand Seven Hun­
dred Dollars ($2,700.00) in the year 1943; Two Thousand Eight Hundred 
Dollars ($2,800.00) in the year 1944; Two Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars 
($2,900.00) in the year 1945; Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) in the year 
1946; Three Thousand One Hundred Dollars ($3,100.00) in the year 1947; 
Three Thousand Two . Hundred Dollars ($3,200.00) in the year 1948; and 
Three Thousand Thrpe Hundred Dollars ($3,300) in the year 1949.
AND WHEREAS for the payment of the interest on the said deben­
tures it is necessary to raise:--^ne Thousand Two Hundred and Fifteen 
Dollars ($1,215.00) in the year 1939; One Thousand One Hundred and F ifty- 
two Dollars ($1,152.00) in the year 1940; One Thousand and Eighty-four 
Dollars and F ifty  Cents ($1,084.50)) in the year 1941; One Thousand and 
Seventeen Dollars ($1,017.00) in the year 1942; Nine Hundred and Forty- 
five Dollars ($945.00) in the year 1943; Eight Hundred and Twenty-three 
Dollars and F ifty  Cents ($823.50) in the year 1944; Six H undr^  and Ninety- 
seven Dollars and Fifty Cents ($697.50) in the year 1945; F ive Hundred and 
Sixty-seven Dollars ($567.00) in the year 1946; Four Hundred and. Thirtyr 
two Dollars ($432.00) in the year 1947; Two Hundred and Ninety-two Dol­
lars and F ifty  Cents ($292.50) in the year 1948, and One Hundred and Forty- 
eight Dollars and Fifty Cents ($148.50) in the year 1949.
AND WHEREAS the amount of the whole assessed value of land and 
inaprovements of The Corporation of the City of Kelowna, according to 
the last revised assessment roll, is F ive Million, Seven Hundred and Nine 
Thousand, Eight Hundred and Ninety-seven Dollars and F ifty Cents 
($5,709,897.50).
AND WHEREAS the total amount of the existing debenture debt of 
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna is Three Hundred and Eighty-three 
Thousand, Nine Hundred Dollars ($383,900.00) ;
NOW THEREFORE the Municipal Council of The Corporation of 
the City of Kelowna, in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:—
1. —That the Kelowna Board of School 'Trustees be authorized to 
make additions to the Junior High School Building and furnish same and 
make alterations to the Elementary School Building and High School Build­
ing at a total cost not exceeding Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000.00).
2. —^That The Corporation of the City of Kelowna be authorized to 
pay for the said additions, equipment and alterations a suni not exceeding 
Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000.00);.
3. —Ijt shall be lawful for the Municipal Council of The Corporation 
of the City of Kelowna to raise by way of loan from any person or persons, 
body or bodies corporate, who may be willing to advance the same on the 
credit of the said Corporation, by , way of the debentures hereinafter men­
tioned, a sum of money not exceeding in the whole the sum of Twenty- 
seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000.00) and to cause all such sums so raised 
and received to be paid to The Corporation of the City of Kelowna for the 
purpose and with the objects hereinbefore recited.
4. —It shall be lawful fo r the Mayor of the said Corporation to cause 
any number of the said debentures to be made and issued in denominations 
of not less than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) bearing interest at the rate 
of Four and One-half per centum (4 j^% ) per annum, payable semi-annual-' 
ly, not exceeding in the whole the sum of Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars 
($27,000.00). The said debentures shall be sealed with the Seal of The 
Corporation o f the City of Kelowna and have attached thereto coupons for 
the payment o f interest. A ll debentures issued and the interest coupons at­
tached thereto shall be signed by the Mayor and countersigned by the 
Treasurer of the said Corporation, but the signatures to said coupons may 
be either written,'stamped, printed or lithographed.
5. —The said debentures shall bear date the Thirtieth day of Decem­
ber, 1938, and shall be repayable as follows:—One Thousand, Four Hundred 
Dollars ($1,400.00) bn December 30th, 1939; One Thousand, F ive Hundred 
Dollars ($1,500.00) on December 30th, 1940; One Thousand, F ive Hundred 
Dollars ($1,500.00) on December 30th, 1941; One Thousand, Six Hiindred 
Dollars ($1,600.00) on December 30th, 1942; 'Two Thousand, Seven Hundred 
Dollars ($2,700.00) on December 30th, 1943; Two Thousand, Eight Hundred 
Dollars ($2,800.00) on December 30th, 1944; Two Thousand, Nine Hundred 
Dollars ($2,900.00) on December 30th, 1945; Three Thousand DoUqrs 
($3,000.00) on December 30th, 1946; Three Thousand, One Hundred Dollars 
($3,100,00) on December 30th, 1947; Three Thousand, Two Hundred Dollars 
($3,200.00) on December 30th, 1948; Three Thousand, Three Hundred Dol- • 
lars ($3,300.00) on December 30th, 1949.
6. —The said debentures shall have coupons attached for the payment 
of interest at the rate of Four and One-half per centum (4j/^%) perunnum 
on the amount of the said debentures, and such interest shall be payable 
half-yearly on the Thirtieth day of June and the Thirtieth day o f December 
during the currency thereof, and both interest and principal shall be pay­
able in lawful money of Canada, at the Bank of Montreal, Kelowna, Brit­
ish Columbia, and it shall be so designated on said debentures and interest 
coupons.
7. —During the life of the said debentures there shall be levied and 
raised, by a special rate sufficient therefor, upon all taxable land or land
.and improvements within the Municipality o f the said Corporation, in ad­
dition to all other rates:—One Thousand, Four Hundred Dollars ($1,400.00) 
in the year 1939; One Thousand, F ive Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) in the 
year 1940; One Thousand, F ive Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) in the year 1941; 
O.ne Thousand, Six Hundred Dollars ($1,600.00) in the year 1942; Two 
Thousand, Seven Hundred Dollars ($2,700.00) in the year 1943; Two Thous­
and, Eight Hundred Dollars ($2,800.00) in the year 1944; Two Thousand 
Nine Hundred Dollars ($2,900.00) in the year 1945; Three Thousand Dollars 
($3,()00.00) in the year 1946; Three Thousand, One Hundred Dollars ($3,100.- 
00) m the year 1947; Three Thousand, Two Hundred Dollars ($3,200.00) in 
the year 1948, and Three Thousand, Three Himdred Dollars ($3,300.00) in 
the year 1949, for the payment of the debt hereby created when due.
. 8.—During the life of the said debentures there shall be levied and
raised, by a special rate sufficient therefor, upon all taxable land or land 
within the LiTunicipality of the said Corporation, in ad- 
7o ra tes r^ n e  Thousand, Two Himdred and Fifteen Dollars
^l,2l5.00)iin the yea^ One Hundred and Fifty-two
®  1940; One Thousand and Eighty-four Dollars
and ^ f t y  Cents ($1,084,50) in the year 1941; One Thousand and Seven-
T^T? Hundred and Forty-five
1943; Eight Hundred and 'Twenty-three Dollars 
Hundred and Ninety^seven 
Dollars and F ifty  Cents ($697.50) in the year 1945; F ive Hundred and Sixtv^ 
^ ven  Dollars ($567.00) in the year 1946; Four Himdred and Thirtv-two 
Dollam year 1947; Two Himdred and Ninety-two DoUare and
F ifty  Cents ($292.50) in the year 1948, and One Hundred and Forty-eight 
npllars and F ifty  Cents _($148.50) in the year 1949, for the purpose of payteg 
the interest on the said debentures. v
9.—It shall be lawful for The Corporation of the City of Kelowna,
J. HORN GUEST 
OF HOl^R OF 
ROTARY CLUB
Bells Subject of F. Dunaway’s 
Interesting Address
V IS IT IN G  C O N T E S T  E N D S
Prizes Auctioned Off for Charit- 
a]ble Purposes
Jim Horn, popular C.P.R. Mountain 
division superintendoht and past pre­
sident of kenoru and Rcvelstokc Rot­
ary club.s, wa.s the guest of honor at 
the Kelowna Rotary club meeting on 
Tuesday when F. Dunaway spoke on 
bell-ringing. ' ’
Mr. . Horn, making his last oilicial 
visit to Kelowna before retirement 
from active railroading, was welcomed 
by J, Spurrier while the regret of the 
club at his departure from the divi- 
.sion was expressed by the club presi­
dent, R. Cheyne. In expressing the 
club’s regrets, Mr, Cheyne said that 
Mr. Horn’s greatest success went w ith , 
him, his many friendships well and 
truly earned. .
Mr. Horn in a few  wbrds expressed 
his regret at leaving the district and 
particularly the Okanagan. He had 
been in railroad work for forty-seven 
years and was thankful for his hetilth.
This latter he contributed to his fond- 
nebs of the 'outdoors and hobbies which
kept him active. As a parting bit of ........—  i' . .......... .
advice to the members of the club he , , .. i. j
suggested that to ensure good health growers in attendance, there being 
they should take greater advantage of alsd a few from the Oliver branch-pre- 
the opportunities of being outdoors, sent, the total number being over 300.
He briefly touched upon the many h . A. Noble left on Saturday
changes which had occurred during j  ^ Calgary on a visit to members 
his railroading and called the Okana-  ^ fam ily in that city, 
gan a godsend to a man working m .  * *
the nlountains.’’ Owing to lack of sufficient numbers
He and his family regretted the attending, the Pro-Rec classes will not 
move which meant separation from the held in Rutland this winter. 
Okanagan. This was natural for the ♦ * , •
valley had eversrthing to offer. Every A  meeting of ratepayers held on 
community had some special attrac- Friday last to discuss the question' of 
tion to offer while the whole had the public library was not well at- 
vegetables, fruit and climate and seen- tended. The meeting, which was held 
ery unsurpassed. The whole was cap- in one of the classrooms, came to a 
ped of course by the hospitable nature decision to hold a plebiscite on the 
of the people. question of continuing the assessment
Mr. Dunaway in an instructive ad- for the library, 
dress on bells stated that his subject
X  m a s  G i f t s  ^ e n
Quolity — ^Standard Prices
SUNBEAM SHAVEMASTER -  $16.95
I
witliout a doubt the best and smoothest shaver so fur manu­
factured. A  real motor. Monarch .Elootrio Shaver, only $5.00 
We are testing all these razors before selling and they are good
shavers.
Ronson Lighters and C6mbination Sets 
$4.50 to $15.00
PARKER PEN AND PENCIL SETS
This year's sets are lovely, boauti£«Uy. 0/1 RH j (D*! O  K IY  
cased, standard priced .................
Eclipse and Parkette Sets ........ ......,.$1.50 to $2.95
PETTIGREW
JE W E L L E R  and DIAMOND M ERCH ANT
‘ •• „"4
■npi
H e Likes Style 
for Christmas
was peculiarly appropriate at the 
Christmas season as then thoughts tur­
ned inevitably to bells. They peal out 
joyeously on Christmas morning and
at the close of the year are muffled in - .
solemn tone, only at midnight to again noon. There was also a short business 
sound out joyously. session and Miss A. B. Dalziel gave a
Nothing can produce harmony like talk on “Bill 89” . Refreshments were
The meeting, of the W. A., of the 
Rutland United church, held in the 
church annex on Thursday afternoon, 
November 24th, was “Visitors’ Day” 
and • took the form of a social after­
bells. There is the reason why they 
are so irhpressive and popular. There 
can be no peace without harmony and 
the harmony o f the bells instills the 
hearer with a sense of peace.
Most bells are made of seventy-six 
per cent copper and twenty-three per 
cent tih. This combination produces 
the true harmony. A  peal of eight 
bells has a combination of no less than 
40,320' changes and this, i f  played com­
pletely, would require twenty-eight 
hours.
There are only two ringing peals in 
Canada, Mr. Dunaway stated, one be­
ing at the Holy Rosary in Vancouver 
and the other Christ Church cathedral 
in Victoria. By use of a model and a 
gramaphone record the speaker made 
this difficult profession of bell-ringing 
impressive for his audience.
He was introduced by W. Hardy and 
thanked by F. Buckland.
The meeting was marked by the 
conclusion of the visiting contest with 
W. B. Hughes-Games and A. McKay 
registering .full scores. The prizes,
served at the close of the meeting;
■ • • •
Under the auspices of the Rutland 
Boy Scouts association an enjoyable 
card party was held in th'e small hall 
on Monday evening, .November 28th. 
“ 500” , contract and auction bridge 
were played, and at' the close tasty 
refreshments were served by ladies of 
the association. Prizes for the card 
games were won as follows: “500” Wm. 
Quigley, consolation, Joe Casorso. 
Auction bridge, Ted Simmons, conso­
lation, Percy Geen. Contract bridge, 
1, W. G. Webster, consolation, Mrs. 
Dick Stewart.
DRESSING
GOWNS..
WINFIELD
Mr. and Mrs; P. H. P. Griess arrived 
home from a trip to Vancouver on 
Saturday.
Mrs. Chas. Gunn returned on Satur­
day from a visit to her daughter and 
one collected from each member were family at Creston. Mr. Cliff Gunn ac- 
auctioned off to the members and companied her hdhie after spending 
these consisted of various . articles the summer at Creston. Mr. and Mrs. 
ranging from an over-ripe egg from Alan Gibbons, with whom Mrs. Gunn 
Ray Corner to lumber from the Ke- had motored down to Creston, spent
lowna Sawmill. The proceeds . went 
for charitable purposes. M. Fraser 
acted as auctioneer. ’
the week-end in Winfield.
Smoking Jackets and 
Robes that afford 
every man a night of 
luxury. . . .
In all fabrics and 
colours— Silks, Satins 
and Flannels.
$5 ™ $13 ™
EVERY GIFT BOXED
C H E S T E R
MEN’S WEAR SPECIALIST
Post Office oppos/te this store.
18-lc—26-lc
RUTLAND PACKING 
FIRM CLOSB ITS 
SEASON WITH DANCE
We note with satisfaction that the 
pipe has been laid to the community place shortly, 
hall and the water is available. Sev­
eral outside taps have been installed 
so that a rink can be fitted up.
Winfield residents w ill regret to 
learn of the death of Mr. Clements, 
which occorred recently. Mr. Clements 
was for a number of years a: resident
Members of the Women’s Institute, 
met at the home of JVlrs. Geo. Elliott 
on Friday afternoon to do honor to 
Mrs. Geo. Topham who w ill soon be . 
leaving the district. A  presentation 
was made to Mrs. Topham in appre­
ciation of her interest in Institute
Winfield living with his daughter,
Bmployees Gather at Community wm. Read, now of Vernon. 
Hall for W ind up— Hold Pleb­
iscite on Library Assessment
work.
Employees of the indepeniient pack­
ing firm of McLean & Fitzpatrick Ltd. 
celebrated the close of the 1938 pack­
ing season .with a well attended “wind­
up” dance in the community hall on 
Friday evening, November 25th. The
Mrs. V. R. McDonagh returned to 
her home on Monday evening, after 
a ten day viMt at Grindrod, Enderby 
and Mabel lake.
The Winfield United church held a
BENVOULIN
A  most enjoyable afternoon was 
spent on Thursday last at the home . 
, , .. , of Mrs. A. Reid, when a few  intimate
local/ executive meeting on Monday friends dropped in to wish her many 
evening. Among other items of busi- . happy returns, the occasion being her
hall was a l S u v e r d l o o r a S  "^ ^^ ^^  S S o i r c a n X  a“„d  ifw?s^‘a ™ d  f * ! '  ' T  ‘ J,"
ith” brand Ifbels being largely used out delflli
for s tre^ers . ^ e  music was supplied at a subsequent meeting to be held at Mr. Myres Sr. suffered a painful ac-
by Roy Endersbys orchestra, and they the home of Mr. Wm. Lodge on Sat- cident last Friday morning, when the
had to respond to repeated demands urday Evening. ' '
for encores on every number. In ad- . • • •
dition to the usual one'-step, fox trot Mr. and Mrs. Harkness motored to
and waltz, the Lambeth Walk and Mara over the week-end.
several old time sjjuare daiices were • • *
included in the program and proved A  shower and dance was held in the
popular. In addition to the employees community hall on Friday evening in
of the firm there were a great many honor of Miss May Petrie whose mar- 
of their friends and a number of riage tb George Williamson
from time to time, to repurchase any of the said debentures at such price 
or prices as may be mutually agreed upon and no reissue of any such de­
benture or debentures shall be made in consequence of such repurchase.
10. —This By-Law shall come into iforce and take effect on the Thir­
tieth day of December, 1938, ,
11. —-This By-Law may be cited for all purposes as the “ School By-
Law, 1938” . •
Read a first time by the Municipal Council this Twenty Eighth 
day of November, 1938.
Read a second time by the Municipal Council this Twenty Eighth 
day of November, 1938.
Read a third time by the Municipal Council this Twenty Eighth 
day of November, 1938.
Received the assent of the electors of The Corpctralion of the City 
of Kelowna on the ' day of December, 1938.
Recohsideried, finally pass^ arid adopted by the Municipal Council 
of The Corporation of the City of Kelowna this day of December,
1938. .
O. L. JONES, Miayor.
G. H. DUNN, Clerk.
Take notice that the above is a true copy of the proposed By-Law 
upon which the vote of the municipality w ill be taken at the LO.O.F, 
Temple, Ellis Street, Kelowna, B.C., on Thursday, December 15th, l938, 
between the hours Qf 8.00 a.m. and 8 p.m.
G. H. DUNN,
Clerk of the Municipal Council .of 
the Corporation o f the City of 
Kelowna. 18-lc
team he was driving ran away; he 
was thrown out, the wagon passing 
over his body. Dr. Reid, who was 
called, conveyed him to hospital, 
where he is making favorablb pro- . 
greSs.
Messrs. Charlie Chamberlain and 
takes A lex Robertson returned last week­
end from a hunting trip. They went 
as far as Carmi, and each secured a 
good buck.
Mr. and Mrs! C. O. Goldsmith of 
Vernon motored. down last Sunday to 
be present at the family dinner, cele­
brating the thirty-second wedding an­
niversary of Mrs. Goldsmith’s parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Fisher.
• • •
_Mr. C. Ramponi returned from hos­
pital last week-end and is much im­
proved, in health.
Miss Emily Brown who has been a 
guest at the home of Mrs. Chamber- 
lain, left last wfeek-end- for a visit 
with her sister, Mrs. McKinnon of El­
lison.
* ♦ •
There was a fairly good turn out at 
the old, time social which was held in 
the Benvoulin church last Monday 
night. A  program of- old favorites, 
vocal and instrumental was much en­
joyed. Mrs. Cowie of Kelowna was 
.the accompanist for the evening and 
also played for the, community sing- . 
ing, which was led by Mr. Archie . 
Hardy. Refreshments were served, 
bringing a pleasant evening to a close.
J
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BERNARD CLEANED 
BY CITY SUNDAY
The movement to have- Bernard uve- 
nuec leaned up on Sunday morning 
v^ i^ich has been actively carried oii'by 
the junior board of trade for tho post 
several weeks was brought to 'a cul‘  
mination when the city department on 
Sunday last took over the woi'k. Pre­
viously the junior board had engaged 
a man to do this work at a reasonable 
cost and with exceptionally lino re­
sults. \ /
PEACHLAND TAX COLLECnONS 
SLIGHEY HIGHER THAN LAST YEAR
I t  j  «  J »  ir-n J # jLetter to I he Lditor
193H.
Sixty-Tv/o Per Cent Paid by Oc- 
tobey: 3L Ag'iinst bl Per Cent
GET "BARNACLE 
BILL " ON YOUR 
R A D I O
Figures show that <12 per cent of the 
Peacliland taxes duo oh October '31 
were paid in this year which is slight­
ly higher than last year when 01 per 
cent was c;pllected at this time, l l i e  
total of $5,401.31) is loss than last year 
beciiu.se Of the lower mill I'ate levied 
for, the year, A  large percentage of 
the’ taxes still outstanding will come 
lin before December 31, it is expected, 
when an addilorial penalty is auto­
matically imposed on delinquent taxes.
UNITED Y. P S. 
HEARS VARIED
i PR(MiRAM
JAY WALKERS
Kelowna, B.C., November 20,
To tiio Editor,
The Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir:
I am a pedestrian.
1 liavO as much riglit to the roaid as 
iin automobile.
J show my independence by walking 
the roads in a dark suit and black 
overe<»at the same way the cars are 
going, whether the night is dark or 
not.
I know thiit it is har'd to see me 
Slid impossiible when glaring hcad-
ns I certainly shall, my dependants 
can sue him for damages, but: 1 shall 
no longer be a pedestrian.
Yours truly,
J. WALKER.
Music dind Talks on Life, Health ligiits arc approaching.
and ^ a lt  Disney Feature ride a bl-' a white
The. bazaar held by the women’s as- 
.sociation of the United Church in the 
municipal hall on Saturday afternoon
Life wjitlioul any obstacles would 
be unbearably dull. Miss Pauline En­
gel, first of three speakers, told the 
Young People’s Society of the United 
Church on November, 27.
I often (In, the country) 
cycle with no light and 
smudge on the back wheel.
I have as much right to the road as 
the motorist, and wlien I gel kill led.
•  liora and Kiris, you can gat a tUrill a 
mlnuiefroiiitnenoWiOXclUnKadvcnturos
of Damado PIU. Soq episodes I Decoded 
castlosl PiratasI Ploaaor adVoiUurcrsJ
immense amount of work.
Mr. Disney sees every cartoon. The 
surmounting difncultie.s strengthens Kuccessful picture ’ ’Snow White" re-
.............................. ............  ^ ........... . character she believed, f There has al- quired 2,500,000 separate cartoons. A
was most successful with a large array wiiys been conflict bbtween stdpld Ig- multiplone camera costing $75,000 was 
of beautiful needlework, novelties and norance and essential , intelligence, niade especially for it. Six months 
home cooking on sale. Tea was also youth and' old ago, reaction and pro- prej^ratlon precciies^ screen showing 
served during the afternoon.
loUl (bo I Bornoclo Bill Club. ProKram 
' sponaorod by Tbu'OgnvIo’ 
Flour MfllB'Co., Liinited, 
producers ol''tbo‘ f '
b o ib m  HoFlour' nod' OGItVlE 
Cooking Oats.
'QUIck-
LISTRN I N -  
RADIO STATION
CKOV
5.30 P.M.
Two short plays will be pre.sented 
by the dramatic club on December 14, 
with an additonaJ musical program, it 
was decl(|pd by the executive which 
met at th6, howe 'of Mr. and Mrs. M. 
N. Barwick’ oh Satur-day evening.
l *■ '¥ *
L. B. Fulks was taken to the Kelow­
na hospital last week due to an in­
jured ankle received while jogging. .
Miss Pauline Engel was also chair­
man and thanked those taking part.
gross. A  great corilliet being waged average animated
also is between the forces of good and Jnerely a few  minutes, 
evil with the former requiring; much 
help to rid tho many undermining in­
fluences- of the evil.'’
Miss Marion I ’odd’s talk ton the pro­
gress of physical education was very 
interesting. In ancient Greece it was 
a major activity supervised by the 
state. Except for the Spartans, the
movie of
Don’t Keep on 
Having Constipation!
A
If condUpatlon'b pot you down-«» 
you foci heavy, tlnxf ond dopey— 
It's time you did somctlUng abwt
And Domothlnp inoro than 
You should got
V
It.
taking a physiol 
at tho cause of tho trouble.
I f you cat on^ tho tilings moot 
people do, tho chances oro that a 
very simple fact causes your con­
stipation—you don't get enougX 
"bulk." And “bulk" doesn't mean 
heavy food. It means a kind of 
food that Isn't consumed In' tho 
body, but loaves a soft “bullb'" 
mass In tho Intestines and helps a 
bowel movement.
If this Is your trouble, cat crisp 
crunchy IColloggls AU-Bron for 
bivakfast every diw and drink 
plenty of water. AU-Brnn Is not 
only I rich In “bullc''-lt olso con­
tains tho natural intcsUnol tonlo, 
vitamin Bi.
Madd by Kellogg in Inindon, 
Ontario. Etold by every grocer.
Cox’s
Located in Old Post Office opposite Empress Theatre
SEE  O UR
FOR
TOYLAND
BARGAINS
T IN K E R  T O Y S  ...................................................... .....  66c
D O L L  C A R R IA G E S ; ictt. .*j;l0.50 for ......................  $8.75
W A G O N S ; rcg. $7..50, for ........................................  $6.50
18-piebc T O Y  T E A  SETS .............................. .............. 35t
You will save money if your purchase your gifts 
and toys at the E M PO R IU M .
A N O T H E R  S H IP M E N T  O F P Y R E X  
has arrived to sell at the samo low prices.
18^26-lc
POR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO  T O  T H E  COURIER
M o n d a y s ,  W tttin oa * 
d a y s  a n d  frh h iy s i.
SAVE FOR IT FIRST
Greeks’ 'pyrpbsc -of physical culture 
was' to trpin. the ' body for I health, cf- 
H. Sutherland left lasf week fo r , iiclency and beauty while the Romans’ 
Vancouver where- he will re*»ive object was for war. j i ;
treatment at the Military hospital at . Gerniany led western Europje, dir-
Shaughnespy. r • * \ \....Cctirig it by the state. Teix's of I thous-
'y 'yj i .r-c , t V 1- . ’.o xi-'i., ■ aitds ' of ^participants often 1 give great
•Lidut.-Col. O.- St. John^^i'V ict gymnastic displays before state of-
flcials and spectators. | !in-law :E,', H. Pierce., He. is accojrtpani- „ • .  ^ .
ed by-Gol. and Mrs.'Seaiy'Who'are''on Sovjet Russia teaches it in class and
a trib from India by radio and aims to include all the
H ..-J nation. -The. purpose of their scienti-
Mrs. Gi ' Garlinge, has returned to flcally taught bodily training js seen 
her home here after spending several in their slogan “ labor and dcjfense.” 
months at, Kelowna. . .. ' The UpRed. States emphasizes: games
’ ■ irather, 'than.' exercises. Sports-loving
T Mr. ahd Mrs. Holt of Vernon have English people are taught through the
taken up their-residence at the-horne goVernmepl edheation departmhnt.
"^h®'is still ' pjjnister of eduCatiolrt, Dr.
Kenmislv ill at. thf> Siimmerlfind hos-^  \v:eij- get Up physical training makingseriou y t e u a ij '-
♦ our', province' the first to] derive its
' Mr^. ' C: .C. Inglis is. making sqtisfac- benefits.. Recreational centre mem-
‘ tory progress at her‘ hom ^here.after berS'numbered 21,700 last Iseason and 
■■ a fall in which- her arm Was injured.- increases' are expected. More gym- 
. •? , • :* . ’ nasiumsi are needed.
A • .shortage, ..of,' \yatep at,,the povyer' Our 'industrious provincial director 
- * ' V , T_„ " ' ' ’■nts outj that such
health,! poise and
house caused ,:an- intejrriiptipn' to*'the fan,. Eisenhardt points o t- t at s c
■ .
fflATTRAVEt-l
cemetiue
i;:;'RaVepyoii often sighed for the 
rv ittioney to travel?  ^ Have you won- 
•‘rdered hoW other people get the cash , 
.do it^'Why not follow their ex- 
i ;', hmple. Yoii know that a train pari 
i^'y^cayer the longest joumey-^Vonly a 
; 5Jniio,«^ time...and that’s She way 
folk-accumulate their ' 
• • . i . a foliar or ?o
' ;£ at a-tiWe* It isn’t hard to;|i^ ye this 
■''.way ,apd ft’sja'great tliriU m  
, fijW graiid, liixurious tour.'.
elpCfric light service on Tuesday .night, training develops 
'but. 'this Was, remedied .when D. K". alert inihds. .
Pfenfoid- of ‘the’ 'Wal^r- Office 'at-'Ke- ’ 'Miss Bernice Walrod’s piano ren- 
, lowna was, hotifled., He found, the ,Tre- dition o f . Handel’s “Largo” was the 
pahier irrigaiiioh ditch was running evening’s musical treat, 
to've'r arid. ,’\ya§t’ihg' pp;’ th.e f i a t s ' D i s n e y ’s cartoon ; profession 
down ,Dfy Creek, .and Jiari'cut down was capably described by Denis Bar- 
thC supply. ’The'-^te. Wab'pa^^^ ford. The famous artist’s stpdio houses
-in place and .a notice postrid that'pro- '700 eniployees. ’There are story. Oirec- 
.spcutiton WijUv follow: interference With  ^ tors. Many men create definite plots 
. thto. xyater .1  ^ . - . . bringing them to the chief director,
' .t'l ' * • « the best plot being chosem by vote.
:;3^rs.-A. Wilson , returned to her home ' Another conference is held in a 
'.recently after spending some time at robm'with burlap Walls'with sketches 
the Kelowna hospital. - placed thereon, criticized ahd improv-
_  T * *1 1 .L , • .t ed. Appropriate music to accompany
D. Lyons left .last week for and, sound affects, andMrs....... — - — ^ - —  — b . jd a t  .ccfs. AUJL V n ic tu r e
Everett, ^Wash.,,. 'where she w ill visit (jjaiogue are choseh. Drawipg cartoons
her son L. Lyon^.^  ^ ^ from sketches is next. Principal ar-
Miss Geneva Bain returned recently hgts draw the mmn cartoons aud as-
' from’ a trip to Vancouver. sistants do the others. , . i .
» .If» • ' Master sketches precede fixing sizes
Bertrani Potter o f Oliver was a guest o f  animated characters. Background 
at the home of his uncle T . Redstone effects for the cartoon pibtures are
•last week.'
YpU; -ipan hegin ■ today by opening ^  ;
, acTOoiit.at your nearesfPost Office Savings 
Bank. .VA dollar'will do to start; and by 
regular saving Vour travel funds wilTsoon- 
grow., Mewwhile, you will receive 2 per 
cent, compound interest oil your deposits 
■ and, should you urgently need cash, with­
drawal of funds, can be conveniently 
arranged ht dny titne. Small amounts put 
away regularly iii'the Post Office Sayings — 
B ^ k  is one sure w'ay to make your travel'.' 
dreams come true.. . |6U :
. Tw.erity-seven communities in the 
United States are named- Cleveland, 
twenty-eight, 'Troy. . :
■ Milk bottles have an average life­
time of thirty-five trips to the con- 
.sumer.
made nearby. Correct expressions for 
characters 'ate made before mirrors, 
often requiring experienced pantomi- 
mists to provide grimaces, etc. A  sound 
track, is made.
Ink and color are applied on the 
backs of cartoons by art school girl 
graduates and these pictures are pho­
tographed, which nears the, end of the
Bank of Montreal Reports
with Business
Annual Statement Reflects Expansion of Industrial and 
Commercial Activities—Increase in Earnings Absorb­
ed by Higher Taxation—Assets of $874,255,828 at 
High Mark Since 1929—Current Loans Increase $22,- 
942;637 and Deposits $45,357,839—-Quickly Available 
Resources 77.80% of All Lialibilites to the Public
«o\«|
m
Give those Ghristmas gifts in 
person thjs y^t; Winter fares 
with long limits on sale now. 
Specially jpriced. holiday travel 
commencefe December 20. You 
don’t hav  ^ to leave destination
until January 7. Fare and k' third
for the rorind trip.
Jf you can’t spend Christmas 
with them, have them come 
to you by prepaying their fare!' 
We’ll i arrange ticket deliveries 
anywhere . . . at no extra 
■ cost. Ride the air-conditioned 
CONTINENTAL LIMITED— 
-day coaches de Itixe for economy 
travel.
A. J. Hughes,|j AgenJ; PhoAe ■ 330 
■■ Kelowna' ■..‘■.■.....'•.t' ' 1^.'. 
or E. J. Noble^ 1^0 A,. Bernard Ave., 
ColeKblowita^'
Continued progress is revealed by 
• the'-121st annual statement of the Bank 
of Montreal for the period ending 
October 31, now being distributed to 
shareholders. In addition to growth 
in current loans, deposits show a sub­
stantial increase; the cash position of 
the Bank is stronger;..the^liquid posi­
tion is well maintained aiid; the total 
assets .of $874,255,828 are at the highest 
point since 1929. Profits show some 
.contraction but would have been 
above the level of the previous year 
had it not been for the greater amount 
I'equired in Dominion and Provincial 
Government taxes.
Deposits, at a total of $763,156,945, 
are higher by $45,357,839. There is 
some reduction in the notes of the 
Bank in circulation, in keeping with 
the curtailment in bank circulations 
following upon the greater percentage 
of Bank of Canada notes now being 
used throughout the country. In ad- 
diton to the expansion of current loans 
to business and industry, including 
loans. to provincial and municipal 
governments and school districts by 
$22,942,637 to a total of $227,703,449, 
the Bank’s cash resources of $152,540,- 
082 show an increase of $17,929,772, 
and there is a further growth of $3,- 
35'4,995 in holdings of government 
bonds and other debentures, such in­
vestments, the greater portion of 
which consists of gilt-edged securities, 
\vhich mature at eaflj) dates, now 
totalling ^40,736,820.
Strong Liquid PpsKion
Call loans outside of Canada at $21;- 
'493i005 are-higher by $1,614,061, and 
call loans in Canada-'at $5,374,980 lower 
by $1,482,720. Other items qmpng the 
Brink's' irivestments include ’$159,€51! ir ■ 
industrial. and other stocks, and this 
sriaqll amoiirit' is $12B,583' less than, a 
' yeaV 'a^ l '• E i^ res  tepresentih^'letters- 
o f credit and other banking operations
are compartively little changed. O f 
the total assets of $874,255,828, the 
quickly available resources total $620,- 
335,119, which is equal to 77.80 per 
cent of a ll liabilities to the public.
The year’s net earnings, after mak­
ing appropriations to . the contingent 
reserve fund—out of which fund full 
provision for bad and doubtful debts 
has been made— and after deducting 
Dominion and Provincial Government 
taxes, were well maintained. While 
the profits of $3,398,390 are $9,937 less 
than for the preceding year, the gov­
ernment taxes referred to increased 
by $209,660. The profits were equiv­
alent to 4.46 per cent on the cap-ital, 
rest and undivided profits,, which com­
pares with 4.47 per cent for the pre­
ceding . year. The usual dividends 
were paid and, after appropriating 
$500,000—an increase of $100,000^for 
bank premises, a surplus :of $18,390’ 
■was carried forward, to increase the 
balance of profit and loss to' $1,183,254.
Principal features of the stateriient, 
which is prepared to give the public 
clear explanations of the various items, 
compared with the previous year are 
as follows: T
' ' 1938 1937 _  '
'  . .$ ' :$ ;
874,255,828 829,633,950: 
152,540,082 
620,335,119
Total Assets ....
Cash Assets .....
Liquid Assets ..
Gov’t and Other 
Bonds
Call Loans Out­
side Canada ....
Call Loans in 
Canada
Current Loans 
Tqtal^ peposits..
Capital; ..Surpilus;
, Upelivided ’.iRirp- - ’ ’ 
fits and' Reserves 
fo t Dividends 76,9ie,337 
Profits ........  3,398,390
134,610.309
.599,051,153
440,736,820 1437,381,825
21493,005 19,878,944
5,374,980
227,703:449
763,156.945
6,857,700
204,760,812
717,799,105
76,897,197
3,408,328
. • ,-i
Ford  M o to r  Company o f  Canada^ Limited^ Announces
T W O  N E W  F O R D S  f o r  1939
DE LUXE FORD V-8 FORDOR SEDAN
DE LUXE FORD V-8: Providcls aU 
iho basic Ford features, with extra 
luxury and style. Remarkable 
amount of extra equipment in­
cluded in the price. Hydraulic 
hrakes. 85>hp. V-8 engine. Sets a
new high for low-priced cars* 
appearance and performance.
■in
FORD V<8 TUDOR SEDAN
FORD V-8: Now five inches longer 
from bumper to-'bumper. Roomier 
bodies---more luggage space. New 
styling. Hydranlic brakes. Scien­
tific  soundproofing. Triple-cush­
ioned comfort. 85-bp. V-8 engine.
N E W ^ ^  M  8  f o r  1 9 3 9
THE MERCURY Y - 8 TOWN-SEDAN
MERCURY 8: An entirely new 
car. Fits into the Ford line 
between the De Luxe Ford 
and the Lincoln-Zephyr. Dis­
tinctive styling. 116-inch wheel­
base. Unusually wide bodies.' 
Remarkably quiet. Hydraulic 
brakes. New 95-bp. V-8 engine.
T h e  new cars in the Ford Quality Group for 1939 give 
you a brodd choice.: Whichever you choose, whatever you 
pay, you’ll get top value for your money. That is true of 
the lowest priced car or the highest. All have one impor­
tant thing in common-r—inherent quality.
There are three reasons for this quality. They are —  bril­
liant engineering design, quality materials and precision
workmanship— a combination that you will acknowledge 
when you have seen and driven any one of the fine cars in' 
the Ford Quality Group for 1939.
Things are happening in the automotive world this year! 
And nowhere is the advance more marked than ,in.this Fqrd, 
Quality Group. See yo«r nearest Ford dealer before you 
buy any car at any price. -
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIM ITED: FORD, MERCURY, LINCOLN-ZEPHYR AND LINCOLN MOTOR CARS
give
T H E  G IFT  TH A T E V E R Y  
M EM BER OF T H E  FA M ILY  
W IL L  E N JO Y  . . . .  . G IV E A 
SU BSC RIPTIO N
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^rilE ECONOMICAL FUEL
C O A L
Of course you can save on your fuel If you have n 
properly hisulatcd home.
Dealers for:—
OYFROC WOOL — INSULEX — ZONOLITE
W m . H A U G  (Sl SON
Builders’ Supplies — Brick Muriufaclurera — Coal 
-----  PHONE C6 — ^
“It Costs Less to Live In a FIrc-safe Home of Brick."
SECOND UCENCE
IS REQUIRED
♦
Alderman George W ilbur Sutherland
n REUI FflCILITV
A  Branch Express Receivinu Office Is novy located 
In the office of
I
CANADIAN NATIONAL TELEGRAPHS
210 a Bernard ’ Ave., Telephone 226
for acceptance of shipments by
C A N A D IA N  n a t i o n a l  EXPRESS
or A ir  Express over
T R A N 5 - C A N A D A  AIR L I N E S
In our Spotliglit for this week is a 
tall, thin man, who walks slowly and 
sedately, is never known to hurry and 
curries Idmself as erectly as a ser- 
(jeunt-major. He lias a quiet, wcll- 
modulutcd voice, is a man of positive 
opinions and has u frankness of speech 
which is Unrelentinji and struiTthtfoP- 
wufd to sometimes a painful degree.
George Wilbur Sutiierlund is tlio 
man who comes before us this week 
and linked with his past is the history 
of Kelowna. George is a native son 
of Kelowna, and comes from a family 
which helped to mould tlie destinies 
of this Orchard City. The lute D. W. 
Sutherland, George’s father, was K e­
lowna’s first school teacher, he was 
one of the town’s most prominent citi­
zens, one of its most outstanding 
mayors, and one of its pioneer citizens.
The late D. W. Sutherland trudged 
the weary miles on foot in February, 
1892, from Vci’non to Kelowna when 
there were three feet of snow on the 
ground. It was one of the coldest win­
ters on record. He returned to K e ­
lowna and made his permanent resi­
dence here in 1893. He was a hardy 
pioneer and a great many of the stern 
merits which were so well known in 
old “D.W.’’ arc to be found in his son 
George.
Actually, George Sutherland is a shy 
man. He.is retiring and is content to
Express charges on such shipments may be prepaid if 
desired. C .O .D . Shipments accepted. Receipts given 
for all shipments.
Free Insurance up to $50.00
cnnflDifln iin n o n iiL  e;|PRess
keep in the background. He is not a 
;ial'
A[)$f Tear Out Coupon 
P  * for FRCCEIFTS !
with Quaker Oats BOX TO P S /
Tell mother and dad you want to 
eat delicious Quaker Oats everyday
to help you grow bis and strons 
rl Apps. Busber'Jackson andiikeSyl--^^-,._____ _______
all the famous Maple Leaf Hockey 
Players. Save your Quaker Oats box 
tbps. Get half-tone autosraphed 
pictures, of Maple Leaf Hockey 
Players; Regulation Hockey Puck; 
Referee’s Whistle; and Official 
Maple Leaf Bantam Hockey Club 
Crest to sew on zpur sweater—All 
Free for Quaker Oats Box Tops or 
' box tops and cash! Use the coupon 
below. Ask mother.to buy Quaker 
Oats at the gtocet’s right away!
Maple Leaf Bantam Hockey Club, Box 100, Saskatoon, Sask..
Please send me the gifts checked below (mark distinctly in the square opposite the 
item or items you desire) for which I encln.se Quaker Oats box tops, or. 
Quaker Oats box tops and _in coin.
AUTOGRAPHED PICTURES
□  1 picture—I box top □  5 pictures—3 box tops
□  3 pictures—2 box tops □  7 pictures—4 box tops
□  Full team and Foster Hewittr^T box tops
'^Indicate P layers  D es ired :  
□  Appsj, □  Chamberlain
□  Hamilton □  Thoms
uieMDe'DeuiB /Girls’ Division □  □  MEMBERSHIP..|gQyg> Division □_ __________ 1 box top
□  OFFICIAL 1 J . / , i. .CREST 5 box tops (or 1 box top and 10c)
□  HOCKEY PUCK 5 boxtops (or 2 box tops and 10c)
□  WHISTLE 4 box tops (or 1 box topand lO'c)
□  Kelly
□  Parsons
□  Jackson
□  Horner
□  Drillon
□  Boll
□  Broda
□  Metz
□  Davidson
□  Fowler
□ Foster Hewitt
Name^
Address^
City^ J P ro v ..
u  a  k  e  r  0  a  t  sl
Long before horseshoes were nailed parts of the Orient. In the Rajputana 
over doors and on the bows of ships region of India today, there still stand 
to ward off bad luck, the design had several Hindu temples built in the 
a  religious significance in various shape of a horseshoe.
soci ly-minded man, and would fa ­
ther be out with his trusty rifle in the 
hills or reclining in a boat with his 
bosom companion, a fishing rod, dang­
ling over the side. He has never mixed 
in service club life and his only lodge 
is the Masonic order,
George Sutherland was born in K e­
lowna on December 8, 1900, and went 
through the Kelowna schools until he 
was 16 years of age. Other boys of 
his class were joining the Canadian 
troops and were bound for overseas 
and George wished to go along. How­
ever, his family objected strenuously 
and would not give the necessary per­
mission. There was every good reason 
for their antipathy, as George’s elder 
brother, Russell, had been killed over­
seas and every other relative who 
joined up and saw action had met a 
similar fate against the German foe.
So George quit school and went to 
Vancouver where he learned the ma­
chinist trade with the American Can 
Co. In the fall of 1918 «he returned to 
the Interior and settled in Cawston, in 
the Similkameen v&lley, where he was 
in charge of the cannery plant machin­
ery. In 1919 he returned to Kelowna 
and entered partnership with Robert 
Johnston in the machinist’s trade, un­
der the firm of Johnston & Sutherland.
This business on Lawrence avenue 
continued until 1931, when D. W. Su­
therland died and George discontinued 
his- trade to operate his father’s furni­
ture store and undertaking parlors. 
He has extended this business consid­
erably and has carried; on his father’s 
business in able style, characteristic 
of the sound financial training under 
which he was reared.
During the past year, George W. 
Sutherland has been a member of the 
city council and has had the difficult 
relief department under his control. 
He went into the council life with a 
firm view  that relief administration 
costs could be cut 25 per i cent and he 
is proud today to be able to say that 
this very fact has been accomplished. 
He is certain other departments could 
be operated on a more economical 
basis than they are.
However, he does not intend to seek 
further honors in the municipal field, 
and has announced definitely that he 
w ill not allow his name to stand for 
another term as alderman at the forth­
coming elections.
“ I  haven’t the time, and if one hasn’t 
the available time to devote to the 
work then he has no right on the 
council,’’ declared Alderman Suther­
land. “My only interests have been 
those from a community point of view. 
.The pioneers made the basis, for this
Following tlu! reading of tlic opinion 
of the solicitor t>f tl»e city, the city 
council on Monday nigtit regretfully 
decided tliat it must Insist on a separ­
ate trade licence being taken out for 
tlie firm of Pan ton and Runci. -At a 
previous meeting this matter was dis­
cussed, it being pointed out tliut llie 
'firm  of Dunn and Runci had previ­
ously taken out a licence but lliat tlie 
parlner.s.liii) had clianged, wlUi Mr. 
Dunn dropping oul and being replaced 
by Mr. Panton. Wliile tlie solicitor 
recognized tliat tlie firm was essenti­
ally tlie same as before, he, iiointcd 
out that llie licence bylaw referred to 
the persons coiioerned and not tlie 
firm, therefore Panton and Runci were 
required to take out an additional 
trade licence.
The aldermen individually express­
ed regret that in this case the bylaw 
was obviously unfair but there was 
nothing they could do about It. ■
ANNOUNCING
T h e  open ing o f
JOHN MATTHEWS SCHOOL 
OF POPUUR MUSIC
N ew  Studio
TH U RSD A Y, D EC EM BER  1st
239A Bertram Street. Just off Bernard Ave.
LEA R N  PO PU LA R M USIC
(by  the Copyrighted method)
25-18-lc
FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO  T O  T H E  C O U R IE R
Mm
Mi
city and many of them are still carry­
ing the burden. My only views in 
accepting nomination for the council 
have been from a property owners’ 
standpoint.
“From a property owners’ stand­
point, and from those o f an ordinary 
layman, I do not wish to see any 
more restrictions on the property 
holder, because he is the man who is 
making the city and is paying for its 
improvements.’ ’
“My interests are here and I  intend 
to live here for the rest of my life. 
I  want a city which is reasonable to 
live in, is moderately progressive and 
is a good tourist attraction.”
(Jeorge Sutherland, a comparatively 
young man—and he frankly admits 
that he definitely comes under that 
category—^ showB ' a keen interest in 
the historical side of Kelowna. He has 
invaluable records in his file showing 
the growth of Kelowna. The pictures 
of those colorful characters who foun­
ded the site of Kelowna and enabled' 
this prosperous little centre to grow 
are in his file^. He is compiling a 
record of the central Okanagan which 
in years t o . come will, be of inestim­
able value to the younger generations. 
I f  George Sutherland does nothing 
else for the community, he w ill, be 
owed a debt o f gratitude for his pains 
in this respect.
But this work is interesting to him. 
His father was one of , those pioneers 
and he had the greatest respect for 
the old-timers who made this city pos­
sible. He .refers to the Lequimes, that 
early family of settlers in the Ben- 
voulin district, and who donated the 
city park to Kelowna. Dr. . Boyce, 
David Lloyd-Jones and many others 
are the pioneers who George has 
known since early childhood and of 
whom he knows many interesting 
tales and characteristics.
George is a family man, having mar­
ried Mary Canty in 1927. They have 
three daughters.
Although he does not take an active 
part in community life, apart from 
this year as alderman, he is an asso­
ciate member,of the Canadian Legion 
and one of the prime leaders of the 
Legion pipe band. He is a member of 
the board of trade this year and is a 
member of the Royal Arch chapter of 
Masons.
Toads in three months w ill eat as 
many as 10,000 injurious insects apiece.
Submarines have been used as mail 
boats between Loyalist ports in Spain.
KEEP SMILING WITH
V — a new, light 
sparkling beer
A d d  zest and "sparkle” to that special occasion with 
H IG H  LIFE— the new, extra-lively beer that has won 
the instant approval of thousands of interior British
Columbians. Its light, buoyant quality afid flavorsome 
tang result from sicilled brewing and careful ageing.
plus the very finest ingredients obtainable and the 
unrivalled purity of Tulameen water. Try a carton 
of H IG H  LIFE today.
BREWING Co.Ln
^RIN C ETO N . R R IT I^  C O LU M B IA
Also Breweit an(3 
Bottlers of . 
R O Y A L  EXPO R T  
BEER
O L D  G O L D  L A G E R
'^ Ir |8 rwit published pr displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the Government of British Columbhi
BANK OF MONTREAL
Established 1817
c-/# presentation, in easily understandable form,
o f the ^ank^s
ANNUAL STATEMENT
31st October, 1938
LIABILITIES
UABIUTIBS TO THE PUBLIC
Deposits . . . . . . ,
Payable on demand and after notice.
Notes of the Bank in Circuladoa . . . .
Payable on demand:
Bills Payable . . . . .
Time drafts issued and outstanding.
Acceptances and Letters of Credit Outstanding . 
JPinancial responsibilities undertaken on behalf df customers 
(see offsetting amount in "Resources’') .
Other Liabilities to , the Public - . '  . . , •
Items which do not come under the foregoing headings.
Total Liabilities to the Public . .
#763,156,945.74
22,542,921.50
149,848.31
8,377,574.84
3,112,201.10
$797,339,491.49
UABILITIES TO THE SHAREHOLDERS
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits
and Reserve for Dividends . . . .
This amount represents the shareholder:  ^ interest in the Bank, 
over which liabilities to the public take precedence.
Total Liabilities . . . .  . . .
76,916,337.39
$874,255,828.88
RESOURCES
To meet the foregoing Liabilities the Bank has
Cash in its Vaults and Money *on Deposit with 
Bank of Canada . . .• . .
Notes of and Cheques on Other Banks
Payable in cash on presentation. .
Money on Deposit with Other Banks . . .
Available on demand or at short notice.
Government and Other Bonds and Debentures
Not exceeding market value. The greater portion consists of 
gilt-edge securities which mature at early dates.
Stocks . <. . . ' . . . .
. .Industrial and other stocks. Not exceeding market value.
Call Loans outside of Canada . . . .
Secured by bonds, stocks and other negotiable securities of 
greater value than the loans and representing moneys quickly 
available with no disturbing effect on conditions in Canada.
Call Loans in Canada . .. ,. . .
Payable on demand and secured by bonds and stocks of greater 
value than the loans.
Bankers’ Acceptances . . . .
Prime drafts accepted by other banks.
88,225,623.35
30,371,395.13
33,943,063.62
440,736,820.55
159,651.75
21,493,005.38
5,374,980.29
30,579.85
TOTAL OF QUICKLY AVAILABLE RESOURCES . 
( equal to 77.80% of all Liabilities to the Public)
Loans to Provincial and Municipal Governments ■ 
including School Districts . . . .
Other Loans . . . . .  . . . .
. To manufacturers, farmers, merchants and others, on conditions 
consiUent with sound banking.
Banic Premises . . . . . ., . .
Two properties only are carried in the names of holding 
companies; the stock and bonds of these cornpanies are en­
tirely owned by the Bank and appear on the books at $1.00 
in each case. A ll other of the Bank’s premises, the value of 
, which largely exceeds $15,9(10,000, appear under this heading.
Real Estate, and Mortgages on Real Estate Sold by the 
Bank . .. . .  . . . . .
Acquired in the course of the Bank’s business and in process 
of being realized upon.
Customers’ Liability under Acceptances and 
Letters of Credit . . . . .
Represents liabilities, of customers on account of Letters of 
Credit issued and Drafts accepted, by the Bank for their 
account.
$620,335,119.92
37,015,594.19
190,687,855.52
13,900,000.00
1,096,707.73
8,377,574.84
Other Assets not included in the Foregoing 
Making Total Assets of
to meet payment of Liabilities to the Public of
leaving an excess of Assets over Liabilities to the Public of $ 76,916,337.39
PROFIT and LOSS ACCOUNT
Profits for the year ended 31st October, 1938, after making appropriations 
to Contingent Reserve Fund, out of which Fund full provision for Bad 
and Doubtful Debts has been made, and after deducting Dominion and 
Provincial Government Taxes amounting to $1,152,618.49 . . .
Dividends paid or payable to Shareholders . . . 2,880,000.00
Appropriation for. Bank Premises . . . 500,000.00
Balance of Profit and Loss Account, 30th October, 1937
Balance of Profit and Loss carded forward
CHARLES B. GORDON.
P r e tid tu t
I hankThe strength of aits management and the extent of its resdstrees.Bank of Montreal has been in tw  forefront of Canadiah finance.
. . ,,i' I ., 1 '.A.A. . 'tiPA't
. .
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BOB GREEN LEAVES YOUNG COUPLE 
FOR OLD COUNTRY. WED AT COAST
Popular Boys’ Worker Returns Constance E. Wright Becomes 
to Native Land to Make His Bride of William H. Cross, 
Home Kelowna
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
Mr. und Mrs. Bert Gibb left on Wed- E. O. Williarn.s who ijas been In Ke-
nesduy evening, November 23, for tlie lownu for
const
• • ♦
Mis.s Zella Batchelor of Penticton 
was 0 visitor in Kelowna last Thurs­
day.
eldest 
of
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. DeMara were 
visitors to Kamloops over the week­
end.
After an absence ot 25 years, Ro- A t St. Marys Anglican church, Ker- 
bert C. "Bob” Green left on Monday rl«dale. Vancouver, on Saturday, No- 
via C N R  fo* >rmer home In vember 19. at 2 i>.m., a quiet wedding
England. He pla. again make his wa.s solemnized ..by Rev. James H. 
home there after many years in Ke- C*alg, when Constance Edith, amy 
lownu, where ho was best known for daughter of Mr. and Mrs Herbert 1. 
his lino work among youths of the Wright, of Saanichton, V.I., became 
community. bride of William Henry,
Robert Green will bo missed groatiy uf Mr. und Mrs. E. L. Cro.ss,
in the Toe H, club, where his work i . n
was outstanding. The . boys w ill re- J^ be bride wn.s unattended while the —  ^
member him for his fellowship und tuoom was .supported by ids cousin, gtrect.
Ciirlstian character. The British Israel Donald McDonald, of Vancouver. Only  ^ ^  , * * *
group will also be the poorer for his a few immediate relatives und friends J. W. Greely of loronto spent sev-
depnrturc ns well ns other groups and were in attendance. oral days in town last week visiting
friends A reception was held following the with friends.
Several private parties were held in ^  ^
the; past week in ihis'honor. A  supper Robbins, 1986 West 3ath, Van-
turned to ids iionic 
Monday evening.
past three weeks re­
in Vancouver on
Mr. und Mrs. Burton of Calgary are 
guests of the W illow Inn cottages at 
present.
* «
Mrs. George E. MaePherson and 
Mrs. Mary Buzza of Kamloops are the 
• • • guests of Mr. und Mrs. A. II. Do Mara
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Beale entertained ond Mrs. Frances Walker.
n number of friends at bridge on Fri­
day evening at tlieir home on Abbott Captain Grunt Kinney left for Van­
couver on Tuesday evening on a busij- 
ness trip.
* • •
J. J. Horn of Revelstoke was a visi­
tor in Kelowna this week.
« « ■
Mr. and Mr.s. H. B. Lutta and familyMr. and Mrs. E. P. (K ik ic) Smith
. ,.1.4 4 couver. returned lust Wednesday evening from left last Friday for f le w  Zealand
where :the“ Voc H J^cutWc and bo^s The young couple have returned to ^P^nt at the coast where they will_ inake their home,
expressed their appreciation in u prac- Kelowna and arc residing at the Bor- und m the States, 
deal manner. Later in the evening, a i^en Apartments, Ethel street, 
number of friends gathered at the
P ' c e e . _
Holmwood, where ho was again pro- across Canada and w ill visit his sister 
sentod with a purse, in token of his in Halifax before sailing on the Duch- 
fellowship. *' ess of Atholl. He expects to reach
“Bob" will bo making short stops London in time for Christmas at home.
Ski and Skating Togs
Frieze Cloth Slocks, roomy cut 
garment; elastic webbed ankle 
cuffs; button side fastening. Wine, »
brown, green and navy. Sizes .
14 to 20. •
$3.98
-.pianket and Melton 
• Cloth Jackets
Belted wth zippers and pockets.
Tailored collars. Plaids and plain.
Sizes 14 to 20.
$6.50, $6.95 and $7.95 
Plaid Sports Shirts
Tailored- with long sleeves and 
high neck,-Sizes 14 to 20.
$1.98
SK I CAPS
wth peaks and ear flaps. Blue, 
red and green. Medium and large.
$1.50
W OOL M IT T S
Bright color combination. 
Gauntlet style.
95 c
H a rd ie  H a rg ra v e s
Miss Molly Rodwell left last week 
H. F. Chapin was a visitor to the for Liverpool, England, 
coast last week. • • n
• • • ■ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sherrin who
Mr, and Mrs. R, Corner entertained have been living in Kelowna for the
a number oF the Rotarlnns und their j5ast four months left on Wednesday 
wives at the tea hour on Sunday after- for their home in Vancouver. ^
noon at their home in Glenrhore. • • ♦
• • • . Mrs. Max dePfyffer entertained at
Mrs. J.'Cameron Day was a visitor the tea hour last Tuesday afternoon
to Kamloops over the week-end. at her home on Abbott street.
. * « Hi • « •
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. McKay enter- Mrs. J. R. Conway was a tea hostess 
tained a number of the Rotarians last to a few friends at her home on Rich- 
Thursday evening at their home on ter street last Thursday afternoon. 
Pendozi street. * • • ^
• • • ■ Mrs. James Purvis entertained at the
Mrs, A. S. Underhill entertained at tea hour on Monday afternoon at her
the tea hour last Friday afternoon at home on Harvey avenue in honor of 
her home on Abbott street. Mrs. Frank Sherrin.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Parmley of Pen- Mrs. C. Barnes entertained
I’tEASE NOTE—^Wc cannot accept Groccit^ Ordera phoned In for delivery Saturday. Please phone Grocery
Orders early FRIDAY to ensure prompt delivery.
ALMONDS Valencia y2-lh. pkgc. 27c
I  YELLOW SUGAR 5 130c 
SUGAR - 8c
DATES - 12c
I SULTANAS Seedless 2^25c
CURRANTS - -2 r 2 7 c  
GLACE CHERRIES 35c 
CUT PEEL r r  2“^
Lake; G. W. McLeod, F. Owakenbush, 
Vernon; W. H. Dobson, (Calgary; W. L. 
Swick, Peachland; T  K irkby,. R. Hol- 
liston, Penticton; A. E. McGregor, M.
at the
tea hour on Tuesday afternoon of this 
week.
Dr. O. Morris of Vernon was a visi­
tor in' Kelowna on Tuesday.
• «
■ Mrs. D. Gough was a visitor to Kam­
loops over the week-end.• • D
H. B. Burtch was a visitor to Van­
couver over the week-end.
• * * .
Miss Mary Rattenbury was a visitor 
to Vancouver last week.
41 . Hi ■» .
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Guild were visi­
tors to Vancouver last week.
Mrs. Doris Everett was a visitor to
the coast last week.
« • «
C. B. (Tim) H ill has returned tO' 
Kelowna for the winter after spending 
the past nine months at Michel, B.C., 
where he was engaged in mine work.
Glive Planta, ex-M.L.A. for Peace 
River in the provincial legislature, 
Guests registered at the Mayfair was a "visitor to Kelowna from Monday 
hotel this week include: H. H. Wight- to Wednesday of this week., 
man, R. B. Rice, C, M. Taylor, J. F. * * *
Gee, Vancouver; Miss Anne Klym, Ke- O. 'W. Hembling, B.C. Fruit Board 
lowna; P. B. Hai^ison, Kamlooi^; J. member, returned on Monday morn- 
Goodkey, K. M. Murphy, 'Penticton; mg to Kelowna after a business trip 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Anderson, Decker to Vancouver.
ticton were visitors in Kelowna on 
Sunday.
* Hi «
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
hotel this week include: Agnes M.
Lott, Surhmerland; Mr. and Mrs, Tay­
lor, Vancouver; W. L. Graham, Toron­
to; O. L. Burgis, Ottawa; Captain Pitt- 
Brooke, Penticton; F. A. McGregor, 
Ottawa; Col. and Mrs. E, Poole, Arm­
strong; Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Berry, Ver­
non; Mr. and Mrs. C. R Reid, Pentic­
ton; Miss L. Hause and Miss Z. Batch­
elor, B. C. Armstrong, Penticton; Mr. 
and Mrs. J. L. Cann, Penticton; Mr. 
and Mrs. H. C. Bentall, Vancouver; 
Mr and Mrs. S. M. Breuf, Bremerton, 
Wash.
. - • * HI
Mr. Leo Hayes arrived in Kelowna 
last week-end after a business trip to 
the Old Country.• * •
Mel Young of Keremeos was a vis­
itor to Kelowna over the past week­
end.
* * ' It -
ALMOND PASTE 23c G. PINEAPPLES 2 ” 19c
p l u m  j a m
Empress pure Q C  
4-lb. tin .....
(Lim it 2)
W H IT E  B E A N S
4 fof • 19c
M ACARO #II
3 19c
Cut Green B E A N S
17-oz. tins -| 
(Ajjrlmer) ea. X . v  V
O N T A R IO  CH EESE , Medium; lb. 23c
H E D L U N D ’S S A U S A G E ; lb. tin ....... 23c
SW E E T  P O T A T O E S 3 lbs. 17c
SOY B E A N  S A L A D  O IL ; 31-O Zi btl. 35c
LEMONS " S i - - = % e c doz. 25c
TOMATOES 2:*”a9c
(Lii^t 4)
T i ?  A  “Maximum” Orange 
1 l!i /A  Pekoe Blend; per lb- 45c
COFFEE 2 lbs. 35c
Guaranteed Fresh “Airway” ^ lbs.
Roasted and Fresh Ground. tu1 ■ •"
Tony Stubbs left on Tuesday for 
Yellowknife, Y.T., after a short visit 
in Kelowna with his parents Mr. and 
Lang, P. Lang, Keithley Creek; H. Mrs. R. H. Stubbs. Mr. Stubbs is a
LUX
Large
Packages.
O N E  L U X  K N IT T IN G  • 
B O O K  F R E E  W IT H -------
2 tf'45e
“C R A X ” B U T T E R  W A F E R S ; |  
large 14-oz. package .................  JaSrt/
B R E A K F A S T  S Y R U P ; Nalley’s;
21-OZ. jug ... . .............. :..............
M e a t  M l ^ a r t M i c n t
SAUSAGE r  19e
V E A t
L E G  or 
L O IN ; lb. 
A R M  
Rdasts, lb. 
Shoulder 
Roasts ; lb.
l^C
I2 e
LAM B
LE G S  
per lb. ......
S H O U L D E R S  —  
Half or I  
Whole; Ib^
Fresh Salmon, Cod, Fillet of Sole, Kippered Her­
ring, Kippered Salmon, Smoked Fillets, Salt Her- 
- rings, etc.
Foster, B. Bak^ce, Penticton; F. W.
Keane, Summerland; B. K. Green­
wood, R. Hume, J. Ostergard, Vancou­
ver; H. Fernie, Kamloops; C. I. Pear­
son, G. W. Noygate, H. A. Baker, F.
Mournar, David Sims, Sr., Wenatchee, Vernon; L. W. Kincott, Grand Forks; 
Wash.; David Sims, Jr., Coulee Dam, N. Thompson, Dr. McCullock, S. Web-
member of the Consolidated Mining 
& Smelting Co. staff.
Guests registered at the W illow Inn 
this week include: R. H. MacDonald,
Prices effective 
Friday, Satur­
day and Mon­
day, December 
2nd, 3rd & 5th.
Wash.; W. Achermari, C. Graham, N. 
V. Casick, G. L. Gumany, John Clark,
ster, Gilbert Mennie, Don McQuarrie, 
and J. Hammond, Revelstoke; Major
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
Prices effective 
Fridayo Satur­
day and< Mon­
day, December 
2nd, 3rd Ss 5th.
SAFEWAY STORES LIMITED
Jack Dennis, Wenatchee; Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. W. A. Woodward and -Miss ;
Johnanson, Penticton; E. A. Course, Good, Penticton; E. O. Hoole, Vernon 
Kelowna; F. Lanuners, Summerland; R. K. Newport, Penticton; Mrs. R. CJ. 
Jack Savage, Kamloops; E. Anderson, Harvey, Glenmore; Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Princeton; G. Guttridge, Vancouver. Reid, Louis Creek.
CROSS & B LA C K W E LL ’S P A ST ES
In Lobster, Salmon and Shrimp, GLASS JARS, each 
Anchovy, Ham and Tongue. ' '
SW E E T  MANGO C H U T N EY ; bottle ........ 55c
CURRY POW DER crosse & Blackwell s bottle .... 27c
IF IV E  HUNDRED 
^  AH EN D  CATHOLIC 
SOCIETY SUPPER
HINTS ON 
FASHIONS
NOVEMBER BRIDE 
IS SHOWER GUEST
Mrs. W. Cross, nee Constance 
Wright Honored at Miss J. An- 
dison’s Home
K E IL L E R ’S D U N D EE L IT T L E  CHIP 
M ARM ALADE in glass jar ................. 49 c
SH IR IF F ’S iPINE M ARM ALADE; 4 lbs. ...... 85c
H ONEY Comb 23c
1-LB. TIN l e m o n  c u r d 23c
43 c
F R Y ’S  C O C O A
O LIV ES (Ripe) tin 23c 
PIN E.JU ICE, 2 tins 25c 
Grapefruit Juice ...... 11c
FIG S (Turkey) pkt. 21c
m
m
m
i
m
Annual Bazaar Outstanding Suc­
cess-—Mrs. R. L. Holm Wins 
Cedar Chest
35cTR Y  T H E  NEW  JA CK  HORNER F R U IT  M IX T U R E ; per lb. .
Every kind of fruit is in this mixture.
CURRANTS o r  SU LTA N A S; 2 lbs. 25c
M IXED P E E L, Gut or Whole; per lb .    25c
CH IN ESE GINGER, in jar .. ... .......... . .. 23c
ALMONDS, fresh; per lb. . ....... 55c
W ALN U TS, White Meats ; per lb. ............ 35c
Look over our stock of XM AS CRACKERS, Tob­
acco in X m as  Wrap, Chocolates, plain or extra 
fancy boxes. Candy to suit all tastes, at— —
The annual Catholic bazaar, which 
was held Saturday, November 19, af­
ternoon and evening in the I.O.O.F. 
hall, was th^ e most successful yet stag­
ed. A  large crowd patronized and 
enjoyed all the features.
The upper hall, which was prettily 
decorated in shades of orange en tone, 
was devoted entirely to the sale of 
articles. Each booth with its own 
^  raffle and sale of goods, such as ap- 
^  rons, fancy-work, pillows, pillow- 
^  slips, handkerchiefs, novelties, dolls, 
^  home-cooking and candies, was the 
^  scene of great activity during the af- 
^  ternoon. A  delightful tea was also 
e g  served during the afternoon.
^  One of the main features of the eve- 
^  ning was the serving of a hot chicken 
^  supper in the lower hall, which was 
^  beautifully decorated for the occasion.
The supper which proves more po- 
^  pular every year was served to a 
^  crowd numbering 500.
^  During the evening several amuse- 
^  ment features, such as Bingo etc. prov- 
ngr ed popular with the crowd.
The drawings which took place were 
^  the sources o f great interest. The 
^  main drawing for the cedar cliest and 
contents resulted in Mrs. R. L. Holm
IVIrs. "W. Cross (nee Connie Wright) 
was guest of honor last Wednesday 
evening at a kitchen shower when 
Miss Jenny Andison and Mrs. Cece 
Atkinson entertained, at Miss Andi- 
son’s home on Penddzi street.
A  bouquet of vegetables was; pre­
sented to Mrs. Cross containing clues 
as to the whereabouts of the gifts.
Mrs. H. Andison and Mrs. E. L. 
Cross presided at the ums while Miss 
Kay Hill and Miss Pat Hamilton as­
sisted the hostesses as serviteurs.
The guests included: Mrs. A. W il­
liams, Mrs. J. Brydon, Mrs. G. A. 
Meikle, Mrs. J. Stevens, Mrs.' Harris, 
Miss Marionne Meikle, Miss Kay Hill, 
Miss Pat'Mamilton,. Miss Maureen 
Hamilton, Miss Mildred Lloyd-Jones, 
Miss Jeanne Harvey, Miss Diana De­
Hart, Miss Vera ' Cushing and Miss 
Eleanor Abbott.
j^ADIES, Q IR LS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OP BEAUTY CULTURE 
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION , FOR GIRLS 
Learn imder recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler Schodl that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran- 
teed-^“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
2237
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
O A O  W. Hastings. 
iJ V v  Vancouver B. C.
KELOWNA SAWMILL 
ADDS NEW UNE
PLANNING TO FORM
Two Blouses for Daytime Wear
A  blouse for every occasion is the
The Kelowna Sawmill Co. Ltd. has 
A n rm Y  A A ru rr V i n  recently augmented the High standard 
bC 1*I i IWv  Df a  A K  I C..LiU d  of service which has earned them the
reputatioin of being Kelowna’s oldest
—----- firm of lumber manufacturers by the
A t ,the home of Mrs. H. A. Willis on addition of a complete line of mineral 
Monday evening a small group took surfaced shingles, ready roofing, build- 
first steps to form a Kelowna A rt club, ing papers and, insulating sheathings, 
with the object in view  of sponsoring insulating lumber, and a smart new 
art work in Kelowna, and to include line of floor tiles.
sketching, drawing and painting. An- • Consistent with his policy of pro- 
other meeting, at which officers w ill moting B.C. industry Mr. Lloyd-Jones 
be elected and further details arrang- states that second only to the exfcel- 
ed, has been called for 'Tuesday, De- lent quality of the products he-is now
objective of the girl who wants to cember 6. Those interested are being handling, ranks the fact .-that they are 
Another drawing n f ^  ^  get the utmost out of her suit. Here asked to leave their names with the manufactured and marketed in B.C. by
are two delightful blouses that w ere . temnora°y secrem^^^ Terrence Ben- a 100 per, cent B.C. firm.
office. Mr. Lloyd-Jones feels that this step
on the part of the Kelowna Sawmills 
is one that w ill be o f unusual interest 
to all those people who are either 
building or contemplating building 
homes, at the present time, and trusts 
that he w ill have the opportunity of
P e o n l T r e S  p r tary,
fhe^luck? ticket h?ld^^  ^ haldmadi <^esigned for dress wear in the day- nett, at The Courie^r the lucky ticket holders^ nanamaae first model is of egg-shell
$ 1 .0 0  j B c B ^ e s k l s B  I M l  
w ltk  a n y  * 1  
’¥ l i a - I l a y  
~ p i i ^ c f i D a s ©
■Vita-Ray Vitamin Cream is 
the amazing scientific cream 
which makes the skin lopk 
younger in 28 days! It carries 
Vitamin D direct to the cap­
illaries—-the pa/y source of 
skinjiquTishment.
I f  ybur skin is exceptional-' 
ly dry —  exceptionally, lined 
—  use Vita-Ray Doveskin Oil 
'with Vita-Ray Cream. You 
double the. effectiveness of 
each. They "work together to 
sfpooth away lines—-to re­
duce enlarged pores —  and to 
combat ,‘'crepey” throat. Take 
advantage of the special offer 
ve^k— ■(this we< without fail.
No. satin. It has stitching at the cuffs 
inS ; dinner set, Miss J. Modjeski^ 1^^  ^ and down the front
c closing. . A-quilted vestee section adds 
The drawing of the_ booth raffles interest to the model, which has bearl
Miss M. buttons. The second blouse is also of 
Delbert, Mr. Hemelspeck, Mrs. A. Ci-
. [ ( ELBWNA gROWERS’ [XCHANGE
accia, Mrs. Mary Camozzi, Mr. Pete 
Selzler, Mrs, W. J. Robinski, Mr. L. which‘ clo'ses
Douillard, Mr. L. Smith, Mrs. McKer- ^
gow, Francis Kirschner. ouiions
satin but in sky blue. It has scalloped Saturday was clean up day at the serving them in the near future.
edging on the collar and down the school, parents and' children put in a ------- —-----;---- — —_
 ^ ----  .^ t^th concealed good day in trying to improve the ap- aiAGDALINE YOGHEVt UNITED
TO JOHN SCHNEIDER HERE
The marriage of MagdaUne Yochim
WEDDING AT CHURCH OF
^  . IMMACULATE CONCEPTION — — ----------------—
The wedding of Rose Anne Lefeb- November 24th, at 
vre to Hugh Elmer McCormack both Conception church, 
of Kelowna took' place on Thursday,
PH O N E 305
The scalloping is encrusted; jiearance of the school , grounds, 
for fine detail is a feature of the nicer _  . , t * j  r __
biniisf.c Mrs. Pritchard has recovered from i___ „her illness and is able to teach again. Schneider took plac^ on ,Wed-
__ _ __ _____________— ---------------------r-r- °  nesday, November 23rd, at the Imma-
The Westbank Orchards are busy culpte Conception church in Kelowna.the Immaculate e est a  urenarqs are ,
W.: J. Harrison packing aad shipping out carloads of Rev. Father McKenzie officiated at the 
performed the ceremony. fruit again. ceremony.
i Y
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FA C E  T W E L V E T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U m E R
THURSDAY, DKCI5MPER 1, 1038
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
KKLOWNA
PROVISIONEI^S
PHONEB: 178 »ua 179
Oysters - Mincemeat - Mushrooms 
Cooked Meats - Ham - Bacon - Lard  
Butter - Eggs
P A C IF IC  K IPPE R S
R O U N D  S T E A K  R O ASTS of ST E E R  B E E F  
S H O U L D E R . R O ASTS O F  FR ESH  PO R K
IPLE A SE  N O T E  C H A N G E S  IN  C L O S IN G  HOURS| 
F IV E  o’clock instead of 5.30 and 
Saturday evening at N IN E  instead of 9.30
S H O U L D E R  RO ASTS OF L A M B  
G E N U IN E  R O ASTS  O F  B A B Y  B E E F
CELERY HEARTS, SPROUTS, CELERY, LETTUCE, 
CAULIFLOWER, ONIONS, CARROTS, POTATOES, TURNIPS,
CABBAGE
ISHospital Ladies' Auxiliary 
Highly Gratified with Fast Vear's 
W o rk  as Shown in Annual Reports
program tor the fall if you knew there 
would be but few men on relief at 
this time? You should know when 
labor is* available. YoUj are head of 
the department."
Jone.s: “ You urged u works program 
tliis fall as the relief was going to be 
heavy and novi' you say tliere Is no 
labor available.”
LEGIONNAIRES 
FROM WENATCHEE 
VISIT KELOWNA
ANNUAL M ILITIA 
DINNER-DANCE 
IS ENJOYED
---------------------------—  Sutherland: “The sewer should not „  r\cr r -r\ * o i
. . have been started until after the llrst Canadian Legion Post in South- Ofheers of B.C. Dragoons Squad-
Mrs. H ,  W .  Arbuckle Chosen President of Organization of the year.” ern City Sends Officers Here rons and Guests Gather in Kcl-
Which is Accomplishing Splendid Work—Big Bank 
Balance will Enable Body to Place $400 in Reserve 
for Bedding for New Beds
Pettigrew: "You 
three weeks ago.’ ’
McKay: ‘The sewer was started to as­
sist the relief department. It is work
did not say that In s ta lla tion owna for Annual Ball
. . .  - . The Wenatchee ])ost Canadian Le- Officers of A, D and C Squadron.s of
Hist the relief depart ent. H is work a fraternal visit to Kiihsh Columbia Dragoons, frbm
that must be done In the full. It would “  nu itinai visit to Kelowna and Penticton ie-
..... .....................................  not be satisfactory to do It in Janu- the Kelowna branch on Saturday and [jpuetively, gathered in Kelowna, rc-
MEM B E R S  of the Kelowna ladies’ auxiliary, in annual meeting « i y  and February. 'That is iny con- Sunday, November 20 and 27. They gimental headquarters, for the annual
at the board of trade rooms on Monday. November 28, were * l iw T n r ih t  ?, ' a “ f , " X r ' S ' '  which h "» “ o w ?  m .^ o i
highly gratified with the work of their executive during the past tor in determining the best time to do who weie inslulkd at the meeting on hig|,iig’his of the fa/l social season
season and the immense amount of splendid work accomplished for the work. Moreover you knew the Saturday lugli^ ^^  A  d nner w ^  held orchard City for some years.
T  . . . .  ‘  work was being started for relief the Royal Anne hotel, and was Ihor- , ,, 4, • . , ,
th e  in s titu tio n  in» th is  c ity . work. I f  you knew men were not go- oughly enjoyed by all attended. Mayor lu  the nfteinoou the annual legi-
Splendld Bahlc Balaiicc  --------------------- --  ”  ing to be ovuilablc, you should have O. L. Jones was present and gave an held, with louline
Not only did the auilUary present would be an easy way of augmenting told us.. I f  there are men available or appropriate address while other guests
a splendid' bank balance of '$582.40 at our funds. I might mention that there i f  there is any way of putting these were Sergt. A  Maqdonuld o f the B.C. POrt from m e S T i n
the end of tlie fiscal year, but more arc 300 members In the Vernon aux- men to work on a relief basis, I feel Police and Alderman George W. Suth- J . ' J O c t o b ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
than $800 had been spent in linen and iliary. yoin- department should coopcrulc.’’ crland. M n  11
supplies for the hospital. “Tho home cooking sale held at the Whilhs: “ It scem.s to me that the re- A  ropresentnUve of the American ** ** ui. a .i./.
Mrs. K. D. Hunipson, treasurer, in Bcgg Motors showrooms, arranged lief department could arrange to give L(^gion and Veterans of Foreign Wars, Lieul.-Col. G. C. Oswell, Kelowna,
her statement showed receipts of $1,- through the kindness of Mr. Miller, us the men. Lot them work now in- John Slack, Avus in tho Wenatchee presided at the annual banquet at the
054.00 including the balance from the sale of candy at Mr. Bredin’s Proven- stead of January. It is a matter of contingent. He was chairman of com- Royal Anno on Tliursday evening,
previous year .of $354.52; sale, of cook torium entertainment, cook book i*e- luck of cooperation. mittes Inst year for the Wenatchee Following the toast to the King. Hon.
books, $133.50; bridge drive, $215.10; turns, stamp collections which arc just Sutherland: “I  am not going to pul Apple Blossom festival. ' Gi ote Stirling, M.P. for Yale, propos-
During the dinner, old-time war
sgs
It Pays
— to  dea l w ith  M cK enzie
membC-rships, $100; donaUons, $133.10; getting under way, and last but not relief men to work for the benent of
home cooking .sales and raffles, least our tag day, were Included in the sewer,’’ I ____ ____ ______________
$154.75; candy sale, $57.50; blossom our ways and means of raising money. Jopes: “ I f  men are eligible for relief pmaded back to the Canadian Legion, 
drive, $82; tag day, $400.40; blanket “Many of us had grave doubts us to Ihdy should be on that job.” 
sold to Mrs. Hoy, 10.20; bank interest, the wLsdom of changing our usual Re- Whlllis: “A  man that is going to 
^4 75 gatta tag day to a Saturday in Oclob- come on relief could ..be. put on that
Disbursements were • as follows; or, but I am pleased to report we col- job and hoc ould work out his time in 
petty cash, $5; printing, $20.1,5; adver- Iccted over $400, which is more than advance rather than pt the end. It 
, tislng, $25.43; linen and supplies, $843.- has ever been made and more than could easily' .be ajranged if  the relief
53; Miss Fry ’s salary, $150; express, justifies the change of day. departmor^ ......
freight and haulage, $13.11; flowers, “Our library has increased ononn- situation.’
20 ously under the able care of Mrs. But- Sutherland: “The relief department
Officers Elected 1 ler. Few people realize the great recognizes that relief has been a rac-
Mrs. H. W. Arbuckle was chosen work this has been for the hospital ket and an honest effort has been
ed the toast to the Canadian Militia,
songs were sung and later the party which was resp^ded to by Lieut.-Col. 
nnr oH h.'in r» ii nH Ijpffi . ConncHy, D.S.O., L.S.H., Victoria.
CHRISTMAS CANDIES AND  NUTS 
CHRISTMAS GROCERIES
president for the 1938-39 season, sue- and the patients, without costing the made to correct it.” 
ceeding Mrs. E. M. Carruthers. Mrs. ,auxiliary a cent. We have now ob- Jones: “ “We anticipated
led by twb of the pipers. A  smoker proposed by Major A.
was held during the evening. Major C.
Installation, ceremonies were carried commenced ■ about 9.30 o’-
6ut at 8 o’clock the retiring comman- p^ttman’s Imperials sup-
of the post plying the music. A  supper was serv-
rt nt would only recognize the rrnhnm^^ the officers ancj their gue.sts aj
’’ mandei , Chaiho Giahuni. The adjut- midnight and dancing continued until
am is uavid tsims. three o’clock. Thqse present agreed
------------, . Military Ball was one of the
Hens’ eggs have thinner shells in most enjoyable affairs held in the past 
summer than in winter. few  years.
$3.95 
95c
14 lb. Boxes Palm
Toffee ........,..........
Family Chocolates; 4 lb.
,8 different kinds ...........
Chocolates and Creams; 4 kinds 
chocolates, 3 kinds 
creams; 4 lb. box ........
McIntosh Best Toffee;
4 lb, tins ................
English Licorice A ll- 
sorts; 14 lb. box ....
CoUard and Bowser’s 
.Scotch;
4 lb. boxes ..............
Okanagan Candied 
Fruit; 1 lb. pkgs. ....
5 LB. CHRISTMAS CANDY ina pail; :A / I
pail and all ..........
95c 
$1.90 
$3.30
Butter
$2.00
$1.00
Chinese Crystallized 
Ginger; per pound
Jordan Almonds;
per pound .....
Shelled Almonds;
per pound ................
Shelled Pecans;
per pound .......... .....
Shelled Brazils;
per pound .......... !......
Shelled Walnuts;
whole, halves, per. lb. 40c i
as much or
H F  Chapin is first vice-president and tained the assistance of Mrs. J. H. more relief this year than last and 
Mrs M. Pei;ry secretary and Mrs. J. F. Horn to help with the social service based our opinion on your own say- 
Hampson treasurer. The committee branch and I  hope that thpre, w ill be so.”
consists of Mrs. R. B. Staples, Mrs.. a great development in this woi'-k the Sutherland: “The heayipt relief
McLeod, Mrs. E. F. Barnes, Mrs. A. coming year and more volunteer Hfelp- comes in January to April.”
Weddell and Miss E. Taylor. Honorary ers. Jones: “Those are the worst months
president is Mrs. M. E. Cameron. “ I have to report with sincerest re- for this work. Now the weather is
Buying committee consists of Mrs. gret the death of one of our oldest good and the water is low.”
Ben Hoy and Mrs. K. Duggan; linen and hardest working members. I re- Pettigrew: “It has been planned
committee, Mrs. E. L. Cross, Mrs. F. J. fer to Mrs. Neish, who acted for so since last April that the sewer would 
Willis and Mrs E M Carruthers; sew- many years as our secretary. be laid this fall and we all knew it.”
ing committee, Mrs K. Duggan, Mrs. Many Hours of Work Jones: “Frankly, I  am very dis-
M. M. Murchison, Mrs. J. R. Beale and ... .incerelv to thank the as I had expwted some co-
Mr.. Pilling; library Mrs W. J. Butlcy, o7m y Z e i ' b ’ ; .y ? n ? a S  S -  Z l n ' S ‘‘r ? 7 n g i e
K ^ T od i vertislng committees for the many . h f n f n S  the c l S d l  ohoosZ^lo
Of the bank balance, $400 Will be sef c S m L  M^s T a^ rS h L ^ T en ti^ ^ ^  override me. I f  th? council wishes
nctirfo in a rpsprvp fund to c-noolv linen contmuea ivns. i..airuiners, menxioning pggg g resolution instructing me to 
aside m a reserve fund to supply linen same time the honorary and ^o as you ask. then I  can do nothing
t
DID YOU  
HEAR 
THE
NEWS ? ?
for new beds to be purchased. "The vice-presidents, secretary, treasurerj.L»i vv 1/v fc/v, JVV4.1. .a. xAw Y c^ o lciG ii
library committee was complimented members
$ 2 4 ,8 7 3 .0 0
but agree, but unless the council so
W A S  S A V E U  D U R IN G  1937 BY; 
C O N T R A C T  M EM BERS
— of the —
Shelled Walnuts- r tO  • for its excS^lent work as the Datients other committees, instructs me, I  refuse to change.
" S ’ .... 28c ^  fad  t a k e r g 7 i Z i o y m Z ^  Whlllis: work
facilities. A  social service department and Morrison’s Library.
is now costing
Shelled Pistachios; d .|  « «  S  • t e " ; r ' i „ ‘ ' ' ‘th e ''^aS T ltor 'to  a ? f u M 'm f e t t a f S  is something
........ a  check- on the requirements c t  ne f y  estimate tor ,
persons after they leave the ho^ital. dosinff. I  wish to th
us much more than we estimated. It
of a disappointment to 
relief work and then find 
it is not being used.”
have relief
Large 3 Grown AU STRA LIA N  SULTANAS—Z pounds  ............ 25c
FRESH ROASTED PEANUTS—3 pounds ...................25c
JASMINE T E A  for blending; per pound ......................... . $1.00
LOVE’S FLAVOUR (you use less, they flavor more) per bottle 35c 
TOM SMITH’S CHRISTMAS CRACKERS—from 25c to $4.00
A  TON^ OP FRESH CANDY —  A  TON OF NEW NUTS 
A  CAR OF CHRISTMAS GROCERIES
per pound
Desaleated CMoanut; - j c  ^  ‘ ’Z X r Z fn u M  renorT a r n r S m  ‘before closing I  wish to thank sulherU^^ “You w ill
per pound ............     X O C  ®  J" narrutheS e i Z L i f d  McTavish tor his kindness in guditing „ ,e „  December.”
^  4' pur books, the board of trade for its WhilUs- “The first of December’
^  that through fee^able su ^ort of the generosity in letting us have the room Sutherland: “Yes.’,’
committees and the generosity of the charge and our appreciation of Whillis* “In two days’ ”
general public, that a successful year 4^  e-vodlenf mendint? done bv Miss o i '  j  j v 44,.^  had been experienced. 'The.Unen cup- 1“ ! .  excellent mending done by Miss Sutherland: “Yes. And I  want the
K elow na Itosp ita l Insurance Plan
CAN YOU Afford to be without it ?
JJ.OO PER MONTH PER F A M ILY
Sign N o w !
M
I f  you get it at McKenzie’s— I^t’s Good !!!
214 Two Phones 214
board is full to overflowing and the <^,.p cioean at; mentioned in last demand a fu ll days work
nnifiliarv wa<; ahip. to hilv in lareer Slogan, as mentioned in last from the men. I f  they do not give it
auxilia:^ was able to buy in la g year’s report, was to be. Work with- firg them and the relief denartment 
quantities, thus m e t in g  a saving. expe^e, except advertising.”  and deaT wSh th lm ’ ^ ’
Membership Drive you, one and all, have most ably help- .
“We have had numerous ways of ed to carry out this slogan and. I  wish ~ ' ■ ' *^**""**"^"*^'"^
raising money including the annual to thank you all very, very much.” 
bridge and membership drive. I  would Mrs. A. M. Shepherd, in her secre- 
like to-point out that in 1936-when I  tary’s report, stated that nine regular 
took qver th e ' presidency we had a meetings with an average attendance 
paid up membership of 62, in 1937 this of 20 had been held in the year, as ^  
was increased to 146, but I  am sorry well as sewing bees. The country dis- ^  
to say that this year it has dropped tricts had assisted materially in the ^  
to 101 members. I  feel quite sure that success of these meetings, she ‘ said. ^  
if a proper effort is made that our She told of a pMd up membership o f  ^  
membership would not only be kept 96 including active and associate mein- 
up but could be increased greatly, and bers. ^
. “During the year we have held eight
exchanges with a total of 954 pieces
OFFICE: DON McLEAN MOTORS, Bernard ■ Avenue
HOURS: 2 to 3.30 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday an d ’Friday; 
2 to 9.30 pan. Saturdays.
Woollen Dresses
T H E A T R E  C H R ISTM A S
GIFT TICKETS
NOW ON SALE A T  THE 
BOX OFFICE
T O N I G H T
Thursday, December 1st
F R I D A Y  -  S A T U R D A Y
December 2nd and 3rd
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
December 5th and 6th
\
LIFE IS SWELL !
I f  you know how to live it.
ROMANCE IS GRAND
I f  it IS  romance.
The gay adventure of a debonair 
millionaire who had too much 
money and too little fun . . . until 
he gave his millions the air and 
went looking for a girl, who was 
looldng only for love.
WARNER BAXTER
M ARJO RIE  W E A V E R  
P E T E R  LO R R E
—in—
ril Give 
a Million
ADDED A T  8.20 ONLY
JANE WITHERS
— in—
THE QUIZ PICTURE
Keep Smiling
— O N  O U R  ST A G E —  
W E D N E S D A Y  N IG H T
T H E
Damaeed
of linen exchanged, but we gave out a ^  
total of 1,192 pieces of new linen,” de-
dared Mrs. E. L. Cross, chairman of w  
the linen, committee. She outlined the ^  
many pieces of linen and other hos- ^  
pital necessities purchased.
Heavier in 1939 ^
“This year has not been as heavy as ^  
last, as it alternates every other year, 
so by all signs next year w ill be heav- ^  
ier than 1939. We feel that with the ^  
hospital so ver-crowded both on ma- ^  
ternity and surgical sides, that the ^  
standard in some things is too low,
As distinctive ds silk.
#
i H U M M i
wIiaWALTER PIOGEON 
WALTER CONNOLLY 
LEO CARRILLO
----- ^Added— —
A  DISNEY CARTOON
PARAM OUNT NEWS
C K O V  Broadcast from 
our stage Friday night. 
9—.9.30 p.m.
‘T H E
KELOW NA
KOMMON
KNOWLEDGE
KOLLEGE”
D O N ’T  M ISS IT  !!
. . .  is a plea for the light 
on the hidden danger, that 
fathers, mothers, young men 
and young women, may 
know the terrible price that 
must be paid, not only by 
the generation that violates 
the law, but the generations 
to come.
IT’S THE PICTURE 
THAT DARES TELL 
THE TRUTH
Children under 16 not ad­
mitted ‘ unless accompanied 
by parents.
ADDED
INTERNATION­
AL CRIME 99
M ATINEE MONDAY, 2.30 
TWO COMPLETE SHOiyS EACH 
EVENING A T  7 and 9.10
and that they require more linen when 
beds are brought into use in emerg- 
ericies.
“Six years ago we started budgeting 
for our linen requirements and it was 
quite a struggle the first few  years to 
bring hospital linen up to standard re­
quirements and to equip six new ad­
ditional beds, besides our regular ex­
changes. LEjst year we decided in 
the event of a new addition being put 
on the hospital in the near future, to 
try and gradually accumulate a re­
serve supply of linen above our actual 
yearly requirements, so as to be pre­
pared for the extra call when these 
new beds would be in operation. Our 
linen cupboard for the first time in 
the six years had a goodly supply and 
encourages all who have seen it.”
Mrs. Cross went on to describe the 
necessities which coincide with out­
fitting new beds and warned the m em -. 
bers that they would have to work 
hard. She extended her committee’s 
thanks to the girls’ welfare club at 
Rutland and spoke of the sewing bees 
which were held. She also suggested 
a cutting out or sewing committee for 
the year,
“I  would like to thank the members 
for the confidence you have placed in 
us during the past years, for it is, a 
responsibility to have so much linen 
under our care and account for each 
item.”
B IG G E R  V A L U E S  
S M A R T E R  S T Y L IN G  
F IN E R  D E T A IL S  
M O R E  V A R I E T Y
w
S iW
U n b e a t a b l e  Q u a l i t y !
* ■
U n b e a t a b l e  S t y l e ! 
U n b e a t a b l e  V a l u e !
W
w
w
WOOL DRESSES in varied color and type are 
being worn a great deal this season. What they 
are showing are lively wine and red Shades; fog 
blue and teal blues; also grey and plum shades. 
These wool dresses have the formal look associated 
with afternoon dresses. Shirred and cartridge pleat­
ed fulness.
A  PURPLE ANGORA CLOTH with wide shoulder 
effect. Red glass buttons. Pleats on the blouse 
to give slimming effect. Long sleeves.
A  THREE-TONED ANGORA DRESS—This is very 
smart with all navy skirt. Shoulders, sleeves and 
vestee of grey with bands of purple and navy in 
a V  effect on lower part of blouse. Square neck 
and self colored grey buttons down front. Short 
sleeves. *
-More About-
J  U C K  OF
DEEP W INE DRESS with stitched down pleated 
skirt;* Th e  short sleeves are all tiny pin tucks. 
Also tucked band around neck, finished with a 
gold ornament. Colors of green, red, rust and blues 
in these frocks. O C
TO SELL A T  ........ ... .....
COOPERATION
♦ -
From Page 1, Column 3
Pettigrew a l l ' said with one voice: 
“You yourself wanted that work.” 
Pettigrew: “You wanted it and now 
you , are backing down.”
Whillis: “Why did you urge a relief
FOR THE CHRISTMAS PARTIES AND DANCES
we have everything in the way of dance frocks. 
Lace, taffeta, floral sheens, velvets and satins. 
Prices $7.95, $12.50, $15.95, $19.95 and $22.50
C m *  a  I  . * < 1
